Financial Sustainability of Protected Areas in Latin America and the Caribbean:

INVESTMENT POLICY GUIDANCE
UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (UNDP)

UNDP, through projects financed by the GEF and other sources, has supported the establishment, consolidation and effective management of protected areas in Latin America and the Caribbean for almost two decades. The Energy and Environment Programme of UNDP for Latin America and Caribbean has identified Protected Area Financing as pivotal to ensuring effective protected area systems in the region thereby enabling the provision of key ecosystem services. The Regional Bureau of Latin America and the Caribbean has funded the cost of preparation of this report with support from the Government of Spain.

To assist governments of the region to address the issue of financial sustainability of their protected area systems, UNDP produced, in 2007, a Financial Sustainability Scorecard as an instrument to assist managers and decision makers to identify and present financial needs and gaps in a systematic and periodic manner. In addition UNDP is continually increasing its portfolio of projects supporting protected area financial sustainability.

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY (TNC)

The Nature Conservancy has provided substantial support to countries through technical advice and funding to advance the financial sustainability of national protected areas systems. These include key aspects such as: financial analysis to determine protected area needs and financial gaps and development and implementation of financial mechanisms to fill financial gaps, including those resulting from the establishments of new protected areas. These have helped to ensure full ecological representation and sustained effective management, which are foundational elements of the CBD’s Programme of Work on Protected Areas. Efforts have been made to work with countries in the formulation of business–oriented financial plans and to measure progress towards financial sustainability. TNC has also worked with national governments to profile commitments in public platforms and to broker regional collaboration with the aim of securing enabling public policy and public and private funding flows. In particular, through undertaking economic analyses of the value of ecosystem services, TNC has facilitated improved understanding of the role of biodiversity and protected areas in supporting sustainable development and in addressing major threats such as climate change that affects livelihoods that are depending on ecosystem services.

The key partners driving the Protected Area Financing Initiative are the UNDP and TNC in the LAC region. Since the initiation of this project a total number of 18 UNDP country offices and 14 experts from TNC have been engaged in the development and implementation of the initiative along with 20 national governments (including 5 states in Brazil).
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Country teams

Argentina

Diana Uribeñarrea, Administración de Parques Nacionales (APN), Directora de Conservación; Eduardo Horacio Álvarez, APN, Jefe de manejo de Sistemas; Guillermo Martin, APN, Director de Uso de Recursos; Héctor Espina, APN, Presidente de la Dirección; Javier Digregorio, APN, Dirección de Uso de Recursos; María Angélica Borri, APN, Dirección Nacional de Asuntos Internos; Lucas Bustos, Mariano Altamira, APN, Dirección de Uso de Recursos; Silvina Abate, APN, Dirección de Manejo; Aristobulo Maranta, APN, Director del Parque Nacional El Palmar; María Florencia Tanga, APN, Parque Nacional El Palmar; Pablo Tello, APN, Centro de Delegación Regional; Patricia López Sáenz, APN, Delegación Regional del Noroeste de Argentina; Paula Cichero, APN, Delegación Regional del Noroeste de Argentina; Ignacio Sagasti, APN, Programas de IBRD y GEF; Santiago Cogorno, APN, Programa del IADB; Diego Moreno, Fundación Vida Silvestre Argentina (FVSA), Director General; German Pale, FVSA, Áreas Protegidas marinas y Costeras; Maria José Pacha, FVSA, Coordinadora de Taller; Sarah Jones, FVSA, Directora de Pregruamos Internacionales; Daniel Tomasini, UNDP, Coordinador de Medio Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible; Gustavo Iglesias, TNC, Áreas Protegidas Públicas.

Belize

Emily Waight-Aldana, Ministry of Economic Development; Eugene Waight, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries; Bert Pacheco, Friends of Swallow Caye, Beverly Wade, Fisheries Department; Iaisa Majil, Fisheries Department; James Azueta, Fisheries Department; Cindy Joseph, Rancho Dolores Environment and Development Co. Ltd.; Spanish Creek Wildlife Sanctuary; Dominique Liza, Belize Audubon Society; Ediliberto Romero, Programme for Belize (PFB), Director; Nelly Catzim, National Protected Areas Commission, Coordinadora; Ruby Nichols, Programme for Belize (PFB); Ellen McCoo, The Siwa-ban Foundation; Elma Kay, University of Belize; Florentino Pop, Agualacelente Management Team; Hyacinth Ysaguirre, Steadfast Tourism and Conservation Association (STACA); Imani Morrison, Oak Foundation; Kristian Parker, Oak Foundation; Leonardo Lacerda, Oak Foundation; Jessie Young, Baboon Sanctuary; Joseph Vilafranco, Toledo Institute for Development and Environment (TIDE); Lisel Alamilla, Yáaxché Conservation Trust, Executive Director; Nancy Marin, Friends of Conservation and Development; Valdemar Andrade, Protected Areas Conservation Fund; Vincent Gillet, Coastal Zone Authority; Wilber Sabido, Forest Department, Chief; Yvette Alonzo, Association of Protected Areas Management Organizations (APAMO); Diane Wade, UNDP, Ismira Tillet-Andrade, UNDP, Ivel Zuniga, UNDP Program Officer; Alex Martinez, TNC, Country Director; Natalie Rosado, TNC, Conservation Program Manager.

Bolivia

Adrián Nogales Morales, Servicio Nacional de Áreas Protegidas (SERNAP), Director Ejecutivo; Angélica Lanza, Técnica de Seguimiento, SERNAP; Crisanto Melgar Souza, Dirección de Monitoreo Ambiental Director Legal SERNAP; Dino Palacios, Federación de Asociaciones Municipales (FAM), Director Ejecutivo; Douglas Ibáñez Reaza, TNC, Asistente Responsable de Bolivia; Dr. Carlos Ugarte Ochoa, Ministerio de Ambiente y Agua, Técnico de la Dirección de Monitoreo Ambiental; Edwin Camacho Olguín, SERNAP, Director de Planificación; Eloterio Choque M., Técnico de la Dirección de Manejo, SERNAP; Ernesto Aramayo B., Fundación para el Desarrollo del Sistema Nacional de Áreas Protegidas (FUNDESNA), Dirección de Administración y Finanzas (DAF); Francisco Morales C., Técnico del Programa Biodiversidad y Áreas Protegidas (BIAP); Imke Oeting, FUNDESNA, Responsable por el Manejo de la Recaudación de Fondos; Irene Cobo A., Técnica del Viceministerio de Inversión Pública y Financiamiento Externo (VIPFE); Jaime Edgar Vasquez Sarate, SERNAP, Técnico de la Dirección de Planificación, Seguimiento y Evaluación; Jaime Galázar R., Técnico del Proyecto SERNAP-MAPZA; Jaime Vásquez, Técnico de la Dirección de Planificación, SERNAP; Jorge Choquehuanca, Técnico de la Dirección de Planificación, SERNAP; José Coello, SERNAP, Dirección de Monitoreo Ambiental; Katherine Macarena Antonio S., TNC, Coordinadora de Instituciones Financieras; Olaf Westekmann, SERNAP, Asesor Técnico; Oswaldo Quisbert, Técnico de Planificación, Consultor, SERNAP; Ramiro Armando Lizondo Rada, Dirección de Planificación, Técnico de Planificación y Proyecto, SERNAP; Ramiro Ibáñez J., Técnico de la Dirección de Monitoreo Ambiental; Ricardo Torres, SERNAP, Técnico Legal-Ambiental; Sergio Egúino, FUNDESNA, Director Ejecutivo; Teofilo Hidalgo M., Técnico de la Dirección de Monitoreo Ambiental, SERNAP; Xavier Claros R., UBREMA, Técnico.

Brazil

Rio Grande do Sul
Ana Cristina Tomazzeni; Celso Lanz Latorre de Souza; Fabiano Minossi Silva; Luiz Alberto Mendonça; Marcio Barreira de Oliveira; Paola Stumpf; Paulo Grubler; Roberta Dalsotto; Romulo Valim; Salete Beatriz Ferreira; Vania Mara Agnelo da Costa; Kathia Iglesias, TNC, Áreas Protegidas Públicas.

Espírito Santo
Aline Alvarenga; Alvaro Bridi; André Tebaldi; Dulcídea Costa; Érica Munaro; Fabiano Novelli; Felipe Saíter; Gustavo Braga da Rosa; João Henrique; Josiane Trabarch; Leonardo Brioschi; Maria Otávia Crepaldi; Rita Mendes; Roberta Souza; Savana Nunes; Terence Jorge Ramos; Deudsedet Alle Son, consultant; Analuce Freitas, TNC, Coordinadora de Taller; Carlos Ugarte Ochoa, Ministerio de Ambiente y Agua, Técnico de la Dirección de Monitoreo Ambiental; Katherine Macarena Antonio S., TNC, Coordinadora de Instituciones Financieras; Olaf Westekmann, SERNAP, Asesor Técnico; Oswaldo Quisbert, Técnico de Planificación, Consultor, SERNAP; Ramiro Armando Lizondo Rada, Dirección de Planificación, Técnico de Planificación y Proyecto, SERNAP; Ramiro Ibáñez J., Técnico de la Dirección de Monitoreo Ambiental; Ricardo Torres, SERNAP, Técnico Legal-Ambiental; Sergio Egúino, FUNDESNA, Director Ejecutivo; Teofilo Hidalgo M., Técnico de la Dirección de Monitoreo Ambiental, SERNAP; Xavier Claros R., UBREMA, Técnico.
Financial Sustainability of Protected Areas

No national workshop was held. The scorecard was completed during the process of a GEF UNDP project development by representatives from different Chilean institutions. Representatives from a number of different Chilean institutions were also present at the South America sub-regional workshop held in CEPAL to launch the programme and gain commitment from the countries for participation. These were as follows: Consultor; Beatriz Ramírez, CONAMA; Daniel Álvarez, CONAMA, Jefe Unidad de Áreas Protegidas, Departamento de Protección de Recursos Naturales; Diego Flores, CONAMA, Gina Michea Anfossi, CONAF, Encargada de Calidad de Atención e Inversión en Áreas Protegidas y Comunidades; Miguel Díaz, CONAF, Jefe de Departamento de Áreas Protegidas y Comunidades; Marcela Olmo, CONAMA; Miguel Sutzin, CONAMA, Jefe Departamento de Protección de Recursos Naturales; Rafael Asenjo, Coordinador del Programa UNDP/GEF Sostenibilidad Financiera; Victoria Alonso, TNC, Especialista en Tierras Privadas; Francisco Solís, TNC, Representante para Chile; María Elena Zúñiga, Coordinadora Sudamérica, Estrategia de Áreas Protegidas; Marcia Torres, TNC, Administradora; Mark Gerrits, TNC; Arnaldo Rodríguez, TNC.

There were also representatives from a number of international agencies at this sub-regional workshop. Mario Mengareli, FAO, Oficial Forestal de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (CITMA); Rene Tomás Capote Fuentes, IES; Reniel Concepción, CNAP; Susana Perera Valderrama, CNAP; Telmo Lorenzo Ledo, IES; José Luis Corvea Porras, PN Viñales; Laura Delgado Sánchez, CNAP; María de los Angeles Entralgo Flores, MEP, Cuba, Funcionaria Dirección Financiera y servicios ambientales; Eduardo Velasco Abad, Parques Nacionales Naturales, Director Territorial Surocidente; Fabio Villamizar Durán, Parques Nacionales Naturales, Director Territorial Norandina; Luz Elvira Angarita Jiménez, Parques Nacionales Naturales, Directora Territorial Caribe; Pedro Nel Vallejo, Parques Nacionales Naturales, Director Territorial Noroccidente; Yaneth Noguera, Parques Nacionales Naturales, Directora Territorial Surandina; Luis Olmedo Martínez, PNUD, Oficial de Programas de Medio Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible; José Galindo, Consultor PNUD; Juan Carlos López, TNC, Especialista en Fondos Públicos, Asuntos Externos; María Fernanda Acosta, TNC, Especialista Financiera.

There were also representatives from a number of international agencies at this sub-regional workshop. Mario Mengareli, FAO, Oficial Forestal de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (CITMA); Rene Tomás Capote Fuentes, IES; Reniel Concepción, CNAP; Susana Perera Valderrama, CNAP; Telmo Lorenzo Ledo, IES; José Luis Corvea Porras, PN Viñales; Laura Delgado Sánchez, CNAP; María de los Angeles Entralgo Flores, MEP, Cuba, Funcionaria Dirección Financiera y servicios ambientales; Eduardo Velasco Abad, Parques Nacionales Naturales, Director Territorial Surocidente; Fabio Villamizar Durán, Parques Nacionales Naturales, Director Territorial Norandina; Luz Elvira Angarita Jiménez, Parques Nacionales Naturales, Directora Territorial Caribe; Pedro Nel Vallejo, Parques Nacionales Naturales, Director Territorial Noroccidente; Yaneth Noguera, Parques Nacionales Naturales, Directora Territorial Surandina; Luis Olmedo Martínez, PNUD, Oficial de Programas de Medio Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible; José Galindo, Consultor PNUD; Juan Carlos López, TNC, Especialista en Fondos Públicos, Asuntos Externos; María Fernanda Acosta, TNC, Especialista Financiera.
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There were also representatives from a number of international agencies at this sub-regional workshop. Mario Mengareli, FAO, Oficial Forestal de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (CITMA); Rene Tomás Capote Fuentes, IES; Reniel Concepción, CNAP; Susana Perera Valderrama, CNAP; Telmo Lorenzo Ledo Llanes, Ministerio del Turismo; Ysidro Rodríguez Díaz, CONAMA, Jefe de Cooperación Internacional; Mark Gerrits, TNC, Coordinador del Programa UNDP/GEF Sostenibilidad Financiera; Victoria Alonso, TNC, Especialista en Tierras Privadas; Francisco Solís, TNC, Representante para Chile; María Elena Zúñiga, Coordinadora Sudamérica, Estrategia de Áreas Protegidas; Marcia Torres, TNC, Administradora; Mark Gerrits, TNC; Arnaldo Rodríguez, TNC.
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MARN, Encargado del Departamento de Contabilidad; David A. Rodríguez, Consultor; Dennis Cabrera, MARN, Dirección Administrativa; Eihard Molina, Proyecto NISP, Jefe de la Unidad de Seguimiento a los acuerdos de convención de la diversidad biológica; Evaydee Pérez, Consultora; Fausto Ogando, MARN, Encargado de Suministros; Fernando Amador, MARN, Encargado de Almacén; Franklyn Ferreira, MARN, Dirección de Tecnología; Genaro Agramonte Parra, E.N., Tte. Coronel, MARN, Encargado de la División de Protección y Vigilancia; Germán Dominici, MARN, Encargado del Departamento de Gestión; Héctor Carvajal Yubelka Capellán, MARN, Encargado de Almacén de la Dirección de Áreas Protegidas; Jonathan Delance, Proyecto de Reingeniería, Coordinador del Proyecto de Reingeniería; José M. Mateo, Ing., MARN, Dirección de Áreas Protegidas; José R. Almonte, MARN, OSPP Director; Leonardo Liriano, Administrador de Cabo Cbrón; María A. Docampo, MARN, Directora de Proyectos Especiales, Oficina de Planificación de Proyectos-OSP; María Eugenia Morales, UNDP, Especialista en M&E; Mercedes Margarita Pequera Méndez, MARN, Técnica de la Dirección de Biodiversidad; Pedro Arias, MARN, Encargado del Departamento de Ordenación de la Dirección de Áreas Protegidas; Pedro Sánchez, MARN, Encargado de Compras; Pedro Tejeda, MARN, Dirección Financiera; Priscilla Peña, MARN, Asistente Técnica del Subsecretario; Rafael Macario, MARN, Encargado de Tesorería Áreas Protegidas; Ramón E. Castillo, Administrador de RC Ébano Verde; Ramona Herarte, MARN, Encargada de Contabilidad Áreas Protegidas; Ricardo Contreras, MARN, Encargado Administrativo; Roberto Sánchez, Consultor; Néstor Sánchez, TNC, Asuntos Externos.

**Ecuador**

Antonio Matamoros, Ministerio de Ambiente (MAE) Dirección Nacional de Biodiversidad; Edgar Rivera, MAE Dirección Nacional de Biodiversidad; Isabel Endara, MAE Dirección Nacional de Biodiversidad; Marcela Aguirre, Fondo Ambiental Nacional; Mónica Tello, MAE; Patricio Hermida, MAE Distrito 6; Samuel Sánchez, Fondo Ambiental Nacional; Vicente Álvarez, MAE Parque Nacional Machalílita; Wilson Rojas, Dirección Nacional de Biodiversidad; José Galindo, Consultor UNDP; José Vicente Troya, UNDP; María Mercedes Proaño, UNDP; María Fernanda Acosta, TNC, Especialista Sostenibilidad Financiera; Tatiana Eguez, TNC, Especialista Áreas Protegidas.

**El Salvador**

Alfonso Sermeño Martínez, Dirección General de Patrimonio Natural del Ministerio de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (DGPN/MARN), Especialista en Manejo de ANP Gerencia de ANP; Ana Patricia Vásquez, Asociación Salvadoreña de Conservación del Medio Ambiente; Andrés Sánchez, DGPN/MARN, Técnico en Gestión de ANP Gerencia de ANP; Arnulfo Ruíz, Asociación Coordinación de Comunidades para el Desarrollo del Cacahuatique (CODECA); Blanca Estela Juárez, Fundación de Asistencia Técnica para el Desarrollo Comunal Salvadoreño (ASISTEDCOS); Carlos Enrique Figureo, DGPN/MARN, Técnico en Gestión de ANP Gerencia de ANP; Daisy Herrera de Thomas, Fondo de la Iniciativa para las Américas (FIAES); Fidel Magaña, MARN, Jefe Unidad Financiera Institucional; Héctor Humberto Portillo, Centro Agronómico Tropical de Investigación y Enseñanza; Hjalmar Iván Márquez, Fundación Telchén pro Conservación del Medio Ambiente; Jeanette Monterrosa, DGPN/AECID, Técnico Apoyo Planificación; Kathy Castro de Morales, DGPN/MARN, Técnico en Economía Ambiental; Luis Antonio Henríquez R., MARN/AECID, Técnico en Cuencas; Maximiliano Jovel, Fundación Ecológica de El Salvador (SalvaNATURA); Nancy Xiomara Chiquillo, Fondo de Actividades Especiales (FAE)/MARN; Roxana Ortiz, MARN, Asistente Jurídico de la Directora General Patrimonio Natural; Roberto Emmanuel Cuchilla, DGPN/MARN, Técnico en Gestión de ANP Gerencia de ANP; Víctor Manuel Rodríguez, DGPN/AECID, Técnico en Cuencas MARN/AECID; Walter Rojas, Áreas Naturales y Corredor Biológico/ MARN, Gerente de Áreas Naturales; Zulma Ricord de Mendoza, Patrimonio Natural a.i., Directora General de Patrimonio Natural a.i.

**Guatemala**

Eduardo Fernando Deleón M., Consejo Nacional de Áreas Protegidas (CONAP)/DRAD; Fernando Castro Escobar, CONAP; Manuel Benedicto Lucas López, CONAP; Melvin Hernández, CONAP; Mónica Velásquez, CONAP; David Vargas, CONAP; José Horacio Ramírez Pérez, CONAP/ALUX; Julio C. Castro Salguero, CONAP-Sur Oriente; Luis Armando Ruiz M., CONAP-NISP; Hugo Milián, I.I.A.; Juan Galvez, FARMA; Sergio Vega, MARN/FARMA; María Alejandra Paiz Leonardo, INAB; Nora Edith Rojas Prado, IAB-CEFE; Ana Lucía Orozco Rubio, UNDP; Carmen María López, TNC; Jorge Cardona, TNC.

**Honduras**

Andrés Alegría, ICF/Departamento de Áreas Protegidas; Eula Eduviges Domínguez, ICF/Áreas Protegidas; Arnulfo Messen, ICF; Carlos García, DIBIO/SERNA; Francisco Aceituno, DIBIO/SERNA; Sandra Mendoza, DIBIO/SERNA; Jania Sierra, UPEG/SERNA; Jose A. Galdámez, BICA/CONSULTOR INDEP; Lourdes González, SEFIN; Marcela Aguilar, Secretaría de Dinanzas, Departamento de Finanzas; Ana Maria Obando, SERNA/TNC, Consultora; Víctor Archaga, TNC, External Affairs.

**México**

Adrián Méndez Barrera (CONAP–Oficinas Centrales); Allan Rhodes, (CONAP–Oficinas Centrales); Ivan Álvarez (CONAP–Oficinas Centrales); José Juan Arreola (CONAP–Oficinas Centrales); Juanita García (CONAP–Oficinas Centrales); Liliana Rojas (CONAP–Oficinas Centrales); Pilar López Portillo (CONAP–Oficinas Centrales); María de la Paz Diaz Hernández (CONAP–Oficinas Centrales); Fabián Jiménez (CONAP–Dirección Regional del Noroeste y Alto Golfo de California); Fabiana Arévalo (CONAP–Dirección Regional de Frontera Sur Istmo y Pacífico Sur); Gustavo Alberto Elton Benhumea (CONAP–Dirección Regional de Occidente y Pacífico Centro); Gustavo González (CONAP–Dirección Regional de Centro y Eje Neovolcánico); Javier Jiménez (CONAP–Dirección Regional de Frontera Sur Istmo y Pacífico Sur); Juan Carlos Romero (CONAP–Dirección Regional del Golfo de México y Planicie Costera); Julio Alberto Carrera López (CONAP–Director Regional del Noreste y Sierra Madre Oriental); María Elena Rodarte (CONAP–Dirección Regional del Norte y Sierra Madre Occidental); Ricardo Gómez, (CONAP–Dirección Regional de la Península de Yucatán y Caribe Mexicano); Andrew Rhodes (FANP–FMCN); Alejandro Castillo (CONANP–PNUD);
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Disclaimer: Some data in this report may contain certain inconsistencies and inaccuracies as the data comes from the national scorecard workshops and associated follow-up during report preparation. There has been a consultation phase during which data was submitted to all governments for verification. However, the finance of protected areas can be complex with various sources of financing. Therefore the data in this report should be seen as an approximation and is intended to be used to identify overall trends and used for debate and further investigation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AECID</td>
<td>Spanish Agency for International Cooperation (Spain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANAM</td>
<td>National Environment Authority (Panama)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APN</td>
<td>National Protected Areas (Argentina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>Convention on Biological Diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDM</td>
<td>Clean Development Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Conservation International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIMA</td>
<td>Centre for the Conservation, Research and Management of Protected Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITMA</td>
<td>Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment (Cuba)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNAP</td>
<td>National Centre for Protected Areas (Cuba)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONAF</td>
<td>National Forestry Corporation (Chile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONAMA</td>
<td>National Environment Commission (Chile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONANP</td>
<td>National Natural Protected Areas Commission (Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONAP</td>
<td>National Protected Areas Council (Guatemala)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DINAMA</td>
<td>National Environment Directorate (Uruguay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECLAC</td>
<td>United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAAPQ</td>
<td>Quito Water and Sewer Company (Ecuador)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENPFF</td>
<td>National Enterprise for the Protection of Flora and Fauna (Cuba)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FONAG</td>
<td>Fund for the Protection of Water (Ecuador)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEF</td>
<td>Global Environment Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPAS</td>
<td>Global Protected Area Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTZ</td>
<td>German Agency for Technical Cooperation (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADB</td>
<td>Inter-American Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRD</td>
<td>International Bank of Reconstruction and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMBio</td>
<td>Chico Mendes Institute for Biodiversity Conservation (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMS</td>
<td>Tax on Goods and Services (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>International Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INAB</td>
<td>National Forestry Institute (Guatemala)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INAT</td>
<td>National Institute for Land Adequacy (Colombia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPARQUES</td>
<td>National Institute of Parks (Venezuela)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRENA</td>
<td>National Institute of Natural Resources (Peru)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITT</td>
<td>Ishpingo-Tambococha-Tiputini (Ecuador)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUCN</td>
<td>International Union for Conservation of Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAC</td>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Mesoamerica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARENA</td>
<td>Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources (Nicaragua)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARN</td>
<td>Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources (El Salvador)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDG</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINAET</td>
<td>Ministry of Environment, Energy and Telecommunications (Costa Rica)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINAM</td>
<td>Ministry of the Environment (Peru)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>Ministry of Environment (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNREI</td>
<td>Ministry of Natural Resources and the Environment (Belize)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPA</td>
<td>Marine Protected Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSPA</td>
<td>National System of Protected Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTFPs</td>
<td>Non Timber Forest Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Protected Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACT</td>
<td>Protected Areas and Climate Turnaround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PES</td>
<td>Payment for Environmental Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>Temporary Employment Program (Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINFOR</td>
<td>Forest Incentive Program (Guatemala)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCODES</td>
<td>Conservation Program for Sustainable Development (Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODERS</td>
<td>Program for Sustainable Regional Development (Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFONANPE</td>
<td>National Fund for Natural Protected Areas (Peru)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROMETA</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Tarija (Bolivia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRONAT</td>
<td>National Program for Land Administration (Panama)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMSAR</td>
<td>Convention on Wetlands of International Importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDD</td>
<td>Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RedLAC</td>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean Network on Environmental Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>South America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAM</td>
<td>Secretariat of Environment (Paraguay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMARENA</td>
<td>Environment and Natural Resources Secretary of the State (Dominican Republic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMARNAT</td>
<td>Secretariat of Environment and Natural Resources (Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERNA</td>
<td>Natural Resources and Environment Secretary (Honduras)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERNANP</td>
<td>National Service of State’s Natural Protected Areas (Peru)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERNAP</td>
<td>National Service of Protected Areas (Bolivia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINAC</td>
<td>National System of Conservation Areas (Costa Rica)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINANPE</td>
<td>National System of Natural Areas Protected by the State (Peru)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINAP</td>
<td>National System of Protected Areas (Colombia, Panama, and Nicaragua)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINASIP</td>
<td>National System of Protected Areas (Paraguay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAP</td>
<td>National System of Protected Areas (Ecuador, Chile, and Uruguay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNUC</td>
<td>National System of Protected Areas (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPNN</td>
<td>System of National Natural Parks (Colombia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEEB</td>
<td>The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNC</td>
<td>The Nature Conservancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAESPNN</td>
<td>Special Administrative Unit of the System of National Natural Parks (Colombia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP</td>
<td>United Nations Environment Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>United States Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT</td>
<td>Value Added Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCMC</td>
<td>World Conservation Monitoring Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCPA</td>
<td>World Commission on Protected Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCS</td>
<td>Wildlife Conservation Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDPA</td>
<td>World Database on Protected Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWF</td>
<td>World Wildlife Fund</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Executive Summary

This groundbreaking Report compares and aggregates official financial data and qualitative insights about the health of Protected Area (PA) financial sustainability for 20 Latin American and Caribbean (LAC) countries. Locally and regionally, the PAs analysed provide direct and indirect benefits over their combined area for a population of 564 million people in these 20 countries. Globally, LAC PA systems contain and support many important benefits in the areas of biodiversity conservation, human development, and, increasingly, ecosystems services to manage carbon sequestration.

The quantity, type, level, and immediate usefulness of the data presented in the full document is unprecedented. Policy makers, practitioners, and researchers will find the information necessary for regional and national planning, and a clear, robust analytical basis for rethinking investments to improve the financial sustainability of PAs. While these findings reveal the level of financial gap faced in the region, they also show that reducing the gap is achievable and affordable, so that PAs can be effectively managed to the benefit of all.

Stakeholders have perceived financial sustainability of PAs as a ‘black box’. This black box arises from a lack of understanding of the elements comprising PA financial systems and a absence of specific financial information about both PA needs and funding. A major roadblock to PA financial sustainability has been this lack of detailed information on financing.

This Report opens the black box by providing a wealth of information available by region, by region, subregion, and—most importantly—by
by country. The size of the financing gap between
the current underfunding of PA systems and a
situation of sustainability for PA systems is now
known. PA stakeholders now have a specific tar-
get for PA financial sustainability.

Main Conclusions

This Report’s overarching findings are:

PA systems are underfunded, resulting in insufficient management: Official data from 19
countries studied show that total available
resources for PA systems in the region are nearly
$402 million per year but the available resources
need to be analysed in relation to actual man-
agement needs and costs in PAs. Estimates on
the basic management needs for national PA
systems, aggregated for the region, show a
financing gap (available funds minus financial
needs) for PAs of $314 million/year (excluding
Venezuela) to simply address basic management
activities. The PA financing gap to achieve a
more rigorous management (optimal needs) is
approximately $700 million/year (excluding
Venezuela). This regional funding gap for PAs is
particularly concerning, considering that the
LAC region contains almost 40 percent of the
Earth’s biodiversity (see Table 3.16).

Current levels of PA underfunding are at risk of worsening: The financial situation for LAC
PAs is actually worse because (i) funding needs
are likely to increase in the future to achieve
increased conservation measures for all major
ecosystems and to respond to climate change,
and (ii) current PA funding is not secure and,
therefore, vulnerable to external factors that
could reduce available funds, thereby increas-
ing the funding gap.

Box 1. Elements of a PA Financing System

The elements of a PA financing system
address four key questions: (a) what
has to be financed? (b) what does
this financing cost? (c) what are the
institutional arrangements required
to support the financing system? and
(d) what are the funding sources?

The Financial Sustainability Scorecard
for National Systems of Protected Areas examines these elements.

While the general rule is underfunding, coun-
tries vary widely in their attention to PA
financing: Investment per hectare in Latin
America varies considerably between countries
and between Mesoamerica+ and South Amer-
ica (see Figure 4.8).

Addressing financial gaps is affordable for gov-
ernments in the region: Basic management costs
could be met if the annual government alloca-
tion to PA budgets in the region increases by a
factor of 3, to cover the existing annual financ-
ing gap of $314 million (excluding Venezuela).
This is the average factor, derived from the 18
countries reporting their funding gaps; however,
the range of factors by individual country is con-
siderable. LAC Governments allocate only a
small fraction of their financial resources to PAs:
first, only 1 percent of total national environ-
mental budgets are allocated to PAs, and second,
just 0.006 percent of GDP, on average, is allo-
cated to PAs in the region. Closing these financ-
ing gaps, at even the basic level, seems entirely
feasible and affordable for governments to make
the necessary budgetary adjustments to ensure
sound PA management.
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The UNDP Financial Sustainability Scorecard and the Consultative Process

The data in this Report was generated through application of the UNDP Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas. This Scorecard is a comprehensive analytical tool that can be used to look at quantitative and qualitative aspects of PA systems and their situational context. PA system authorities should complete the Scorecard each year to provide annual data that allows stakeholders to view changes over time. The first year’s results of the Scorecard provide baseline data (primarily data from 2008). Scorecard findings will assist those working on PA sustainability — PA authorities, governments, international donors, and other stakeholders — in tracking their collective progress by country toward making PA systems more financially sustainable. The quantitative and qualitative elements of PA financing are enumerated in the three-part structure of the Scorecard.

- **Part I**, assessing the overall financial health of the PA system.
- **Part II**, assessing specific elements of financial analysis.
- **Part III**, summarizing these findings a scoring framework.

The financial analysis findings rely extensively on the quantitative data derived from application of Part I of the Scorecard. Data, primarily from government sources by country, was collected in these areas:

A. **Available Finances** (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3 for a graphical depiction of fund composition.)
   1. Total central government budget funds
   2. Extra-budgetary funds (including international cooperation channelled through government, trust funds, NGOs, and foundations, and some governmental instruments, including fees and dedicated taxes, etc.)
   3. Percent of PA-generated revenues retained by PA system for re-investment

   *These three above-noted sources add up to the total finances available to the PA system.*

B. **Costs and Financing Needs**
   1. Total expenditures for PAs
   2. Estimation of PA system financing needs (basic and optimal management scenarios)

C. **Annual Financing Gap**
   1. Basic management gap (see Figure 3.18)
   2. Optimal management gap (see Figure 3.20)

Box 2. The Risks of not Funding PAs

Without funds, PAs cannot hire staff to plan, manage, or patrol these lands. Without funds, PAs cannot train staff. Without funds, PAs cannot invest in infrastructure that will attract tourists that will, in turn, bring in foreign currency. Without funds, PAs cannot work with local communities on buffer zone management.

Without funds, research into species cannot be conducted. Essentially, without adequate funds, PAs cannot conserve biodiversity or provide healthy functioning ecosystems. Ecosystem degradation will result in the loss of goods and services important for local community livelihoods, as well as for production sectors such as agriculture, tourism, and energy. Protection against extreme climate events will also be reduced and cost effective opportunities to increase resilience to climate change will be lost. Not investing in PAs and the natural capital that they protect not only undermines current development but also forecloses development path options under changing climates.

Investment in PAs offers a no-regret solution, delivering benefits for development now and for the future. As the TEEB for Policy Makers Report argues: with investment in PAs, “…no matter how you slice the figures up, you come up with a ratio of benefits to costs that’s between 25-to-one and 100-to-one.”

1. Based on evaluating 1,100 studies ranging across different countries and different ecosystem services.
While Part I of the Scorecard yields a financial snapshot by country, Part II looks at the situational context for PA systems in each country in a rigorous and systematic way. Part III of the Scorecard develops aggregated scores across all analytical categories. UNDP maintains the current version of the Scorecard, with modification and updating as needed, going forward.

Key Financial Data

PA Funding Sources

Total funds available for PA financing can be divided into three categories: government budgeted funds, extra-budgetary sources including international cooperation through donor funds, and revenues generated by site-level PA activities (see Table 3.3). The category “Other” refers to a number of small funds arising from various mechanisms and structures. See Figure 3.2 for an aggregate treatment of these fund composition categories in the region. Looking at the composition of funds for PA systems yields this regional breakdown:

- 60 percent from central government annual budgeted funds specific for PAs
- 15 percent international cooperation
- 14 percent from site-based revenues
- 11 percent are noted as “Other”

Generally in the region, the percent of government contribution to PA finances varies by country. PAs in many countries depend strongly on government-budgeted funds, with a smaller intake of PA-based revenues despite recent efforts on tourism, water, and other PA-site revenue activities. Figure 3.5 shows, by country, the reliance of PA systems on central government-budgeted funds. Table 3.3 shows the absolute amount by country and by fund type.

Box 3. Bridging Financing Gaps in the Region is ‘Do-able’

Basic management scenario costs could be met if the annual government allocation to PA budgets in the region increases by a factor of 3 to cover the existing financing gap for basic management of $314 million/year (excluding Venezuela). Because current government expenditures are equivalent to approximately 40c per capita, on average, an increase of 3 times would bring the total annual investment up to slightly over $1 per capita. In other words, the additional government investment required to close the basic management financing gap of the 18 countries with reported funding gaps, is less than the cost of a can of soda per person in those countries.

International Cooperation and Donor Funds

An estimated 15 percent of the total available funds for PA systems in the region come from donor funds (see Figure 3.7). These international cooperation funds are channelled largely in two ways: first, through either program or project execution at site or system levels or, second, by capitalization of environmental trust fund instruments. Donations and debt-for-nature swaps are two such environmental trust instruments. Donor funds generally shape capacity building, infrastructure investments, and PA professional services. However, this Report was not able to verify if these funds stand as complements or substitutions against government-budgeted funds.

Across the region, the level of funding by donor mechanisms varies widely, with some concern that international funds do not always respond to PA system and site-defined priorities. Another
Concern about donor funds is that the accounting and financial management tracking of these monies does not always harmonize with a country’s existing accounting and managerial structures.

Despite these problems identified with international cooperation on PA needs, stakeholders point out a role for increased donor funds, particularly in the strong and emerging donor-priority areas that link environmental investments with poverty reduction and climate change. PA systems of the LAC region receive less than 2 percent of all international funds for development aid. Figure 3.7 shows international cooperation by country as a fraction of total available funds. Figure 3.17 displays the same information as a function of international aid as present or absent within a country.

**Site-based PA Revenues**

PA sites report a variety of revenue activities at the park level, including entrance fees, recreation and tourism permits, concessions, payments for environment services (PES), and other fees including scientific research. Site-based revenues in the region totalled only $2.6 million, representing 10 percent of available funds for PA systems. See Figure 3.10 for composition of site-based revenue opportunities.

In light of all the effort to support and stimulate site-based revenues, the total amount appears relatively limited. This Report concludes that government budgets remain the most important source of funding for PAs. However, important opportunities present themselves to increase site-based revenue generation, to complement government budgets through higher gate fees, and to focus attention on concession and PES mechanisms (see Figure 3.11). Interestingly, PES programs have, thus far, fallen short of expectation, only contributing 1 percent of site-based revenues. Stakeholders should acknowledge that many PA revenues are still legally required to be sent from the actual site to the central government; these funds do not always return to the originating PA location. This normal practice results in weak incentives for expansion or, in some cases, even the initiation of revenue-activities at the PA level.

**Box 4. Scorecard Workshops**

Each participating country spent one to two days holding multi-stakeholder workshops to prepare the Scorecard. This was the first time that different groups within government and NGOs had held focused discussions on PA finances. In all, 378 PA government staff and practitioners participated in applying the Financial Sustainability Scorecard across the 20 countries. As a result of feedback from this process, UNDP has published a second edition of the Scorecard, *Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas, 2010.*
Sustainability Analysis

Part II of the Scorecard provides qualitative analysis about how the situational context of PAs contributes significantly to understanding the governance setting concerning conservation financing for PAs.

Part II of the Scorecard is compartmentalized into three components, each fundamental for a fully functioning financial system at the site and system levels.

1. Legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks that enable sustainable financing
2. Business planning and tools for cost-effective management
3. Tools for revenue generation and mobilisation

Each component is divided into elements, which are further divided into sub-elements. The Scorecard includes structured guidance for assessing and scoring each sub-element. This assessment can help a country identify those areas of governance structure that need to be improved to enhance its PA financing system.

Component 1: Legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks that enable sustainable financing is particularly compelling because these elements describe the climate in which PAs and PA systems must operate. Figure 4.8 and Table 4.1 show detailed information about the elements that comprise Component 1. Figure 4.11 and Table 4.3 present findings on elements that comprise Component 2. Figure 4.14 and Table 4.4 present findings on elements that comprise Component 3.

Overarching Findings of Part II Include these Observations:

PA financing systems are composed of multiple elements, which need to be unravelled with each element understood, investigated, and addressed: Financial sustainability requires an integrated approach that facilitates an enabling legal, institutional, and political environment. The Scorecard’s elements promote standards and concrete goals for national-level decision making and for South-South cooperation. If these elements are all addressed, then the entire system will improve significantly. Indeed, a direct, positive, and strong correlation was found between the total score in Part II of the Scorecard and the size of the national PA system financial gap. Countries achieving higher scores on governance, planning, and revenue mechanisms tended to have smaller financial gaps. In other words, solid structural foundations of the situational context appear to be causally-linked with achieving financial sustainability. However, PA financing systems require substantial strengthening to be able to move toward sustainability: The highest total score in the region for Part II of the Scorecard was almost 60 percent of the maximum, while the lowest score was 9 percent. The regional average score was 45 percent. As these scores increase, these improvements in situational context for countries should lead to reduced financial gaps at national levels.

Within the region, certain country patterns and clusters can be used to prioritize international assistance efforts: Country scores clustered into three groups, based on relative strength of financial planning for PAs: (i) relatively strong, at 50 percent or above (Costa Rica, Cuba, Colombia, and Argentina), (ii) in need of strengthening, with scores between 30 percent and 50 percent (Mexico, Panama, Honduras, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru, and Venezuela), and (iii) in need of substantial strengthening, with scores below 30 percent (Belize, El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Brazil, Paraguay, Chile, and Uruguay).

PAs are a cost-effective investment for governments because they generate high economic returns for public-sector budgets: In a full cost-analysis framework, the benefits of PAs outweigh the costs, particularly when ecosystem services are valued and counted in the cost-
benefit process. However, **PA systems have a low capacity to mobilize political interest and negotiate for budget increases.** This is partly due to the lack of economic data on the economic contributions of PAs to local, sectoral, and national development. This weak capacity is also partly due to a lack of national financial strategies that show a blueprint for how funds will be managed, generated, and invested.

**Financial and business planning for PAs, at site and system levels, need improvement:**

Financial and business planning for PAs is at a preliminary stage. These professional development efforts should be strengthened and deployed widely. Specifically, PA authorities need financial experts to supervise the planning and investment processes at both system and site level.

**Site-based revenue generation is not bringing in the funds expected, but through basic improvements could become a more important source of funds for PA systems:**

PA revenue generation is still underdeveloped, representing only 11 percent of total PA system funds. Increased revenues from both tourism and PES are feasible and should be supported by PA authorities. By seeding infrastructure funding, revenue will increase over time.

**Recommendations: A Roadmap Toward Action**

This Report brings PA stakeholders together in terms of both knowledge and informed policy making:

- **National government policy makers can identify specific actions for policy and institutional reforms that will improve the supportive context for PA system financing.**

- **National government budget decision makers now have clear data on the needs, benefits, and cost-effectiveness of increasing PA system investment.**

- **PA authorities can identify financing elements for strengthening and improving PA finance practices that will increase confidence that government budgets for PAs will be used cost-effectively and contribute not only to biodiversity conservation but also national development.**

- **Donors and NGOs can determine where their support will have the greatest impact, by system and by elements in each system.**

- **Researchers have baseline data on which to undertake more elaborate and useful financial analysis in PA systems.**

The information also supports South-South cooperation in the hope that each country can find other countries to provide good examples of how to strengthen the weak elements of their system.

**Recommendation 1: Set targets for available finances for National Systems of PAs**

Set financial targets for: (i) meeting the costs of basic management standards of PA systems and their constituent PAs, (ii) the costs of establishing optimal management costs, (iii) the costs of also addressing ecological gaps, and (iv) additional costs for covering increased costs of management due to climate change. To this end, each country should have a thorough financial needs assessment to permit sound financial planning and the setting of targets. A standard methodology should be developed so that data generated using the methodology will be widely accepted and can be collected in a cost-effective manner. This should include determining how many sites per system require costing and differentiating between capital investment needs and on-going operational costs. Such a financial needs assessment should also include buffer zone management.

**Recommendation 2: Increase available finances to meet targets**

On average, the countries in the Report that have calculated their financial management needs
and gaps should increase the total available funds for their PA systems by **1.8 times**, to meet basic management needs. Countries need to break down sources of funding and determine where the increases should be made. The income categories are annual government budgets, extra-budgetary options (international cooperation and donor assistance, including country-level trust funds and national dedicated taxes, among other instruments) and site-based PA revenues. Specific findings and recommendations by these three income categories are:

**(1) Strengthen annual government budget negotiations:** If increases in government budgets were the only source to meet basic management needs, on average, current government budgets for PAs would need to be increased 3 times. This is the average across 18 countries; however, the ranges are significant for consideration of individual countries.

Table 2 shows figures by country regarding government-budgeted funds. The budget per capita figures and the budget as a percentage of GDP are prima facie compelling evidence for reasonable increases. To achieve these budget negotiations, the following support is recommended:

- A PA system-level economic valuation study, which is clearly communicated to relevant Ministries and policy makers,
- A national financial strategy detailing how funds will be spent and why they are needed (based on the financial needs and gap assessment),
- Improved accounting and reporting of fund use, and
- Improved management of funds (see Recommendation 3).

**(2) Develop strategic extra-budgetary sources of revenue:** These extra-budgetary funds can be secured from both international assistance and country sources. In countries, dedicated taxes should be introduced to recognize PA contributions to economic growth, such as in the cases of water provision and tourism. These can be powerful sources of funds. For example, a $5 tax for every tourist visiting LAC could eventually cover 100 percent of the current funding gap for the basic management needs of the PA systems.

Extra-budgetary funds from international donors should also be increased because they only receive less than 2 percent of the international funds for development aid. Donor funding should become more strategic and focused on building PA system capacities so the government can strengthen the elements of its PA financing systems. If donor funds focus on supporting this capacity building for the transition to well-functioning finance systems, then government budget increases can focus on reducing the gap for PA management needs.

**(3) Improve site-based PA revenue mechanisms:** Tourism and PES revenues should be supported by PA authorities through the funding needed for the infrastructure to bring in more revenue. Countries should also diversify revenue-generation mechanisms including, among others, emerging instruments such as REDD+ related payments. Within PA systems, these actions are recommended to improve revenue generation:

- Financial experts should be recruited to plan and manage these revenue mechanisms, which are still too often left to currently employed PA staff with more scientific backgrounds.
- Reform of legal frameworks is needed to ensure that site-based incentives exist such that:
  - PAs that generate revenues are permitted to use them to meet basic management needs; this condition will help PAs to generate revenues.
  - PAs share a portion of their revenue with buffer zone communities; this condition offers these communities the incentive to assist in management of the PA.
• A strong communication strategy and campaign to inform civil society and visitors about PAs and their fee structures, to increase support for higher fees.

Progress on each of these actions can be monitored by applying the Scorecard over time.

**Recommendation 3: Strengthen the management and investment of funds**

Each country can meet this recommendation through developing or improving the following Scorecard elements, identified as critical to financial sustainability:

• Centralized and standardized financial accounting system to manage and share all useful financial data for PAs within a PA system. This data will provide key input into financial planning, budget negotiation, and performance monitoring;

• A management and business plan for each PA in the system;

• A financial plan for each PA system, prepared in a participatory manner and updated annually;

• Methods are in place for allocating funds across PAs within the system, based on appropriate criteria; and

• A financial reporting system for PAs to use for management purposes and for sharing information within the system.

**Recommendation 4: Undertake targeted skills capacity-building programmes**

A major gap in PA management is in financial expertise. Capacity-building efforts should build financial knowledge and skills at PA site and system levels. All training courses for PA managers should include financial skills modules and tools for cost-effective management. PA manager support-staff should also be trained in basic financial planning.

However, the most important capacity-building action is for all PA systems to hire economists, financial planners, and tourism revenue experts at national and sub-national levels. Sub-national experts can then support several PA sites, making this action cost-effective.

**Recommendation 5: Improve and standardize financial data generation at PA system level**

Simple and standard data generation systems are the first step toward financial sustainability; all PA systems must develop such a system. The data to be collected needs to encompass PA management needs and costs, revenue generation, and
budgets and expenditures (operational and capital). Accounting software should be installed for this purpose. PA site managers should be trained on costing activities and using accounting software. Because financial data sharing is essential, co-managers should also record and share data on site revenues. Donor projects and trust funds should also provide data to PA authorities on site and system expenditures annually, by standard units and activities. Coordinated information sharing means that data can be incorporated and aggregated at the system level.

PA management plans should act as the foundation for all cost estimates, which then need to be aggregated up to the system level. Where a system does not have management plans for all sites, extrapolation can be used: costs of typical PAs can estimate costs in PA sites lacking management plans. PA headquarters costs — both operational and capacity-building needs — should then be added to the site-level cost data for full PA system cost data. Revenues should be tracked using sound and transparent electronic visitor information recording systems.

Looking Ahead

The Scorecard should serve as a frame of reference to generate the necessary financial data fundamental to all financial planning and budget negotiations. The data in this Report should be considered as a baseline for future monitoring. The Scorecard should be applied in a participatory manner annually. For completeness, the Scorecard should also be filled in for PA subsystems within countries.

UNDP and TNC will continue to provide support to all countries that wish to advance toward financial sustainability for their PA systems and to undertake the recommendations provided.

PA stakeholders hope that this Report will also stimulate other practitioners to come together, providing coordinated and focused support to help governments in the region generate data and transition toward fully functioning PA systems: These actions will help manage PA contributions to biodiversity conservation and national sustainable development.

In other words, this Report opens the black box to shed light with a wealth of data and clarity about policy options.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Protected Area (PA) systems are essential strategic national instruments for ensuring long-term conservation of biodiversity, including species, ecosystems, and ecosystem services, and for protecting cultural and spiritual values. Ecosystem services are the source of many non-market benefits, including water provision and regulation, carbon sequestration, and both adaptation and resilience to climate change. By ‘hosting’ these essential ecosystem services, PA systems are key instruments in national development.

1.1 Background and Objectives of this Report

If PAs are the cornerstone of global biodiversity and environmental health of the planet, ensuring that PAs are sufficiently financed to be well managed is at the heart of global maintenance. In most developing countries, PAs remain underfunded. As a result, for decades, the world’s PAs have been degraded, encroached upon, targeted by poachers — in short, their natural assets have been diminished, which in turn reduces their key role in national sustainable development. These negative impacts for PAs and their host countries stem from insufficient management. This management problem results directly from underfunding and an absence of financial planning. The precarious financial situation of PAs sets off a cascade of interrelated problems.

Without funds, PAs cannot hire staff to plan, manage, and patrol. Without funds, PAs cannot train staff. Without funds, PAs cannot invest in infrastructure that will attract tourists, which in turn can bring in foreign currency. Without funds, PAs cannot work with local communities on buffer zone management. Without funds, research into species cannot be done. Without
funds, management standards cannot reach the levels needed to conserve biodiversity nor keep ecosystems healthy. Healthy ecosystems provide goods and services to national development.

Establishing sustainable financing for PAs may be the single most important step for the global community in these crucial and interdependent policy challenges: reducing climate change and vulnerability to the impacts of climate change, providing water, and conserving biodiversity.

Until now, however, sustainable financing has been viewed in a limited manner and as a ‘black box’. Stakeholders know the general problem of PA underfunding; nevertheless, the inner workings and details of this problem are not clear enough for sound policy responses and robust management. This lack of information drives many problems for PAs. The problem of underfunding derives directly from a lack of reliable information regarding the costs of PA management and the functional availability of funding. Moreover, efforts thus far tend to focus on revenue generation and not on the overarching management of revenues and investments. This revenue focus is often plagued by two problems: first, where site-based revenues eventually go and, second, how these revenues are managed and invested to improve PA management. Furthermore, revenue generation efforts have been limited compared to the financial needs of PAs. Some financial practices in PAs, however, are encouraging.

This Report, for the first time, unravels the national financing systems of PAs across the entire continent. The findings present how Latin American and Caribbean (LAC) PA financing systems work, identifying the levels of funding, funding gaps, and both policy and programme areas that can be easily improved to finally address and achieve sustainable financing for LAC PAs. In other words, this Report opens the black box to shed light with a wealth of data and clarity about policy options.

Without data, neither plans nor targets are possible, and hence, no path for improvement can be made. The Report, in presenting all of this new data, lays out the problems, describes national financial targets for both basic and optimal PA management scenarios, and sketches a simple road map for what to improve. The Report is not itself a guide on how to improve the systems; rather, it provides information and tools. This new wealth of reliable information will stimulate thinking that practitioners can apply to national PA systems.

Meanwhile, recent efforts in these countries show that economic benefit arguments can strengthen budget negotiations that affect PAs. These economic benefits arguments — when combined with more transparent use of funds, evidence of cost-effective management, and the related activities of clear PA financing and management — can result in higher annual government budgets for PA systems.

This Report builds on these country initiatives, thereby generating comprehensive and standardized data, and makes recommendations for strengthening PA financing. In doing so, this Report will be a major tool for the LAC region in improving the financial sustainability of their PA systems.

Data on PA financing is presented for 20 countries in the region, providing a valuable opportunity for comparative analysis. Stakeholders will appreciate seeing the detail about regional patterns and trends. This rich set of information about LAC PA systems has never previously existed at the regional level. Globally, such information sets do not exist at regional levels in Asia, Europe, or
Africa, suggesting that this pioneering initiative should be replicated across other regions to increase global knowledge and understanding of PA finances.

Thus, this Report can be used to inform decisions on investments for PAs in Latin America. This Report is also an important contribution towards the Program of Work on Protected Areas, for the Convention on Biological Diversity, particularly the Goal 3.4: “Ensure financial sustainability of Protected Areas and national and regional systems of Protected Areas”.

The Report serves two linked aims: Locally and regionally, this information provides governments and key decision makers in the region with financial data and guidance for developing sound financial plans to ensure long-term sustainability of their national PA systems. By strengthening PAs through sound financing, PAs will be better protected, thereby conserving biodiversity and ecosystem services, contributing to national development, and supporting climate change mitigation and adaptation strategies.

### 1.2 Protected Area Systems in LAC

The Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) region has 4,111 designated PAs, covering a surface of around 500 million hectares, of which 466 million are terrestrial and 34 million are marine. These terrestrial PAs represent a total of 23 percent of the regional terrestrial surface of LAC. The 20 countries included in this report contain approximately 40 percent of the biodiversity on earth, making the region the most important in the world for biodiversity conservation investments. The 20 countries analyzed have a combined population of 564 million people, which results in, on average, 0.37 hectares of PAs per person.

Figure 1.1 shows the percentage of the surface of each country (terrestrial and marine) that is under protection. This ranges from less than 1 percent of the territory of Uruguay (with a very young PA system) to over 30 percent of Guatemala.

Table 1.1 describes the management institutions responsible for PAs in each of the 20 countries studied. The table shows that a key element of
**Table 1.1. Institutions Leading the Governance of LAC Protected Area Systems Covered in this Report**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Institution Responsible for National Protected Areas Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Argentina</strong></td>
<td><strong>Environment and Sustainable Development Secretariat</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National Parks Management</strong>¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Belize</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Natural Resources and the Environment (MNREI):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Directorate of Protected Areas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brazil</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Environment (MMA): National Conservation Units System,</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Directorate of Protected Areas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Chico Mendes Institute of Biodiversity Conservation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bolivia</strong></td>
<td><strong>Vice Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>**National Protected Areas Service (SERNAP)**²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colombia</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Environment, Housing, and Territorial Development:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Directorate of National Natural Parks of Colombia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Costa Rica</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Environment and Energy:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National Conservation Areas System</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chile</strong></td>
<td><strong>National Commission of Environment:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Head of Natural Resources of CONAMA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National Forestry Corporation (CONAF): Protected Areas and Environment Management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cuba</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment (CITMA):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National Protected Areas Center (CNAP)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dominican Republic</strong></td>
<td><strong>Subsecretariat of State of Environment and Natural Resources:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Subsecretariat of Protected Areas and Biodiversity,</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Directorate of Protected Areas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ecuador</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Environment:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National Directorate of Biodiversity, Protected Areas and Wildlife</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>El Salvador</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources (MARN):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Directorate of Natural Heritage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guatemala</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National Council of Protected Areas</strong>³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Honduras</strong></td>
<td><strong>Secretariat of Natural Resources and Environment (SERNA):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Department of Biodiversity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mexico</strong></td>
<td><strong>Secretariat of Environment and Natural Resources (SEMARNAT):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National Commission of Protected Natural Areas (CONANP)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nicaragua</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources (MARENA):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>General Directorate of Natural Heritage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panama</strong></td>
<td><strong>National Authority on the Environment (ANAM):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Directorate of Protected Areas and Wildlife</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paraguay</strong></td>
<td><strong>Secretariat of Environment (SEAM):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>General Directorate of Protection and Conservation of Biodiversity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peru</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of the Environment (MINAM):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National Service for Protected Natural Areas (SERNANP)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uruguay</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Living, Territorial Planning, and Environment:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National Directorate of Environment (DINAMA), Biodiversity and Protected Areas Division</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Venezuela</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ministry of the Public Power for the Environment:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National Office of Biological Diversity, Directorate of Protected Natural Areas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National Institute of Parks (INPARQUES)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Decentralized entity dependent on Secretary of Tourism, under the Ministry of Tourism and Industry.
² SERNAP is part of the Vice Ministry of Environment, Biodiversity, and Climate Change of the Ministry of Environment and Water.
³ Dependent on the Presidency of the Republic.
PAs is that they have formalized governance structures. This governance structure element refers to
the site level as well as to the systems level. (Part II of the Scorecard tests for components and elements; see Chapter 4 for discussion of these findings.) At site levels, governance structures can be state government, local government, non-profit trusts, companies, private individuals, communities, or indigenous peoples’ groups. At systems levels, typically, the governance structure is based on central government institutions. Each management approach implies a different financial structure in terms of funding sources, financial systems, and associated management costs.14

Advantages and disadvantages attend different institutional placement and hierarchical levels for PA system governance. One lesson common across these governance variations is that, at the very least, strong coordination is needed with national budgetary processes if sustainable financing is to be achieved. See Chapter 2, “Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas”, for detailed discussion of the elements used in the financial analysis of PAs and their systems. See also Chapters 3 and 4 for specific findings yielded by this Scorecard process.

1.3 The Value of Protected Area Systems

Well-managed and ecologically representative national PA systems are essential to conserve a country’s national capital, preserve its biodiversity assets, and thereby provide and protect ecosystem services that support national sustainable development and human welfare. The provision of these crucial benefits is not free; costs are associated with PA management, both in terms of direct expenditures and opportunity costs (alternative uses). These costs require national governments to set aside funding for PAs every year and, in effect, to “give up” potential revenues from allowing the land to be developed for other uses. Thus, decision makers need clarity over the type and degree of these naturally-based ecosystem services and benefits. This way, decision makers can consider development strategies in a “full cost” framework.

This introduction chapter summarizes the linkages between PA-situated ecosystem services and both national development and human well-being. The economic benefits provided by these ecosystem services are traced to specific production sectors. This descriptive summary, therefore, provides the backdrop against which discussion of financial sustainability in the remaining chapters of this Report should be viewed. Specifically, this summary review of ecosystem services underlines the risks and potential losses that LAC countries can face if their PA systems are not well funded. Finally — and significantly — this ecosystem services information contributes to building the case that the cost of sustainably funding PA systems is outweighed by the many benefits derived from these essential natural systems.

Precise monetary valuation of the services provided by PAs is complex and is hindered by a paucity of data. Economic valuation of ecosystem services and other non-
market contributors to human economic systems and, indeed human welfare is quickly taking shape as a practical discipline.

Some of the clearest data about the economic valuation of ecosystem services comes from the role of PAs in carbon storage and the value this benefit holds in terms of international carbon markets. For example, in Mexico, an estimated 2.6 billion tC worth at least $34 billion (10 percent of 2007 international prices) is stored in federal and state PAs. Although monetary values cannot always be placed on the services provided, their importance to livelihoods and human well being are clear. The main ecosystem services are summarized in this chapter, with references made to their valuation in terms of key functions, like food provision and disaster risk reduction, among others.

Another concrete approach to values is to evaluate the benefits that PA-related services provide to production sectors. Nature-based tourism and recreation is one such data-rich example that yields tangible economic figures. For example, in Mexico, some 5.5 million tourists visited federal PAs in 2006, spending an estimated $286 million. Similarly, in Peru, more than 350,000 people visited PAs in 2005, generating an estimated $146 million of economic activity in that national economy. The main benefits to the growth of many production sectors — agriculture, fisheries, forestry, nature-based tourism, and energy — are also summarized briefly in this chapter.

The growing body of work on the value of these services indicates that there are many solid benefits to be gained from investing in PAs. If the figures provided in this chapter are compared to the current levels of funds that governments provide to their PAs (see Chapter 4, “Sustainability Analysis”), clearly, the amounts invested are minimal compared to the value of benefits obtained for national development. Indeed, the TEEB for Policy Makers Report argues that with PAs, “no matter how you slice the figures up, you come up with a ratio of benefits to costs that’s between 25-to-one and 100-to-one.”

Services Provided by Protected Area Systems

Well-conserved ecosystems in soundly-managed PAs provide services that are key for sectoral growth of a country’s economy and also for human wellbeing, particularly in poor rural communities in and around PAs. Ecosystem goods and services provided by these sites are critical for health and nutrition and for crop and stock development. Other important and locally experienced benefits include protection from natural disasters.

Further, ecosystem services are important locally, regionally, and internationally because they provide a safety net against climate variability. The links between PA goods and services, poverty reduction, and the achievement of the MDG is illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. Protected Areas, Poverty Reduction, and Millennium Development Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions of Poverty</th>
<th>PA Goods and Services</th>
<th>MDGs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opportunities</td>
<td>Subsistence, livelihoods, and nutrition</td>
<td>Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger (direct contribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income, housing, food,</td>
<td>Social and cultural governance</td>
<td>Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education (indirect contribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternative livelihoods,</td>
<td>Human and ecosystem health; traditional healthcare</td>
<td>Goal 3: Promote gender equality (indirect contribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>education, acquisition of</td>
<td>Drinking and irrigation water, hydropower, erosion control</td>
<td>Goal 4: Reduce child mortality (direct contribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new skills</td>
<td>Reduce and mitigate natural disasters</td>
<td>Goal 5: Improve maternal health (indirect contribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>Reduce and adapt climate change</td>
<td>Goal 6: Combat major diseases (direct and indirect contribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance mechanisms;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Goal 7: Environmental security (direct contribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>community participation;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Goal 8: Global partnership for development (direct and indirect contribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benefits to women, children, and youth; access and rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health, social cohesion, cultural traditions, maintenance of natural resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following descriptive entries summarize examples of services provided by PAs in LAC.

**Water provision for human settlements:** Many of the region’s largest human settlements benefit directly from PAs through the provision of fresh water. In Venezuela, 18 national parks supply water to 83 percent of the country’s population that is living in large urban areas. In Brazil, water supply for Belo Horizonte and Rio de Janeiro comes from eight and five PAs, respectively. In Colombia, water for 31 percent of the population (20 million) comes from 16 PAs, while in Ecuador the PA system ensures water provision for more than 60 percent of the population.

**Disaster management and prevention:** When natural systems are degraded, their effectiveness in reducing the consequences of natural hazards such as heavy rain, flooding, hurricanes, earthquakes, or drought is diminished. LAC has the highest rate of natural disasters in the world after Asia. Well-managed PAs maintain natural habitat and systems, reducing the effects of natural disasters. Thus, PAs and PA systems are important in the prevention of flood and storm surges by providing space for floodwaters to disperse and by buffering impacts on natural vegetation. In Mexico, low-lying coastal areas are vulnerable to sea-level rise; in those areas where PAs have been established (the Grijalva-Mezcapala-Usumacinta Delta Complex, Los Petenes, and Sian Ka’an Chetumal Bays), residents and communities received increased protection, specifically through the benefits of minimized coastal erosion and reduced damage from storms and tidal surges.

Vulnerability to disaster will be increasingly important in the face of climate change. By increasing ecosystem resilience, PAs play a role in adapting to climate change and safeguarding existing disaster management and prevention services under new climate scenarios. This ‘hedge’ against change, in turn, will reduce negative impacts expected from climate change, such as landslip, rock falls and avalanches, tidal waves and storm surges, hurricanes and storms, flooding, drought and desertification, and fire. See additional notes on climate change and ecosystem services at the end of this section.

**Nutritional and health care services:** PAs offer ecosystem services beneficial to health. These benefits range from habitat protection and the related provision of goods for nutrition and health, to the slowed expansion of vector-borne diseases that thrive in degraded ecosystems. Another important ecosystem health benefit is access to traditional medicines. PAs conserve species with current or potential medicinal services. The emerging sector of pharmaceuticals based on indigenous genetic material should also be considered. Climate change is likely to aggravate shortages of food and traditional medicines and to increase the spread of certain disease vectors. PAs reduce the vulnerability of these food and health supply services under changing climate scenarios. Additional ecosystem services that play a role in nutrition and health include fish spawning, wild food, shelter, and agro-biodiversity.

**Cultural and spiritual:** PAs protect the territories and rights of indigenous communities. Important benefits to these communities include land and resources for them to continue traditional lifestyles and customs. Land also allows these people to conserve and control their destinies. This situation is common throughout the region, particularly in South America, where many indigenous lands overlap with PAs within national systems. In Venezuela alone, 32 different indigenous ethnic groups (57,000 people) live in PAs that provide hunting areas, sacred areas, and shelter.

**Climate change-related services:** Carbon capture and storage in living and dead vegetation (forests, grasslands, inland waters, marine systems, soil, and humus) enable climate change mitigation by storing and removing carbon that would otherwise be emitted into or retained within the atmosphere. PAs have a key role to play by serving as important reservoirs or sinks of carbon and by capturing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. Some 312 Gt of carbon is stored in the world’s PA network globally, a figure that represents 15 percent of the world’s terrestrial carbon stock. In LAC, with its significant forest endowment, the figures are significant, with PA contributions notably high. In South America, it is estimated that 26.8 percent of the total carbon stock is found in PAs (total is 341 Gt, and 91 Gt in PAs) and 25.2 percent in Mesoamerica (16 Gt total and 4 Gt in PAs).
Benefits for Productive Sectors in LAC from Protected Area Services

PAs in these countries provide a variety of different key benefits important to the growth of production sectors such as agriculture, fisheries, forestry, nature-based tourism, and energy, as well as services described in the previous section that benefit a broader range of stakeholders. This production sector contribution by biodiversity is assessed in a forthcoming UNDP publication: *The Importance of Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services for Economic Growth and Equity in Latin America and the Caribbean* (October 2010). A summary pertinent to this discussion on ecosystem services and PAs follows here, by sector.

Tourism: Tourists visiting PAs provide direct resources to PA management through entry fees. However, their total contribution to a country’s economy is much greater. For example, resources spent on travel and local transport, accommodation, food, park merchandise, and souvenirs in and outside of the PA constitute a substantial multiplier in the economy. In Mexico, some 5.5 million tourists visited federal PAs in 2006, spending an estimated $286 million inside and outside of PAs — 2.3 percent of total spending by international travelers visiting the country. In Bolivia’s Madidi National Park, tourism generated $1.4 million worth of business annually between 1999 and 2004, primarily from sources outside of Bolivia. In Peru, more than 350,000 people visited...
Fisheries: Marine protected areas (MPAs) are considered an instrument for improving fisheries management and marine protection through seasonal and longer-term closures. These policies improve income for local fishermen. The policies also protect spawning fish and nursery areas, preserve vulnerable habitats, and reduce fishing pressure on species stocks. The economic value of the fish catch in MPAs in Chile under management with at least the basic protection scenario and based on producer prices (supply) is estimated at $19 million.

Agriculture: The role of water provision from PAs is also key in agriculture. In Colombia, for example, small- and large-scale irrigation accounts for 40 percent of water demand, with most water resources coming from rivers that originate in the SPNN. In Peru, an estimated 376,000 hectares are irrigated with water from national PAs producing an agricultural output worth about $514 million. The Pirai River in Bolivia supports the agro industry in the middle watershed with an estimated value of $500 million per year. Fifty percent of the Pirai river flow comes from Amboro National Park and Management Area. Pollination services provided by natural ecosystems are also important to agriculture. One study shows that tropical forest patches in Costa Rica, which provide habitat to many pollinating species, contributed an average of $62,000 per year for one farm (7 percent of the total farm income). Similarly, the role of PAs in conserving the wild relative species of domestic crops facilitates crop breeding and pollination services, all the while providing sustainable food for communities. For example, in Costa Rica the Volcan Irazu National Park conserves wild avocado and avocado near-relative species; Argentina’s Nahuel Huapi National Park protects the wild relatives of potatoes; and finally, Bolivia’s Madidi National Park conserves several types of wild pineapple.

Hydropower: In Bolivia, the Sama Reserve provides 80 percent of the water supply for the San Jacinto Hydroelectric System, which in turn supplies an estimated 25 percent of the electricity consumed in Tarija. Without adequate protection of the Sama Reserve ecosystems, a decrease in water supply for the hydroelectric system could result in an annual loss estimated at $230,000.

1.4 Financial Sustainability of Protected Area Systems

Defining Financial Sustainability of Protected Areas

Financial sustainability is achieved when a PA system secures sufficient and stable resources over the long term to meet its total management costs. These sustaining resources come from different sources, including government budgets and extra-budgetary funds, and from international cooperation sources, but they also come from revenues generated in PA sites within the system. However, PA agencies are often ill-equipped to respond to income-generating opportunities that PAs provide through consumptive and non-consumptive uses of biodiversity.

Securing adequate funds is a necessary but not sufficient condition for PA sustainability; managers must also consider the quality, form, timing, targeting, uses, and sources of funding. This means that PA management must be two-pronged. One prong is a funding “supply” issue of generating more revenue across the system. The second prong, equally important, concerns a “demand” side challenge of managing PA financing needs (at sites and at a central level). PA financial sustainability needs to be addressed from both sides of this balanced financial equation.

PA financial sustainability can, therefore, also be defined as the ability, first, to secure sufficient, stable, and long-term financial resources and, second, to allocate these resources in a timely manner and in appropriate forms, to cover the full costs of PAs. This complete approach can ensure that PAs are managed effectively and efficiently, with respect to conservation and other objectives.

For a country to achieve financial sustainability for PAs and PA systems, the country needs strong and effective institutions to generate, manage, and invest funds in the national PA system. In the long term, financial sustainability should go beyond ensuring resources to bridge the financial gap; PA systems should seek the possibility to allow and facilitate effective participation and benefit sharing with the different stakeholders of PA systems.
What Is Financial Sustainability?

Protected area “financial sustainability” refers to the ability of a country to meet all costs associated with the management of a protected area system. The system level is defined here simply as the aggregation of PA sites and central level operations. This implies a funding “supply” issue of generating more revenue across the system, but just as importantly, a “demand” side challenge of managing PA financing needs (at sites and at the central level). PA financial sustainability needs to be addressed from both sides of the financial equation.

From the Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas. Updated version available at www.undp.org/gef/05/kmanagement/newpublication.html. (Bovarnick, 2008)

The Importance of Protected Area System-Level Financing

PAs are recognized to be cornerstones of biodiversity conservation and of the ecosystem services these crucial natural areas provide. On the other hand, many PAs are recognized to have serious management deficiencies, due in large part to underfunding and poor fund use. For example, often these funds are not used in a cost-effective manner. The reasons for the “twin” problems of underfunding and poor fund use boil down to one overarching problem: Planning how to fund PAs has not been given sufficient attention.

The global community advocates that more land and natural resources should be conserved but has not provided adequate funds with which to accomplish the stated world goal of increased conservation. On the ground, in many PAs, this is the common situation: staff and other resources are stretched ever more thinly in many places; all the while, available funds fail to meet the minimum — or basic scenario — needs. Even with professional development of current staff, more staff are needed, which necessarily means increased annual operation costs for salaries, vehicles, offices, and equipment. Beyond the annual budget process looms a need for capital budgeting; most PAs require vital capital investment to improve PA infrastructure, both for wildlife management and tourism needs.

Hence, PA financing is critical for sound PA management and for the development of long-term financing systems; together, financing and management reform are required for PA sustainability.

To develop comprehensive, sustainable finance solutions, stakeholders should first approach PA financing from a system perspective rather than addressing it on a site-by-site basis. This system-level focus is important when considering and addressing PA financing because:

- Many constructive activities are required at a national level and not just at site levels, such as policy reform, fund management, and setting of PA fees. These activities form the context in which many decisions are made, like setting conservation and financial targets, which can affect all PAs.

- Many pro-PA activities require coordinated efforts and support from several government institutions, particularly the Ministry of Finance. This coordination is best achieved through a centralized management and financing system.

- Sites will often require similar activities like training and monitoring; providing these activities centrally is cost effective.

- Fundraising can be more effective if coordinated centrally.

- System-level planning allows cross-subsidization between sites.

- Harmonized fee systems can reduce competition issues between sites.
Elements of a Protected Area Financing System

The elements of a PA financing system address four key questions:

a. What has to be financed?
   b. What does it cost?
   c. What are the institutional arrangements?
   d. What are the funding sources?

a. What Has to Be Financed?

An accurate and comprehensive assessment of management needs across a PA system enables informed decisions on funding needs, priorities, and opportunities for savings. The following six expenditure categories are usually used in the region to group hundreds of different items and resources needed for PA management; slight differences might arise from country to country based on expenditure compatibility with various governmental accounting systems.

Recurrent Costs (Operational)

- Human resources: salaries for park director, managers, park guards, scientists, community liaison officers, tourism specialists, and a financial specialist
- Maintenance: office and vehicular maintenance, path maintenance
- Utilities: water, electricity, and communications
- Basic equipment: GPS devices, boots, uniforms, machetes, torches, etc.

Capital Costs (Investment)

- Infrastructure, capital equipment, and vehicles; these include paths, visitor centers, ranger towers, demarcation posts, roads, gates, etc.
- Professional services for one-time base-level studies and ongoing training events

These operation and capital costs are typically incurred at both a central system level and at the PA site level. At the central level, capacity building costs are also incurred. At the PA site level, costs are generated in carrying out management activities (see Box 1.1). These costs reflect both operational needs and investments.
Box 1.1. Cost-Based Protected Area Management Activities by Programme Type

Site-level management plans usually group key PA management activities according to a set of structured programmes that respond to management objectives and priorities. After a careful review of management programmes already in place in the region, the following seven programmes can be considered as the most common ones found in LAC PA management plans.

Administration and planning: Includes general management activities such as accounting and financial management, office and infrastructure maintenance, human resources management, communication with stakeholders, preparation of reports, etc. This programme also involves participative processes to develop and monitor implementation of key planning tools such as management plans, annual operation plans, business plans, and management effectiveness assessments.

Patrolling and enforcement: Considers activities aimed at ensuring the enforcement of law within PA limits, with the objective to prevent threats and negative impacts to PA integrity. This programme usually addresses boundary and zoning issues as a mechanism for increased PA management effectiveness.

Environmental education: The involvement of the public as a major stakeholder is critical to PA management. This programme is important in empowering the public to act in ways that protect biological diversity. Such programmes engage the public in planning and management of PAs.

Research and monitoring: Critical to inform planning and management activities for PAs. Likewise, ongoing monitoring is important to determine changes in threat levels and to record achievement of conservation objectives based on new management interventions.

Sustainable livelihoods: Considers the integral socioeconomic development of people living inside a PA and within the buffer zones of a PA as a fundamental objective of PA management. This programme involves a wide range of development-related projects and activities in areas such as health, economic development, ethnicity, gender, etc.

Mitigation and restoration: Concerns activities and projects that prevent or limit major negative impacts to ecosystems. When environmental impacts occur, this programme coordinates activities to repair and restore the damage.

Sustainable use of resources (tourism, etc): Ensures that PA resources are used in sustainable ways, according to several criteria: management plans, national regulations, zoning, and impact tools such as carrying capacity analysis. This programme type also promotes a framework for sustainable, economical use of PA natural features and resources.

Source: Mentefactura, 2008.
b. What Does It Cost?
Costs should be determined based on specific PA management needs, which consider conservation objectives and are complemented by sound financial data for constituent PAs of the system. This cost information should be generated through the PA management planning process both at the site and system levels. These plans and their corresponding cost analysis procedures should demonstrate cost-effectiveness. Further, these cost-analysis findings should be shared so that Ministries of Finance understand and agree on the conservation objectives and related activities for which PA funding will be requested. This financial data, then, allows for financial planning.

c. What Are the Powers and Functions of Each Institution Involved?
An analysis of financing for PAs requires clarifying which government ministries and agencies have what particular management and financial responsibilities for which specific parts of a PA system. In some countries, different Ministries manage different sub-systems or networks. In other countries, PA staff salaries come directly from the Treasury entity, while police or coast guards play a role in enforcement. Therefore, clarity about these two areas is key: first, a breakdown of all budget support from different authorities and, second, lucidity on specific enforcement or line-level responsibilities. Knowing these two arenas of authority permits sound estimation of real costs, budget development, and financial needs analysis across all relevant institutions. For these reasons, stakeholders will find useful a political document presented to and approved by the pertinent government entity that outlines and details the objectives, policies, and intended actions that will be part of a national PA financing system.

A supportive, enabling environment, with an appropriate set of policies and laws that allow PAs to generate, retain, manage, and invest funds, is an essential foundation for site-based work. Therefore, stakeholders must analyze and identify the legal barriers to revenue generation and allocation. Additional laws and policies supporting site-based revenues and taxes are important for generation of revenue streams. Ensuring that revenues are retained within the PA system is helpful for maintaining the generated income and increasing the system budget. Laws that permit or promote sharing of PA revenues with local communities can also assist in sharing local economic benefits and building community partnerships. See Chapter 4, “Sustainability Analysis”, for an analysis of this supportive, enabling environment.

Once funds are received from the central budget process or from area or system-generated revenues, PA staff must manage and administer the funds in ways that promote cost efficiency and management effectiveness. This active and engaged management stance allows for long-term planning and security, providing incentives and opportunities for managers. Institutional governance structures must enable and require the operation of effective, transparent mechanisms for management and allocation of funds and for accounting for revenues and expenditures. Such professional management requires sufficient human capacity to use financial tools, specifically those data management and accounting systems that can be used by system-level and site-level financial planners and managers. Human and technological resources are required to optimize the use of generated funds in PA management. The introduction of professional and transparent management mechanisms will improve fee collection and eliminate leakage. Promoting cost efficiency and management effectiveness also addresses questions of optimal deployment of human and other resources to avoid duplication of tasks between individuals, departments, or institutions. Co-management arrangements with communities, NGOs, or the private sector demonstrate clear efficiency benefits and help address capacity gaps where the required skills are not available within the PA institution.

d. What Are the Sources of Funds?
In general, PA funding sources include public funding, revenue generation, donor funds, and in-kind resources. Public funding through government budgeting is often the most important source to fund recurrent costs, although the amounts are usually not enough to cover basic management costs. Economic valuations of goods and services provided by PAs, compared to financing gaps, are useful to present to Ministries of Finance to
show how much governments should invest in their PA systems. Full-cost presentations that pair economic valuation of ecosystem services with financing gaps can be site-based for select PAs, especially those demonstrating local economic benefit. However, these presentations about ecosystem service benefits and PA financing gaps are also useful undertakings for the entire system. In effect, this system-level presentation is powerful in the aggregating of benefits. Economic benefit arguments — combined with more transparent use of funds, evidence of cost-effective management, and clear plans — are proven to strengthen budget negotiations and can result in higher annual government budgets for PA systems.

A funding portfolio, going beyond conventional mechanisms and including multiple funding sources, is a key element of PA financial stability and sustainability. Diversification of revenue sources is a powerful strategy to reduce PA vulnerability to external shocks. Thus, PA systems should explore and develop mechanisms for generating new financial flows as a critical element in creating financial sustainability. For instance, tourism entrance and user fees are the most common PA revenue sources, but other revenue options include payment for water services, carbon offsets, debt renegotiation and swaps, and tourism concessions. Additionally, revenue sources could also include national policy instruments such as departure taxes or water fees.

Financial and business planning for PAs needs to be undertaken on a regular and systematic basis. Effective financial planning requires accurate knowledge not only of revenue amounts but also of expenditure levels, patterns, and requirements. Options for balancing the costs/revenues equation should include equal consideration of revenue increases and cost control. Good financial planning enables PA managers to make strategic financial decisions, such as re-allocating spending to match management priorities. Financial planning also creates a culture of fiscal prudence, ongoing identification of appropriate cost reductions, and alertness to potential cash flow problems.

The following chapters in this Report address in detail the methodology and findings of this comprehensive assessment of conservation financing for PAs and PA systems.

Chapter 2, “Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas”, presents the elements of financial analysis for management and planning contained in the Scorecard. This Scorecard was developed by UNDP to assist those working on PA sustainability — project teams and governments — in tracking their progress in making PA systems financially sustainable. The Scorecard has three sections. Part I assesses the overall financial health of the PA system. Part II assesses specific elements of the complex environment within which PAs and PA systems must operate. Part III summarizes these findings in a scoring framework.

Chapter 3, “Financial Analysis”, relies extensively on quantitative data derived from application of Part I of the Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas. Readers will find data by country, as well as comparative regional analysis. This chapter provides snapshot views of a PA system’s financial accounts.

Chapter 4, “Sustainability Analysis”, builds on the snapshots of data presented in Chapter 3 and presents the findings from applying Part II of the Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas. The findings are arranged by a structured, standardized approach that discusses, by element, how to improve PA financing.

Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions learned from the Scorecard process and offers recommendations to policy makers for strengthening the financial sustainability of national PA systems.
CHAPTER 2

Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas

The purpose of the Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas (Scorecard) is to assist governments, donors, and NGOs in investigating and recording significant aspects of a protected area (PA) financing system — accounts and underlying structural foundations — to show both current health and status and to indicate if the system is moving holistically over the long term toward an improved financial situation. The Scorecard is designed for national systems of PAs, but this instrument could be used by sub-national systems, namely state, regional, or municipal systems, or by entities or networks of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs).

2.1 The Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas

The Scorecard is structured to look at all elements of a financing system. These elements, in themselves, provide guidance on what a framework for a PA financing system should be composed of. Assessing each element, particularly the qualitative elements that describe the country context, can help a country identify those areas of its governance structure that need to be improved to enhance a particular PA financing system.

The Scorecard has three sections:

Part I – Assessing the overall financial status of the PA system; this section includes basic PA information and a financial analysis of the national PA system.

Part II – Assessing qualitative elements of the financing system; this section focuses on the governance structure of the PA systems studied.

Part III – Scoring across all elements and analytical categories.
**Part I** requires financial data to determine the costs, revenues, and financing gaps of a PA system, both in the current year and as a forecast for the future. This part of the Scorecard provides a quantitative analysis of a PA system and shows the financial data needed by PA planners to determine financial targets and, hence, the additional funds required to finance effective management of their PA system. Because different countries have different accounting systems, certain data requirements may vary in relevance for each country. However, where financial data is absent, the first activity of the PA authority should be to generate and collect this data.

**Part II** of the Scorecard facilitates a qualitative analysis and is compartmentalized into the three fundamental components necessary for a fully-functioning financial system at the site and system levels. Each component is divided into elements, which are further divided into sub-elements. Structured guidance is provided for assessing and scoring each sub-element. This assessment can help a country identify which areas of its governance structure need to be improved to enhance its PA financing system. The three components for Part II are:

- Legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks that enable sustainable financing
- Business planning and tools for cost-effective management
- Tools for revenue generation and mobilization

For Part II of the Scorecard, the percentage of achievement of each component should be presented. This allows a comparison of progress from component to component and can aid countries in identifying where weaknesses and strengths reside within their financing systems. Where lower scores are identified, the corresponding areas should be a focus for future intervention and capacity building. The percentage reporting choice will also permit comparison across countries. This percentage reporting choice is useful information for countries but is particularly helpful when looking at the region and subregions.

The Scorecard should be completed every year to show the annual situation in a PA system and changes over time. The first year the Scorecard is completed becomes the baseline year, with this ‘reference’ condition staying fixed. Then, if the Scorecard is completed every subsequent year, the results can be compared to the baseline data to show the annual progress of a national PA financing system.

In each country, certain elements may be more important than they are for other countries. Sometimes, certain elements will be more difficult to achieve than other elements. In this case, country teams have the flexibility to modify the current weighting system and change the number of points allocated to a certain element so the scoring better suits national conditions. Any modification to scoring should be transparent and footnoted.

Additionally, if a specific element or sub-element is not appropriate for a country, then the element and its associated maximum scores can be taken out of the total possible scoring. In this way, the total score can be adjusted to fit country conditions. Because this means the total possible score may vary across countries due to composition elements/sub-elements in scoring, the annual scores should be presented as a percentage (actual score compared to total possible score).

### 2.2 Scorecard Application Methodology

This Report is based on data generated through application of the UNDP Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas (Scorecard) in 20 countries across the region during 2003. This report also presents information about PA sub-systems from five Brazilian States — Rio de Janeiro, Rio Grande do Sul, Parana, Minas Gerais, and Espiritu Santo. See Table 2 for list of countries arranged by sub-region.

### Countries Covered

The UNDP Scorecard was prepared in 20 countries in the following two subregions:

**Mesoamerica, Mexico, and the Caribbean**
- Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Cuba, and the Dominican Republic

**South America**
- Northern Andes: Colombia, Ecuador, and Venezuela
- Southern Andes: Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay
- Brazil: Federal and Selected States:

---

1. This region will be referred to as Mesoamerica+.
2. English-speaking Caribbean countries were not included in this initiative. Planning for the next round of support to the region includes these countries.
To generate this data across so many countries, UNDP trained key experts in applying and interpreting the UNDP Scorecard. In turn, these experts led two subregional workshops to train TNC, UNDP, and government staff in South America and Mesoamerica+ on how to complete the Scorecard. These training workshops also raised interest in and understanding of the Scorecard tool. One subregional workshop was held in Santiago, Chile (September 2008) with 41 representatives of 10 South American countries; this workshop included seven Directors of Protected Area Systems, four heads of departments, and a range of technical staff including legal specialists, economists, and advisors. The second subregional workshop, for Mesoamerica+, was held in San Jose, Costa Rica (September 2008) with 39 representatives from eight different countries, including five Directors of Protected Area Authorities and five heads of PA Departments. All countries participating in these subregional workshops expressed strong support for the Scorecard as a practical and useful tool. Furthermore, all agreed to apply this tool in their countries within the context of the UNDP-TNC partnership program.

At the country level, experts worked with government agencies for several months to collect data for Part I of the Scorecard. Subsequently, national workshops (each lasting two days) were organized to prepare Part II of the Scorecard. The national workshops brought together key stakeholders to review and discuss the Scorecard. Several additional months were taken after the workshops for data collection completion. Data from Scorecards and the accompanying draft country reports were verified by respective governments through a consultation process carried out by UNDP and TNC (late 2008 to early 2009).

The interactive application of the Scorecard enabled participants to consider specific findings on finances and other quantitative measures, along with qualitative aspects of the context in which PAs and PA systems function. Specifically, participants were able to

- determine their PA system’s overall financial status
- assess key elements (or lack thereof) of their financing systems (for example, governance frameworks that enable sustainable PA finance)
- learn about business planning and other tools for cost-effective management
- consider tools and systems for revenue generation and mobilization
- identify which elements required strengthening to advance sustainability of their PA systems

This consultative process also enabled the exchange of views and discussion between stakeholders within each country on the status of different elements of financial sustainability and strategies to correct deficiencies.

In all, the Report preparation process trained 378 PA government staff and practitioners on applying the PA Financial Sustainability Scorecard.

### 2.3 Protected Areas Systems Covered by Report

Financial information collected from application of the Scorecard came from the PA systems of 20 countries in Mesoamerica+ and South America. The financial data generated covered 1,748 PAs with a total surface of 207 million hectares. This aggregated land figure represents 10 percent of the combined surface of the 20 countries and nearly 42 percent of the surface of all LAC PA systems. The total also represents approximately 15 percent of the world’s surface that is covered under some conservation category36.

For the purpose of Scorecard application, each country was asked to provide a classification scheme for its PA systems. The majority of countries classified systems according to who managed the PAs (e.g., central government, local governments, co-managers, etc.). Other countries classified their systems as terrestrial or marine PA systems, while still other countries used classifications based on management categories. Each country’s national authority chose the PA systems for Scorecard application. These deci-
sions were based largely on data availability. Hence, the types of systems analyzed varied greatly across countries. In some cases, the analysis was applied to a variety of systems and networks, including national PAs, local PAs, and areas under co-management, while in other cases, the Scorecard analysis was applied only to those systems managed directly by the central government. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show the sub-systems of PAs covered by the Report in relation to PA systems in each country. In general, additional networks such as municipal PAs, communal and indigenous reserves, and private PAs were not included in the analysis, due to a lack of financial data.

The PAs not included still carry importance in terms of number of hectares. These areas usually have less funding than the ones that belong to a core national system, with a number of exceptions related to private reserves and PAs managed by municipalities. Therefore, in the event that all sub-systems were to be considered, this type of more comprehensive sample construction would result in a modification of some indicators, such as the cost per hectare, although this effect would deserve a case-by-case analysis.

Information on new or potential PAs to be added to national systems in the medium-to-long term has not been included in this analysis. An additional consideration regarding the size and complexity of PA systems studied is that most systems also include marine PAs. Besides presenting relatively larger surfaces than terrestrial PAs, marine PAs are also shown to have significantly larger conservation costs.

Notes for Table 2.1
1 The percentage results from dividing the total surface of PAs (terrestrial and marine) by the territorial area of the country, as estimated by the World Database on Protected Areas (WDPA) or, in the case of Cuba, by the national government. WDPA’s estimation of the territorial area includes total land area, inland waters, and territorial waters up to 12 nautical miles. The only exception is the Dominican Republic, where the percentage is expressed only in terms of the country’s land area and inland waters, since no data on territorial waters was available.
2 In Belize, only the qualitative section of the Scorecard was assessed (i.e., Part II).
3 The financial data from Cuba contained in the Scorecard corresponds to a sample of 28 PAs under administration. The sample is representative of the four management categories and covers 1,094,165 ha, equivalent to 37 percent of the total PAs under administration.
4 Only areas under administration are included. Total surface, including PAs without administration, is 3,585,493 ha.
5 The financial data from Honduras contained in the Scorecard correspond to a sample of 21 PAs under the categories of co-management and international declaration. The sample covers a total surface of 1,226,784 ha, equivalent to 37 percent of the total system of PAs.
Table 2.1. Size of Protected Area Systems Assessed in the Countries of Mesoamerica+

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Networks of protected areas</th>
<th>PA amount</th>
<th>Surface (HAs)</th>
<th>% of the country’s total surface</th>
<th>Scorecard applied (Yes/No)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>National parks, wildlife sanctuaries, national monuments,</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>367,997</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural reserves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forest reserves</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>380,329</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private PAs</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>131,663</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marine reserves</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>150,839</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1,030,828</td>
<td>24.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>PAs managed by government</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>PAs managed by the Ministry of Science, Technology, and Environment (CITMA)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>229,930</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAs managed by the National Enterprise for the Protection of Flora and Fauna (ENPFF)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1,312,623</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAs managed by other institutions</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>459,206</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-managed PAs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>952,316</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2,954,075</td>
<td>16.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>Established national natural PAs (including co-managed areas)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>34,860</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National natural areas (including co-managed areas) in-process of being established</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>57,701</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National natural areas (including co-managed areas) in-process to be selected</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>247</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Established transnational natural PAs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,973</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transnational natural PAs in-process to be established</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,866</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>96,647</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>PAs managed by public institutions</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2,492,099</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Municipal PAs</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16,157</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-managed PAs</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>955,537</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private PAs</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>53,135</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>3,516,928</td>
<td>30.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>PAs managed by government</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1,177,405</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-managed PAs</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1,097,188</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Areas with globally recognized management category (World Heritage, Ramsar)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,049,859</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3,324,452</td>
<td>21.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>PAs managed by the federal government</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>23,094,100</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State PAs</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>3,308,791</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Certified and private and Ramsar areas</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>202,463</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>26,605,354</td>
<td>11.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>PAs managed by the government</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>2,169,678</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-managed PAs</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>72,515</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private reserves</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7,748</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>2,249,941</td>
<td>12.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>PAs managed by the government</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2,700,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Municipal PAs</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAs under management concessions</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>128,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>2,836,000</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>National PAs</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>4,626,477</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>4,626,477</td>
<td>25.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.2. Size of Protected Area Systems Assessed in the Countries of South America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Sub-system</th>
<th>PA Amount</th>
<th>Surface (Has)</th>
<th>% of the Country’s total surface</th>
<th>Scorecard applied (Yes/No)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>National parks</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3,656,308</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-national PAs (province/regional/municipal)</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>17,858,745</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>21,515,053</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>National PAs</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15,814,461</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Departmental and municipal PAs</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1,190,336</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private PAs not part of the NPAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>17,004,797</td>
<td>15.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil3</td>
<td>Federal PAs</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>75,550,800</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-managed PAs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>129,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAs under management concessions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>192,962</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private reserves</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>472,449</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>76,345,211</td>
<td>8.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>National parks, natural reserves, national monument, marine parks</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>14,419,096</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural sanctuary</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>473,591</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protected national capital</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>325,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>15,217,687</td>
<td>14.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>National natural PAs</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>11,518,478</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-national PAs (regional/department/municipal)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-managed PAs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>974,474</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>24,698</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>12,517,650</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>National terrestrial PAs</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4,737,423</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National marine PAs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14,165,774</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-managed PAs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>84,759</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18,987,956</td>
<td>13.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>Sub-system under public domain – direct</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2,267,106</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect (Biosphere Reserves)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3,517,029</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-system under private domain</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>236,526</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-system under bi-national entity domain</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>45,546</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6,066,207</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>National PAs</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>18,043,380</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional conservation areas</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>150,883</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private conservation areas</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>104,964</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>18,299,227</td>
<td>13.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>National terrestrial PAs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>152,093</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National marine PAs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37,296</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>189,389</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>National parks and natural monuments</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>20,041,985</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recreational parks</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>286,020</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>20,328,005</td>
<td>20.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The percentage results from dividing the total surface of PAs (terrestrial and marine) by the territorial area of the country (World Database on Protected Areas). This estimation includes total land area, inland waters, and territorial waters up to 12 nautical miles.
2 In Argentina, the marine and terrestrial parts of PAs could not be adequately differentiated.
3 Figures do not include the state or municipal PA in the Brazilian national system-SNUC.
4 Galapagos was not included in Ecuador, since no financial information was supplied.
Tables 2.3 and 2.4 show the average PA size in the PA systems assessed in Mesoamerica+ and South America. The information presented in these tables shows that there is considerable difference between average sizes of PAs in South America (201,060 ha) and Mesoamerica+ (37,649 ha). Average PA size has important implication for the financial sustainability of the PA system because size is related to the amount of financial resources needed for conservation. Larger PAs, in general, present better opportunities to generate the economies of scale that typically accompany increased size. Increases in PA size, typically, also present better conditions for ecological viability. This scale factor is analyzed in greater detail in Chapter 3 of this report.

**Table 2.3. Average Surface of Protected Areas in Systems of Mesoamerica+ where Scorecard Was Applied**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Average Surface (Ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BELIZE</td>
<td>10,966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTA RICA</td>
<td>10,843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBA</td>
<td>39,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL SALVADOR</td>
<td>779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUATEMALA</td>
<td>35,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONDURAS</td>
<td>58,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>141,682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICARAGUA</td>
<td>31,142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANAMA</td>
<td>34,169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMINICAN REPUBLIC</td>
<td>14,318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESOAMERICA+ AVERAGE</td>
<td>37,649</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.4. Average Surface of Protected Areas in South America where Scorecard Was Applied**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Average Surface (Ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARGENTINA</td>
<td>101,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOLIVIA</td>
<td>718,839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
<td>251,836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILE</td>
<td>91,124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOMBIA</td>
<td>213,305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECUADOR</td>
<td>123,646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAGUAY</td>
<td>121,324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERU</td>
<td>275,671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URUGUAY</td>
<td>17,217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENEZUELA</td>
<td>107,556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH AMERICA AVERAGE</td>
<td>202,208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Quantitative Financial Data Collected

The quantitative financial data is presented in Chapter 3, “Financial Analysis”, of this Report. All the financial data that was provided for the Scorecards and, thereby, in this Report is official government data provided by the financial and accounting offices in charge of financial administration for PA systems. Financial data in this Report dates to 2008, with the exception of the data for Costa Rica, Guatemala, Mexico, and the Dominican Republic: these countries presented data for 2007.

This financial data was collected:

**Available Finances**

1. Total annual central government budget allocated to PA management
2. Extra budgetary funding for PA management (channeled through government, trust funds, NGOs, and foundations)
3. Percentage of PA-generated revenues retained in the PA system for re-investment
4. Total finances available to the PA system

**Costs and Financing Needs**

1. Total annual expenditure for PAs
2. Estimation of PA system financing needs (for both basic and optimal management scenarios)

**Annual Financing Gap**

1. Basic management gap
2. Optimal management gap

---

Definitions of Basic and Optimal Management Scenarios

Basic management scenario: Minimum level of funding required to operate key conservation programs while meeting basic program requirements to sustain ecosystem functions in PAs.

Optimal management scenario: Ideal level of funding required to operate all programs to reach and sustain optimal ecosystem functioning in PAs.

*Source: Flores et al., 2008.*

Financial Data Collection

The financial data presented in Part I of the Scorecard is based primarily on the national PA systems managed by central governments. For each country, the PA system included in the analysis typically covers the largest surface area of the PA network in each country. In general, additional networks such as municipal PAs, communal and indigenous reserves, and private PAs were not included in the analysis, due to a lack of financial data. Revenue information was collected mainly for government-managed PAs. Collecting revenue data for NGO-managed PAs was more difficult.

The data collected throughout the 20 countries is based on the same process, which is through application of the Scorecard. Nevertheless, data and collection practices vary between countries. Typical variations include, for example, the year of financial data, the set of PAs systems assessed, and both the method of calculation and definition of different elements of the Scorecard. Data variation was particularly true of information generated for basic and optimal management scenarios. Despite these variations, the financial data in this Scorecard process is still broadly equivalent and is useful for identifying regional trends.

Generally, the existing data were insufficient for robust financial planning purposes; however, identifying these information gaps holds huge policy value. For example, this Scorecard analy-
sis reveals specific data gaps existing with regard to PA costs, extra-budgetary funds, and financial needs.

- Sound data generally exists for government budgets and expenditures. Total annual government budget information is available for PAs at the site and system levels, through official channels. This information can be tracked on an annual basis. There are exceptions; for example, Ecuador maintains detailed site-level data (due to a decentralized system) but does not have financial data aggregated at a system level. For different reasons, Chile and the Dominican Republic have incomplete PA site-level expenditure data.

- The weakest area of data in terms of quality and availability of information appears in system-level financial gaps. Less than half of countries had undertaken a national process to identify the financial needs and gaps of their PA systems. Most of these countries needed assessments; where countries had assessments, these documents needed revision or updating. The rest of the countries either did not have information on the financial needs of their PA systems or presented preliminary estimates that do not support a detailed financial needs analysis.

In some cases, financial data exists but is not available to the public and, likewise, is often not available to decision makers. This problem of elusive data makes it difficult to generate and present overall system-level financial data. The several situations that drive limited data availability for sites and systems pose a grave problem: Ministries of Finance — and other stakeholders — do not know the extent to which PA systems are underfunded.

Table 2.5 shows the main information gaps in each country. Reasons for the limited nature of financial data include the following:

- Until recently, many countries have not developed comprehensive financial information systems. The predominance of science backgrounds for most PA staff members and the ongoing lack of specialized human resources in finance at site and system levels might be a barrier to accurate PA financial information.

- Each PA system authority has its own data sets and does not share or aggregate them. Decentralization schemes might also have an effect in the availability of aggregate system-level data.

- Many PAs still do not have management plans; thus, accurate PA management cost analysis and financial need assessments still cannot be undertaken, particularly at a system level.

- PA system authorities tend to have underdeveloped accounting systems and supporting databases.

- Many PA costs are divided between ministries. For example, staff salaries are often paid from different budgets, with one result being that many PA system authorities do not have information on wage costs. That is, PA author-

---

**Box 2.1. Observation from Stakeholder Workshops**

During the workshop process, several Ministries of Finance in the region, including that of Paraguay, stated that with improved data on financial gaps and revenue generation, like the elements presented in the Scorecard, they would be able and willing to consider increasing annual budget allocations to PA systems. This situation is likely to be the case for a majority of countries in the region. Therefore, a priority for the region and for donors is to generate and provide this information to Ministries of Finance.
ities have information on wage costs at least for the areas that are under their direct administration or that are co-managed with other institutions. However, these same PA authorities may not have information on wages from areas that are managed by other government institutions.

- PA system authorities and PA managers do not have clear or standard definitions for basic and optimal management scenario needs and costs. Each country uses a different definition of basic and optimal management, as shown later in Tables 3.12 and 3.13, in Chapter 3. Some countries do not have any definitions. Finally, sometimes, management standards vary between PAs within the same system.

- In most countries, little coordination exists between the different institutions in charge of planning, accounting, generating resources, and monitoring PA budgets, expenditures, and results.

- The availability of information on the revenues from entrance fees depends on who administers fee collection. In complex cases, where many institutions are involved, no unified fee system exists, nor does a unique institution centralize all the information. This structural fault has often resulted in a dispersion of financial information and an inability of PA authorities to estimate needs, plan, and, ultimately, request sufficient budget amounts.

- Both public and private resources channeled to local organizations that work in PAs, either by NGOs or international foundations, should be accounted for.

2.5 Qualitative Data Collected

The qualitative data is presented in Chapter 4 “Sustainability Analysis”. This data was generated from the application of Part II of the Scorecard during the national workshops. Part II measures three components essential for a fully functioning financial system at the site and system levels. These three components are discussed further here.

Component 1: Legal, policy, regulatory, and institutional frameworks that enable sustainable financing

Legal, policy, regulatory, and institutional frameworks affecting PA financing systems need to be
### Table 2.5. Information Gaps Found in Each Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Financial Data Status and Need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Financial needs assessment for individual PA or system level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>Unknown – as no financial data provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>No data on PA funding from donors and international NGOs. Financial needs assessment needs to be updated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Information on necessary costs to regulate land tenure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>No financial needs assessment for individual PA or system level, only estimates based on cost per hectare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>International cooperation funds are not considered to reduce the financial gap, since they are executed under different priorities from the management plans and other planning instruments and policies. No gap analysis for the optimal scenario. Gap for the basic scenario considers budgetary ceilings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>A better detail of the National Parks fund is needed to determine the amount that comes from revenues, from international cooperation, and from other sources. No financial needs assessment for the optimal scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>Financial information only taken from a sample of 28 PAs; this does not include central/system management costs, thereby extrapolating to the whole PA system would be an underestimation. International cooperation funds are not detailed. No information on how much of the PA revenues returns to the PA system. No financial needs assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domin. Rep.</td>
<td>No financial needs assessment at the moment of scorecard application, although a study is currently being made as part of a GEF project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>No financial information was presented for Galapagos PA. No detail on contributions from international cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>Revenues collected by NGOs that charge entrance fees to the PAs they manage were not reported. No financial needs assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>In general, no information is available on areas that are administered by institutions different from CONAP (including government institutions), with the exception of revenues from entrance fees collected by some PAs that are not administered by CONAP. This last information was not included in the estimation of total available funds, because CONAP decided to include in the scorecard only the financial information from PAs under its administration. Not all information on international cooperation is available. Existing gap analysis needs to be updated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>Financial information only taken from a sample of 21 PAs; this does not include common management costs, thereby extrapolating to the whole PA system would be an underestimation. No financial needs assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>No detailed information on international cooperation. Results from financial needs assessment not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>Financial information includes only a portion of the co-managed areas and an even smaller portion of the private reserves. Existing gap analysis needs to be updated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>Full details on several funds sources are unclear due to the incomplete information on these data. On income generated by PAs are estimates that require revision. No financial needs assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>There are no accounting systems to generate specific information on the financial performance of SINASIP. There are no reports on the contribution from state, private, or international actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Incomplete and outdated information on contributions from international cooperation. Existing gap analysis needs to be updated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>Data not available for whole system. No financial needs assessment for individual PA or system level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>No financial needs assessment for individual PA or system level. No PA management plans and institutional development plans of INPARQUES to define financial needs and gaps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
clearly defined. These enabling components should be supportive of effective financial planning, revenue generation, revenue retention, and financial management. Institutional responsibilities must be clearly delineated and agreed upon, with an enabling policy and legal environment in place. Institutional governance structures must enable and require the use of effective, transparent mechanisms for allocation, management, and accounting of revenues and expenditures.

Component 2: Business planning and tools for cost-effective management

Financial planning, accounting, and business planning are important tools for cost-effective management when undertaken on a regular and systematic basis. Effective financial planning requires accurate knowledge not only of revenues but also of expenditure levels, patterns, and investment requirements. Options for balancing the costs/revenues equation should include equal consideration of revenue increases and cost controls. Good financial planning enables PA managers to make strategic financial decisions such as allocating spending to match management priorities, identifying appropriate cost reductions, and anticipating potential cash flow problems. Improved planning can also help raise more funds. Professional financial planning practices make donors and governments more confident that their funds will be invested effectively in a PA system.

Component 3: Tools for revenue generation by Protected Areas

PA systems must be able to attract and take advantage of all existing and potential revenue mechanisms within the context of their overall management priorities. Diversification of revenue sources is a powerful strategy to reduce vulnerability to external shocks and dependency on limited government budgets. Sources of revenue for PA systems can include traditional funding sources — tourism entrance fees — along with innovative sources such as debt swaps, tourism concession arrangements, payments for ecosystems services like water provision and carbon services, and, in some cases, carefully controlled levels of resource extraction.

Each component in Part II is divided into elements, which are further divided into sub-elements. This hierarchy captures the fine-grain detail that PA managers and stakeholders need. The Scorecard includes structured guidance for assessing and scoring each sub-element. Scores for each country are presented in terms of percentages comparing actual performance to potential performance. Country scores generated by the Scorecard are useful for identifying strengths and weaknesses within PA systems.

A note of caution in terms of the scoring for Part II of the Scorecard: Country scores generated by the Scorecard are useful for identifying strengths and weaknesses within PA systems. These scores should be considered within the context of each country and are not necessarily directly comparable. Furthermore, qualitative scoring lends itself to subjectivity by countries in scoring. However, the Scorecard elements and sub-elements are structured and sufficiently focused to reduce subjectivity and increase objectivity in score presentation. Additionally, the scores were generated through reaching a consensus between the national workshop participants, who frequently had divergent opinions on the same subject. This consultative and transparent input of a broad range of stakeholders helps ensure the accuracy of the Scorecard data and reduces the tendency of PA managers to over-inflate scores. This means that while a degree of subjectivity is behind scoring in Part II, the scores can be compared between countries. Any comparison of scores should be viewed as an initial platform for identifying trends. The richest and most robust information is unearthed by an in-depth consideration of data within each country. Finally, the Scorecard has a comments column to explain each score; this detail will also help users better understand and compare country situations.

Chapters 3 and 4 present detailed findings from the Scorecard process.
CHAPTER 3

Financial Analysis

Chapter 3 presents the findings, by country, generated by applying Part I of the Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas (Scorecard). The findings of this chapter focus primarily on quantitative measures of the financial health of protected areas (PAs). The data here concerning PA systems in the 20 countries assessed form, in effect, a set of snapshots of their financial conditions. Arranging this information in tables and other visual forms also permits a quick assessment of patterns in the region, allowing for some comparison across countries.

3.1 Available Funding of Protected Area Systems

Total Available Funds

Total available funds are the sum of all financial sources for PA systems. These sources include:

- total annual central government budgets allocated to PA management
- extra-budgetary funding for PA management (donor funds, dedicated taxes, and other extra budgetary funds channeled through government, trust funds, NGOs, and foundations)
- site-based PA revenues (more precisely, the percentage of PA-generated revenues retained in the PA system for re-investment)

Table 3.1 shows the total available funds for the PA systems of 19 countries assessed. Belize is not included in this data set because this country did not submit financial information at the time of the Scorecard application.

Box 3.1. Key Findings on the Availability of Finances for Protected Areas

Total available resources for PA systems in the region amount to about $404 million (see Table 3.1).

Only about 1 percent of total national environmental budgets are allotted to PAs, This figure is just 0.006 percent of GDP, on average, in the region.

Another way to look at this government-budgeted spending is that the amount is equivalent to a yearly per person spending of about 40 cents for the 19 countries.

- Two countries (Brazil and Mexico), account for over 50 percent of the total available funding for the whole region.
- Current investments in PAs equal 1.2 percent of military expenditures of 10 South American countries during the same year.
- Annual finances across countries in the region vary widely. The level of available funds varies by a multiple of over 100 from $800,000 to $133 million per year.
Table 3.1 shows that two countries are of particular note for this region with regard to available funds for PA systems: Brazil and Mexico combined show a total investment of more than $200 million. Their combined budget accounts for 53 percent of the total available funding for PA systems across the whole Latin America and Caribbean LAC region.

Other specific findings of note, based on information in Table 3.1 and Figures 3.1 and 3.2, are as follows:

- The highest available fund amount per hectare is found in El Salvador, which is an unusual case because the average area of PAs in this Mesoamerican country is less than 800 hectares. This relatively small PA land size is much smaller than is found in other countries in the region, where average PA sizes are above 10,000 hectares. Although El Salvador has a higher average expenditure per hectare, the country does not cover the estimated costs of the basic management scenario (the basic financial needs) of its PA system.

- Out of the five countries with the highest available funds per hectare in the region, four are from Mesoamerica+, which, to some extent, reflects the fact that the average PA size in this subregion is considerably smaller than average PA size in the subregion of South America (see Figure 3.1). An exception is Argentina, whose PAs average 100,000 hectares per PA and which still has a high funds-per-hectare ratio.

- The countries with the lowest available funds per hectare are Bolivia and Paraguay, with $0.20/ha and $0.32/ha, respectively (see Figure 3.1). In both cases, governmental funding is extremely low — the lowest in the entire region. Consequently, PA systems in these two countries rely primarily on international cooperation. Both countries have low population density, thereby facing potentially lower human-pressure threats to PAs. Argentina is also among the countries with the lowest population density in South America, although, in contrast with Bolivia and Paraguay, Argentina is among the countries with the highest investment in PAs per hectare.

- The LAC region, when compared to other regions in the world, shows a lower average level of available finances per hectare ($1.95 per hectare). For example, the Middle East invests an average of $5.40/ha/year, Eastern Europe $11.20/ha/year, and the European Union $43.00/ha/year\textsuperscript{39}. Within the LAC region internally, however, this comparison is significant: The LAC regional average of avail-

---

Table 3.1. Total Available Funds for Protected Area Systems by Country\textsuperscript{1}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Total Available Funds for the PA System (in $)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>31,309,584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>5,102,653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>133,415,026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>9,194,339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>20,166,261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>29,645,948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>14,587,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. Rep.</td>
<td>10,380,071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>3,977,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>3,803,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>8,339,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>4,122,552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>80,214,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>5,314,245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>9,506,948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>1,240,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>13,067,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>816,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>20,628,837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total for LAC Region</td>
<td>404,831,827</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{1} The data concerning Guatemala is likely to be an underestimation, since the data reported in the national workshop did not include funds from three government institutions, some local governments, NGOs, some private funds, and finally, donations and loans from GEF, IDB, and other agencies. According to TNC, previous studies suggest that total available funds for Guatemala would be near $20 million for 2007-2008.

Mexico has recently reported that they did not include in their figures the resources CONAP uses from social investment programmes such as the Regional Sustainable Development (PRODERS now PROCODES) estimated at $23 million annually.

\textsuperscript{39} The Middle East invests an average of $5.40/ha/year, Eastern Europe $11.20/ha/year, and the European Union $43.00/ha/year. Within the LAC region internally, however, this comparison is significant: The LAC regional average of avail-
Available funds per hectare is less than that of the measurement of expenditure in PAs of the five Brazilian states ($8.00/ha/year)\(^4\).

**Available Funds per Hectare**

The average total annual available funds per hectare in the region is $1.95. This value is obtained by dividing the total available funds by the number of hectares of all PA systems assessed. Although this aggregated regional indicator allows a comparison reference between countries, the indicator when calculated for each country obviously does not take into account asymmetries in the allocation of resources within each system by country. This methodological artifact was discussed in the Scorecard workshops (see Chapter 2 for detail on this consultative process). Workshop participants expressed concern over the condition that most of the available fund resources — including those from international cooperation — are concentrated in a limited number of PAs.

Table 3.2 provides a view of the subregional situation. The average annual investment per hectare in Mesoamerica+ is $4.59/ha/year, which is considerably larger than in South America, where the figure is $1.39/ha/year. This substantial difference can be partly explained because of the average size of a PA in each subregion: PAs in the South American subregion tend to have larger extensions than in Mesoamerica+. Larger extensions allow for the advantage of scale economies, while smaller conservation units do not allow for this scale advantage.

**Table 3.2. Average Annual Available Funds per Hectare**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>$/Ha/Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mesoamerica+</td>
<td>4.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of Mesoamerica+ and South America</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data from the UNDP scorecard applied to 19 countries (does not include information on Belize).

**Figure 3.1. Availability of Funds for PAs per Hectare**

Note: Data from the UNDP scorecard applied to 19 countries (does not include information on Belize).
Factors contributing to this funds-per-hectare figure include the geographic size of a country’s PAs, the exposure of these PAs to environmental and human-generated stresses, and the type or presence of site management in PAs and supporting systems. Two additional economic factors drive these funds per hectare figures: the budgeted funds that country governments are willing to provide their PAs and the revenue types and amounts that can be generated through PA management activity.

Available Funds by Source

The Scorecard examines fund composition using a portfolio approach. A country’s PA financial portfolio typically contains three categories of funding sources: country government budgets, international cooperation and other donor sources, and revenue generation situated in PA activities.

**Government budgets:** Analysis of the financial data shows that government budgets are largely the main source of funding for PAs in the region, representing 61 percent of the total available funding (see Figure 3.2). However, this regional aggregate average includes much variation between countries. For example, governmental budgets represent less than 20 percent of total available funds in eight countries (Honduras, Cuba, Peru, Panama, Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Bolivia). These countries with a lower percentage of state funding compared to the entire region are generally those countries that have a large contribution from international cooperation.

**International cooperation:** These funds for PAs are important across the region and by countries. Next to government budget funds, the second largest source of funding in the region arises from international cooperation (from both private and public sources), which represents 15 percent of the total available funds. This international cooperation amount also includes financing from trust funds. Countries in the region with relatively large contribution through extra-regional donor processes include Paraguay, Peru, Panama, Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Bolivia (see Figure 3.3 for this percent comparison by country).

**Revenues generation:** Revenue funds from PAs represent 10 percent of the total funds available in the region, suggesting that the region is far from achieving self-sustainability in PA financing. Only Ecuador and Honduras present self-generated revenues larger than 40 percent of total available funding in their ‘portfolios’.

The remaining 14 percent of available resources in the region originate from a variety of sources such as dedicated taxes for PAs, as well as special funds that benefit PAs through specific projects or programs but are not exclusive for PAs. Figure 3.2 shows the region’s fund sources by composition.

**Figure 3.2 Composition of the Different Financial Sources Available for PA Systems in LAC**
Table 3.3 Sources of Funds (in $)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Government Funds Specific for PAs</th>
<th>Extra-Budgetary Sources</th>
<th>PA Revenues</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>International Cooperation</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>16,610,320</td>
<td>5,169,680</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9,529,584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>73,041</td>
<td>4,593,553</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>436,059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>104,691,806</td>
<td>7,984,077</td>
<td>12,473,469</td>
<td>8,265,674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>5,705,515</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3,488,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>12,600,584</td>
<td>5,426,011</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,139,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>14,302,091</td>
<td>5,547,203</td>
<td>4,122,238</td>
<td>5,674,416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba¹</td>
<td>2,259,551</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12,327,479</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. Rep.</td>
<td>7,103,393</td>
<td>1,071,412</td>
<td>312,107</td>
<td>1,893,159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>1,160,000</td>
<td>1,470,000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,347,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>395,404</td>
<td>3,122,925</td>
<td>209,615</td>
<td>75,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>4,353,715</td>
<td>2,344,921</td>
<td>1,095,896</td>
<td>544,973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>677,057</td>
<td>1,498,218</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,947,277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>49,046,698</td>
<td>3,488,474</td>
<td>22,938,535</td>
<td>4,740,532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>576,337</td>
<td>4,312,842</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>425,066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>1,132,000</td>
<td>5,254,093</td>
<td>1,876,100</td>
<td>1,244,755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>257,466</td>
<td>977,333</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5,866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>1,810,016</td>
<td>9,153,154</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,103,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>606,000</td>
<td>144,000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>66,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela²³</td>
<td>20,628,837</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total for LAC Region</strong></td>
<td><strong>243,989,830</strong></td>
<td><strong>61,557,896</strong></td>
<td><strong>55,355,439</strong></td>
<td><strong>43,928,661</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data from Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, and Mexico are for the year 2007; data from all other countries correspond to 2008.

1 PAs in Cuba generate revenue income, but these funds return to the central government, which is in charge of redistributing them. Information on how much of these PA-generated revenues return to the PAs was not available; therefore, this data was not included in the estimates of the total available funds.

2 PAs in Venezuela also generate income but INPARQUES does not include these revenues in the calculations of total available funds because a percentage (not determined by the time of the Scorecard application process) of PA revenues is retained by local communities and does not return to the PAs.

3 Approximately $28 million was allocated in an international cooperation action in 2008 but it is not analysed in this Report. INPARQUES states that this transaction is a one-off extraordinary investment that does not reflect its usual budgetary situation and, hence, would distort the statistical analysis for both Venezuela and the region.

Table 3.3 shows the absolute amount provided by source — government budget, international cooperation (donor) and other extra-budgetary sources, and PA revenues — while Figure 3.3 shows the relative contribution (percentage) of each financial source available for PA systems in the region.
In addition to data on country finances for PAs in the LAC region, the Scorecard process generated data on available finances for five states in Brazil. The total available funding for the five Brazilian states included in this study equals almost 45 percent of the resources available to manage the whole Brazilian federal PA system. The state of Rio de Janeiro manages a greater budget than nine of the countries analyzed (see Table 3.4).

The average annual available funding per hectare across the five Brazilian states surveyed shows a four-times-larger investment than is found in the whole region. This investment pattern has similarities with patterns in some Mesoamerican+ countries as well as similar PA sizes that are smaller than average for South America. The $8 per hectare that these states currently invest is also considerably higher than the $1.77 from the federal PA system in Brazil, bearing in mind that the average state PA is only 4 percent of the size of an average federal PA (see Figure 3.4).

Table 3.4. Fund Composition for Brazilian States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATES</th>
<th>State’s Total Available Finances</th>
<th>FUNDING SOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State’s Gov. Budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio de Janeiro</td>
<td>10,998,810</td>
<td>3,746,159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio Grande del Sur</td>
<td>4,286,400</td>
<td>2,183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parana</td>
<td>3,641,023</td>
<td>3,202,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minas Gerais</td>
<td>37,165,581</td>
<td>7,057,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Espiritu Santo</td>
<td>3,500,000</td>
<td>2,965,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Brazil’s states</td>
<td>59,591,814</td>
<td>16,973,369</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNDP Scorecards.
Country-Specific Findings on Funding Types for Protected Areas

- Bolivia, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, and Peru are highly dependent on international cooperation funds. Venezuela shows a portfolio with a predominance of state income.

- Ecuador, Chile, Honduras, and Argentina are the only countries where revenue generation by PA activity accounts for more than 30 percent of available funds. In contrast, PA revenues in countries such as Bolivia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Paraguay, and Uruguay represent less than 10 percent of the total available funds.

- Brazil and Mexico combined have invested more than $200 million in their PA systems, which accounts for 53 percent of the total available funding for the whole region, as shown in Table 3.1. Their PA revenues, however, only represent 6 percent of these funds.

- In Cuba, the government budget amount specifically for PAs is relatively small, compared to government funds that are not exclusively for PAs but are accessible to PAs through the presentation of proposals (these funds are classified as “Others”).

- In Honduras, the relatively small contribution from the state is compensated for by international cooperation and PA revenues. PA-related revenue represents almost 50 percent of the total available finances for PAs in this country.

The detailed findings on each funding source are discussed in the following sections. Attention is paid to data sources.

**Government Funds**

**Data Gathered**

Government funds — as defined by the Scorecard — consist of the total annual budget allocated by the central government to PA management. This budget may cover both operational budget (salaries, fuel, maintenance, etc.) and investments in infrastructure (ranger stations, visitor centers, etc.). The definition of government funds excludes other funds that may be channeled through the government, such as donations, debt-for-nature-swaps, loans, and dedicated taxes, among others (these fund source types are defined as extra-budgetary sources). Also, government funds do not include funds originating from PA-revenue activity.

In most cases, information on the amount that a central government allocates to PAs was readily available and was believed to be quite accurate. Data was taken directly from government accounts. Funding data was comprehensive and covered most PA costs, including staff salaries.

Despite the relative accessibility of government budgeted-funds data, technical aspects impeded some analysis. For example, Ecuador and Paraguay posed some difficulty in disaggregating the government budget amounts allocated to PAs. In both countries, the fund account for PAs is not exclusive. This information for both countries was found aggregated at a broader level of, for example, the sub-secretariat or biodiversity de-
partment, where PAs are not formally considered as cost centers. The case of Ecuador is even more complex, because this financial system is decentralized at the regional district level, with no financial information system that centralized the information specific to PAs.

Cuba and Guatemala presented information on government funds for only part of their PA systems. Information on government funds allocated to PAs in Cuba referred to a sample of 28 PAs surveyed, which represents about 40 percent of Cuba’s total surface of PAs under administration. In the case of Guatemala, government funding was only referenced regarding those PAs managed by the National Protected Areas Council (CONAP). Financial information on PAs managed by other government institutions (such as the Forests National Institute, the General Directorate of Cultural and National Heritage, San Carlos National University, and others) was not shared among these institutions.

With respect to actual or real expenditure of allocated government funds, data from the year before the Scorecard process was available for all South American countries and for Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, and the Dominican Republic in the Mesoamerican+ region. This data was not available for Belize, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, and Cuba.

**Results**

Figure 3.5 shows the contribution of government budgeted funds to total available funds for PAs in each country. In most countries, government funds cover recurrent costs such as salaries and operations. However, in some countries — including Argentina, Venezuela, Colombia, and Ecuador — resources are also used for infrastructure investment, vehicles, and professional services.
Regional Trends

- Analysis reveals wide variation across countries in percentage of dependency on government budgets for available resources for PAs, varying between 1 percent (Bolivia) and a reported 100 percent (Venezuela) of total finances. In US dollars, amounts of annual government budget allocations vary between $73,000 and $104 million.

- However, a clear predominance of governmental participation in PA finances can be observed in the entire region: seven countries (Venezuela, Brazil, Uruguay, Colombia, the Dominican Republic, Chile, and Mexico) declare state participation of more than 60 percent of the available funds for PAs by each country. PA systems in South America, in general, show greater state participation than in Mesoamerica+. Such reliance on government budgets comes with a risk, particularly during periods of economic recession and budgetary contraction.

- Wealthier governments of South American countries tend to provide a higher percentage of funds to PAs, in the form of budgeted amounts, than is provided by the other two large fund sources: international cooperation and revenue generation. Lower-income countries in the region provide less government support for PAs, meaning that these countries tend to show higher reliance on donor funds in their PA portfolios.

- Although no time-series data is available with which to verify the evolution of government-fund allocations to conservation from 2000 to the present, the general feedback of participants in national workshops was that this government portion of the portfolio allocation has been growing. Exceptions were found in Bolivia and Paraguay, where stakeholders did not believe government budgets in their countries have been increasing over time.

Country-specific Findings

- Allocation of government funds to PAs in Argentina has grown over the last six years. However, the contribution has still not reached the level of investment that existed before the macroeconomic crisis in this country, which began earlier this decade.

- Participants in the national workshop in Colombia reported that the financial situation of its PA system has improved by several orders of magnitude during the last few years, resulting from an important growth in state investment, as well as from PA revenues.

- In Ecuador, at the beginning of its national workshop, authorities presented a long list of committed financial resources, projects, and significant investments that will benefit its PA system in the short and medium terms. These investments were not, however, included in the government allocation figures submitted by authorities for the Scorecard.

- In Chile, observers expect that implementation of a new GEF-funded project “Building a Comprehensive National Protected Area System for Chile”: la financial and operational framework that started early 2009, will promote a doubling of annual state expenditures on PAs within the next two years.

- The recently approved GEF project in the Dominican Republic for re-engineering its PA system also has a target to increase the annual state expenditure for PAs.

- Although Cuba appears to have a relatively low government contribution, the remaining funds available for PAs also come from public expenditure. These funds are not exclusively for PAs, but they are, nevertheless, accessible to PAs through a proposal process. An undetermined portion of the government funds specifically for PAs may actually originate from international cooperation that is channeled through the central government, as well as from revenues collected in PAs.

- The proportion of government funds for Guatemala only considers those PAs managed exclusively by CONAP (about 65 percent of Guatemala’s PAs in terms of surface). Three other government institutions manage or co-manage the remaining PAs; therefore, they also manage these contributing funds. These contributions are not taken into account in the present analysis.
Significance of Findings

Scorecard data shows strong PA reliance on government funding regionally that, on average, provides 61 percent of all PA funds. This strong reliance by PAs on country-level government budgeted funds can be looked at through these two economic lenses: (1) by total amount, seeing how much a government allocates to PAs from the total central budget, and (2) as a proportion of GDP, indicating a sense of the level of importance placed on PA systems with respect to other government spending priorities.

First, consider this background figure: According to ECLAC, the total environmental expenditure of countries rarely exceeds 3 percent of that country’s total governmental budget.\(^4\) Taking total environmental budgets and comparing them with total PA government budgets, this Report estimates that only 1 percent of environmental budgets is allocated to PAs. This means that the total average national budget allocation in the region to PAs is 0.03 percent per year.

Table 3.5 presents the total government budget for each country, as well as its equivalent in dollars per hectare. Public expenditure in PAs is also expressed in terms of budget per capita and as a percentage of each country’s GDP. Table 3.5 shows that the average per capita government investment in PAs is 40 cents, with the average figure of the PA budget as a percentage of GDP equal to 0.006 percent.

Table 3.5 Governmental Contribution to Protected Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Government Budget (in $)</th>
<th>Budget/ha(^1) (in $)</th>
<th>Budget/Capita (in $)</th>
<th>Budget as % of GDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARGENTINA</td>
<td>16,610,320</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOLIVIA</td>
<td>73,041</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
<td>104,691,806</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILE</td>
<td>5,705,515</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOMBIA</td>
<td>12,600,584</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTA RICA</td>
<td>14,302,091</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBA</td>
<td>2,259,551</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM. REP.</td>
<td>7,103,393</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECUADOR</td>
<td>1,160,000</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL SALVADOR</td>
<td>395,404</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUATEMALA(^2)</td>
<td>4,353,715</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONDURAS</td>
<td>677,057</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>49,046,698</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICARAGUA</td>
<td>576,337</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANAMA</td>
<td>1,132,000</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAGUAY</td>
<td>257,466</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERU</td>
<td>1,810,016</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URUGUAY</td>
<td>606,000</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENEZUELA</td>
<td>20,628,837</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL FOR LAC REGION</strong></td>
<td><strong>243,989,830</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.08</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.40</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.006</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Budget/ha has been calculated based on the number of hectares evaluated.
\(^2\) Data from Guatemala only correspond to CONAP and do not include other government institutions that manage PAs.
Figure 3.5 includes a number of measures of government commitment to PAs. In terms of budget per capita, Costa Rica has the highest figure at $3.40 per capita. This figure is substantially higher than all the other country figures, with the next highest country being the Dominican Republic with $0.74 per capita. This high relative level of budget support provided by Costa Rica for PAs indicates that this environmental commitment can be a highly cost-effective investment by governments in the region. Costa Rica is well known for its high economic returns from ecotourism.

Table 3.6 then compares this percentage with public expenditure in other sectors, illustrating the low proportion of funds that PA systems receive compared to other sectors. Government

**Table 3.6 Government Funds Specific for Protected Areas as a Percentage of GDP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>% Public Spending on Health (04)</th>
<th>% Public Spending on Education (02-05)</th>
<th>% Public Spending on Military (05)</th>
<th>% Public Spending on Protected Areas (08)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. Rep.</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
investment in PA conservation is several orders of magnitude lower than other sectors.

Figure 3.6 compares the public spending on PAs in each country as a percentage of their respective GDPs. The data confirms that, in most countries of the region, public spending on PAs represents less than 0.1 percent of GDP. Costa Rica is the country with the highest percentage of public spending with respect to GDP, with 0.05 percent, followed by the Dominican Republic (0.02 percent), Nicaragua (0.01 percent), and Guatemala (0.01 percent), while Bolivia has the lowest percentage (0.0004 percent).

This comparatively low investment by governments in PA conservation compared to other sectors reflects, in part, the finding that across the region, PA systems are still not fully integrated into social and economic development. Further, PA systems are not perceived as fundamental components of the linked systems of social and economic development. Environmental policy in the region tends to focus on problems more directly related to population density: Urban problems of air and water quality are the priorities of environmental expenses and budgeting in the region. However, this focus on urban water demands for consumers and industry should also look at the role PAs play in ecosystem services and water provision. In some cases, up to 80 percent of drinking water for urban populations comes from PAs. Policy-makers rarely make the essential link between the value of PA in provision of water to urban populations and the budget amounts allocated to PA financing.

Considered more broadly, the role that PAs play in ecosystem services is poorly understood by many government policy makers. Current levels of state funding present clear signs of an unsustainable model, considering the many and varied PA-sheltered goods and services provided in the region. Indeed, this lack of knowledge exacerbates the problem of unsustainability for countries and the region by allowing the material base for economic growth to be based primarily on natural resources exploitation. A true and full cost-benefit analysis from the public investment perspective should also consider PA roles in the provision of basic necessities such as water. Ecosystem valuation numbers and proxies will help fill the missing variables in cost-benefit analysis concerning PAs. See Chapter 1 for a brief overview of this topic.

Looking at PAs from a real-asset perspective is instructive. Assuming only their real estate value, LAC PA systems might be worth $110 billion. To manage and care for this asset, which represents 23 percent of the entire regional surface, governments in the region are expending yearly only 3 percent of the land's value. From a land-value perspective alone, governments in the region are under-investing in PAs. This under-investment becomes ever more stark when two other profoundly powerful PA benefits are considered: first, that PA systems in the region protect almost 40 percent of the earth's biodiversity; and second, that these systems, due in part to this ecological bounty, are some of the most important touristic attractions globally.
Extra-Budgetary Sources: International Cooperation/Donor Funds

Data Gathered

Donor funds are defined by the Scorecard as an extra-budgetary source of funds for PAs. Depending on needs and structures of the receiving country, donor funds may be channeled through a variety of institutions, including the government, trust funds, and NGOs, or directly by the donor. Data collected on donor funds included both public (bilateral or multilateral international cooperation) and private sources (private foundations, individual donors, and NGOs, among others). In one sense, “donor funds” or “donations” refer to funds that originate outside of the country. Therefore, donations made to PAs by local private firms (as in the case of Brazil) were not included under this category, but they appear under “other extra-budgetary sources”.

In general, this analysis was not able to disaggregate by recipient country the channels for international cooperation. The data did not permit identification or tracking of donor funds by the paths of trust fund, central government funnel, or pass-through by NGOs or other institutions. Therefore, data collected on donor funds was mostly aggregate. An additional problem with presenting data on donor sources concerns the total figures themselves. Some of the information on donor funds presented by country and in the aggregate underestimates the real amounts that are available for PAs. The principal reason for this underestimation is that capturing precise data on complete donor fund contributions to PA management is extremely difficult. This information gap was especially clear in Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Guatemala, Mexico, and Cuba, where financial reporting instruments on international cooperation projects are either weak or absent. Other countries follow reporting procedures that make donor information more transparent. For example, in some countries, such as Argentina and Uruguay, official procedures exist that obligate donors to declare expenses in PAs, especially when these donors are multilateral or bilateral sources.

Cuba and Venezuela were two particular cases of note with respect to international cooperation. In Venezuela, participants in the national workshop declared that the PA system of their country does not receive funds from international cooperation, with the exception of a GEF PA financial sustainability project, which was in the planning stage during the Scorecard national workshop. If this international cooperation comes through, these PA funds would be considered within the state budget. Similarly, in Cuba, international cooperation funds are managed at the central level, with the government in charge of channeling funds to PAs, according to their needs.

In Brazil, however, international funding plays different roles depending on the governance of the system. For the federal system, international funding represents less than 10 percent of the total funds, while for some states in Brazil, international funding represents 90 percent of total funds for investments. Nevertheless, for Brazil in this Report, only the funds available for the federal system were considered.

Results

An estimated 15 percent of the total available funds for PA systems in the region come from international cooperation as donor funds (Figure 3.7). Funds are channeled either through program and project execution (at the site and system levels) or through capitalization of trust funds (donations or debt-for-nature swaps). The largest donor supporting PAs in the region is GEF, through UNDP and the World Bank as implementing agencies.

International cooperation on PA financing can expose variations in priorities between local and international stakeholders. In some countries, locally focused stakeholders expressed concern that donors were funding activities that were not country-identified PA system priorities. Interestingly, in Colombia, this stance was noted: Donor funds should not be considered in estimates of total available funds for their PA system because donors frequently fund projects and initiatives that do not respond to the priori-
ties established by the country’s environmental authority.

This analysis reveals wide variation across countries of the level of funding provided by donors. Six countries show dependency greater than 60 percent from donor cooperation (Bolivia, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Paraguay, Panama, and Peru). This donor-dependency suggests the need to build system capacity to increase finances internally within these PA systems and countries. The larger economies, such as those of Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico, rely on smaller shares of international support. However, in absolute terms, amounts coming from international support are significant for these countries (see Table 3.7).

Venezuela, Chile, and Cuba have no specific accounts recording the funds received by international cooperation within their PA authorities for 2008. This is because international project funds in Cuba and Venezuela are allocated and integrated into central government budgets; no information on the external sources — extra-budgetary donors — of funds is available. In the case of Chile, the Scorecard application process was different: The estimates did not take into account international projects. This special process for Chile is due to the three GEF projects that provide resources to PAs in Chile, mainly for specific investment and training activities. The case of Ecuador, whose dependency on international cooperation appears surprisingly low, could be due to the lack of appropriate information systems that provide data on international cooperation. A similar case about missing data may be occurring in other countries, such as Mexico and Guatemala. These countries have different donor sources for PAs, but these funds are not included in the site accounts of these PAs. These methodological notes suggest that current data could be underestimating the real contribution from donors and cooperation agencies, in the countries and in the regions.

Table 3.7 presents absolute and relative contributions from international cooperation. Peru and Brazil are the countries that benefit from the highest absolute contribution of resources from donor funding as measured in US dollars.
In the case of Chile, international cooperation for PA systems was not included on the Scorecard application process; therefore, this measure shows as zero. This does not mean that Chile does not receive international cooperation; rather, this information was not included on this Scorecard version.

2 Information on international cooperation for PA systems in Venezuela, such as GEF-funded projects, was not included in this version of the Scorecard (2008); nevertheless, during the Scorecard application process, participants stated that international funds are usually considered part of INPARQUES (governmental) budget.

3 With regard to international funds in Cuba, these funds are obtained through international projects that institutions submit to international organizations. These funds are then “canalized” through MINVEC, the Cuban Ministry in charge of international cooperation. Funds are also handled through specialized entities, such as CITMA. Therefore, international cooperation funds form part of the government budget and were not included as international cooperation source.

### Significance of Findings

The Need for Unified Donor Reporting Systems

Considering that international cooperation through donor funds is by far the largest income source for a number of countries in the region, immediate promotion of unified financial systems is overdue and essential. Such unified financial systems will improve donor fund reporting. This generation of accurate information will allow alignment and harmonization of international cooperation. As reported by countries in the workshops, several problems stem directly from poor reporting in the international donor arena: the huge risk of duplication, ineffective expenditures, donor projects that do not respond to national priorities, and a serious problem that plagues PA finance, namely, that resources do not bridge the gaps identified through financial needs assessments. This chapter looks closely at financial gap analysis. See Chapter 4 in this Report for additional discussion of the situational conditions that contribute to financing gaps in PA sustainability.

Frequently, countries find that no formal reporting procedures on donor investments exist. This lack of reporting is due in part to the condition in which many of these funds are managed independently by NGOs, implementing agencies, or as international cooperation projects. Moreover, some of these donor resources are usually conditioned to the mobilization of co-funding from national and private sources. Improved accounting practices can help with this lack of formal reporting. But the complexity of these kinds of accountability practices is still not integrated into existing accounting and financial information systems.

With few exceptions, such as Uruguay and Argentina, countries in the region were not able to present adequate reporting systems for PA support that involved international donors and NGOs. Accountability processes are often performed bilaterally between the PA beneficiary and the donor. However, these accounting mechanisms and data are not typically aggregated to allow a systemic integral approach between the PA system.
and the group of donors, NGOs, and other groups mobilizing resources for PAs. Coordination and dialogue between donors is also not typical; instead, the region still experiences a certain level of competition and mistrust between these actors.

A number of aspects concerning international cooperation and donor funds could be improved, based on these findings and workshop discussions. One first step would be the establishment of accurate baselines prior to a project’s approval, taking into account what percentage of the PA system funding gap would be covered by the pending new project. Governments are often ill-equipped to fulfill this task of assigning new funding resources to a documented financial gap in a specific program. This inability to assign and track is due also to the lack of accurate system-level financial needs assessments. And in those countries where such exercises or procedures exist, government authorities must elevate these identification and assignment processes into the policy level. Specifically, these policies should appear as national guidelines for international cooperation investment in the country. Governments also need to know how much of the financial needs are already covered and, likewise, where and by how much the financial gap persists. Incomplete information on donor funds does not allow optimal allocation of resources from the government. This challenge about financial gaps can be addressed by — indeed, the challenge fully requires — more integrated and standardized accounting reporting instruments for PA systems.

Donor Funds to Protected Areas Relative to Overall Donor Aid to LAC

The percentage of donor funds allocated to PAs against total official aid for development in this region is extremely low (see Table 3.8). PA systems of the region receive less than 2 percent of the international funds for development aid. Only four countries in the region have more than 4 percent of total international support targeted to PAs: Panama, Costa Rica, Brazil, and Argentina.

Table 3.8. International Cooperation for Protected Areas as a Percentage of Total Official Aid for Development Received by Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Total International Aid, 2005 (in $)</th>
<th>International Aid for PA Systems, 2008 (in $)</th>
<th>International Aid for PAs / Total International Aid (in %)</th>
<th>International Aid for PAs / Total Available Funds for PAs, 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>19,500,000</td>
<td>5,254,093</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>29,500,000</td>
<td>5,547,203</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>99,700,000</td>
<td>5,169,680</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>191,900,000</td>
<td>7,984,077</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>397,800,000</td>
<td>9,153,154</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>51,100,000</td>
<td>977,333</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>189,400,000</td>
<td>3,488,474</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>199,400,000</td>
<td>3,122,925</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>77,000,000</td>
<td>1,071,412</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>511,100,000</td>
<td>5,426,011</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>14,600,000</td>
<td>144,000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>253,600,000</td>
<td>2,344,921</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>582,900,000</td>
<td>4,593,553</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>209,500,000</td>
<td>1,470,000</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>740,100,000</td>
<td>4,312,842</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>680,800,000</td>
<td>1,498,218</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile2</td>
<td>151,700,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba2</td>
<td>87,800,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela2</td>
<td>48,700,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The Human Development Report (UNDP 2008) provided data on levels of international cooperation.
2 See notes to Table 3.7 for details on Chile, Venezuela, and Cuba.
The perception of many participants in the national workshops is that, during the last decade, the region saw a decrease in the flow of international cooperation funds to support PA systems. Such decreases in PA support in these countries resulted from changing priorities of international donors and emerging issues like poverty alleviation and climate change. This insight about international funds and shifting priorities suggests specific strategies for PA stakeholders. The synergies between the benefits that PAs provide, in terms of both poverty alleviation and both climate change mitigation and adaptation, are quite strong. PA authorities could access more international donor funds by increasing fundraising capacity and better demonstrating the role of PAs in contributing to mutually held objectives between PA stakeholders and international donors. Economic valuation of ecosystem services would play a large role in this persuasion process.

At the time this Report was finalized, the fourth GEF cycle had made an annual average contribution of $28.6 million to the PA systems in South America and Mesoamerica+. Assuming all of these resources were reported by countries under international cooperation, the GEF alone contributes with almost 46 percent of the total investment in PA systems from this source.

**The Role of Trust Funds**

In Bolivia, El Salvador, Panama, and Peru, a significant proportion of donor funds is administered through environmental trust funds. Trust funds are long-term instruments to direct donor funds that improve the availability and permanence of donor funds over time. Countries without trust funds in place typically depend on international cooperation through new donor projects to support and invest in their PA systems. This condition of project-specific support, rather than durable trust funds, is not necessarily a disadvantage for PA conservation finance. One strength of stream-of-project funds, as opposed to the trust fund condition, is that projects are often targeted toward identified needs, which can leave to the government the fiscal responsibility to cover standard operational costs.

Trust funds do, however, often have specific fund allocation procedures to cover PA recurrent costs and usually coordinate these disbursements with local and national authorities as part of their operational guidelines. Trust funds are usually quite different, depending on when and why they were established. Traditionally, trust funds are not well integrated with PA budget systems.

**Box 3.2. Latin America and the Caribbean Network on Environmental Funds (RedLAC) Contribution to PAs in LAC**

The region is home to 18 environmental trust funds. These funds support a total of 660 PAs in 12 countries and 1 region (Mesoamerican Reef), 45 traditional population areas, 150 private areas, 455 public areas, and 10 other areas.

The majority of these trust funds (17) support PA consolidation projects including investment in equipment and infrastructure; establishment of councils, training, and community participation encouragement; and scientific research and biodiversity monitoring. Most trust funds (16 of 18) include fund-management plan formulation and institutional strengthening activities for organizations responsible for PA system management. The costs of signalization, vigilance and control, and park guard training are often covered by these funds (15 out of 18).

The resources managed by environmental trust funds are mobilized through different types of financial mechanisms. For example, RedLAC funds administer a total of $328.7 million dedicated to PAs. This total is divided into endowment funds (55.4 percent), sinking funds (14.9 percent), revolving funds (0.5 percent), and other mechanisms (29.3 percent) — this last type is specifically for a mixed fund of $11 million and of partial disbursements of $83 million from one of the funds (Profonanpe, from Peru). In 2008, all of the RedLAC funds together disbursed $31.5 million for PAs.

Regarding the origin of these trust fund resources, international donations are still the most important (11 funds receive international donor resources for PAs). Private national donations or government budget resources are also important, as reported by seven and six funds, respectively. Among other sources cited by half of the funds, US government debt-for-nature swaps stand out. Only one fund reported market mechanisms as an important source. Another fund applies legal mechanisms as a source. This shows that the latter two sources — market mechanisms and legal mechanisms — are areas that environmental trust fund makers should explore to mobilize additional resources for PAs.

1 REDLAC, 2009
Some trusts funds also manage sinking funds obtained from international donors and debt-for-nature swap operations, such as is the case for countries in Mesoamerica+ presented in Table 3.9. However, information on trust funds gained through the Scorecard process was usually reported in aggregate; therefore, this analysis does not distinguish what percentage of trust fund contributions originated from endowment fund returns and what percentage originated from sinking funds. An additional complication with trust funds is that these funds can manage a variety of funding sources, including international cooperation, government funds (including dedicated taxes), and, in some cases, even PA revenues. However, the data limitations on this front were mostly due to the fact that this version of the Scorecard did not account for these differences. The new 2010 version of the Scorecard contains improvements in this regard.

### Extra-Budgetary Sources: Other Funds

#### Data Gathered

Fund sources classified as “Other” or “Other Funds” are those that did not fall into the definitions of “Government Funds”, “Donor Funds”, or “PA Revenues”. These funds primarily consist of dedicated taxes that are collected by country governments for a variety of reasons and are channeled to the PA systems through specific funds or special programs that contribute, in some way, to PA management. These “Other Funds” are not considered part of the ordinary annual government budget allocation to PAs. Donations made to PAs by local private firms (as in the case of Brazil) are also included under the category of “Other” financial sources.

### Results

Various financial sources classified as “Other” provide 14 percent of the total available funds for PA systems in the region (Figure 3.8). Eight countries in the region included these types of funds in the analysis, namely, Cuba, Mexico, Panama, Costa Rica, Guatemala, El Salvador, Brazil, and the Dominican Republic. Most of these financial sources constitute public funding but are not accounted as part of the ordinary budget allocations that governments make to PAs. These types of “Other” sources are found in the region:

- In Guatemala, “Other” financial sources consist of a percentage of taxes paid by tourists at the airport as they leave the country.
- Costa Rica charges a variety of dedicated taxes that feed into three funds that support PAs: the Forestry Fund, the Wildlife Fund, and the National Parks Fund, as detailed in Table 3.10.
- In El Salvador, “Other” financial sources consist of a percentage of taxes levied on companies as compensation for environmental impacts caused by the execution of infrastructure projects.
- In the case of Cuba, “Other” financial sources include the National Forestry Development Fund (FNDF) and the Science and Technology Program, both of which...
were created by the government to finance a variety of conservation projects; PAs may apply to these funds through a proposal presentation process.

- In Mexico, “Other” financial sources come from two programs. The first program is the Temporary Employment Program (Programa de Empleo Temporal, PET), which is a national program aimed at providing temporary income support to rural populations under extreme poverty; since 1999, the PET program has also benefitted rural populations living within PAs. The second financial source for “Other” is the Program for Sustainable Regional Development (PRODEERS or now known as PROCODES), which is a government program that provides grants to communities and ejidos to implement community-based projects for the establishment, construction, and/or conservation of environmental and productive infrastructure, in areas that are of high conservation priority (e.g., PAs). This program also finances training and studies to support planning processes.

- In Panama, “Other” financial sources correspond to the National Program for Land Administration (PRONAT), which supports the consolidation of PAs and indigenous territories mainly through land demarcation processes and through promotion of agreements in the case of superposition between different land tenure rights.

- In Brazil, “Other” sources correspond to environmental compensation (state and municipal) and corporate contributions to PAs.

- In Venezuela, “Other” refers to the government one-off extraordinary budget approval for infrastructure investment in the PA system (2008).

- Finally, in the Dominican Republic, “Other” financial sources refer to the annual transfer of funds from the government to local NGOs, which undertake conservation projects that in some way provide support to the PA system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Type of tax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>Departure conservation tax paid by tourists at the airport which goes to PACT, the national PAs conservation trust fund.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>Percentage of the taxes paid by tourists at the airport as they leave the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>Dedicated taxes that feed into the National Parks Fund, the Wildlife Fund and the Forestry Fund. The National Parks fee is paid through a “tax stamp” charged for the following: • A tax that local clubs, dancing saloons, canteens, bars, liquor shops, casinos and other establishments that sell alcoholic beverages pay to the municipalities. • A percentage of all patents given by municipalities. • A fee for each passport or safe-conduct given to leave the country. • A fee for each transfer or inscription of motor vehicles. • A fee for each certificate of signature authenticity given by the Ministry of External Affairs. The Wildlife fiscal stamp is charged for two concepts: • A fee in each annual circulation permit given to all vehicles. • A fee for the inscription of each new vehicle. Finally, the forestry tax is applied on the industrialization of timber, for each processed cubic meter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>A green IVA — or ICMS ecologica — exists in some States in Brazil. A percentage of the State ICMS tax is returned to municipalities that have protected areas in the National System of Protected Areas (SNUEP) in their territory. Municipalities are not obligated to use these resources directly in the protected areas but the management standards of these are monitored and linked to future payments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>Percentage of taxes levied on companies as a compensation for the environmental impacts caused by the execution of infrastructure projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Significance of Findings

“Other” financial sources, across all countries taken together, contribute almost as much as international cooperation donor funds to the total available funds in PA systems of LAC. However, while most countries have international cooperation as one of their funding sources, less than half of the countries in the region include “Other” financial sources as part of their available budgets. This difference in funding portfolios in the region suggests that countries might be able to use “Other” types of funds as an interesting opportunity. Funds for PA management in the region might be gained through promotion of non-conventional financial mechanisms such as dedicated taxes and corporate donations. Additional funding sources for PAs may also be generated by establishing collaborative schemes with existing governmental programs in ways that contribute to PA management. The cases of Mexico and Panama are instructive in this collaboration strategy (PET and PRODERS-PROCDES in Mexico and PRONAT in Panama). Other opportunities may include the allocation of funds from local governments to PA management. In a situation of dwindling resources from international cooperation, looking at these “Other” fund-type opportunities would benefit many countries. Stakeholders should pay more attention to such non-traditional funding sources to meet PA management needs. Sharing experiences across countries can identify such non-traditional funding sources.

Site-Based Protected Area Revenues

Data Gathered

Site-based PA revenues reported by countries come from a variety of sources. These sources include entrance fees, fees charged for tourism and recreation activities (e.g., campsites, fishing permits, etc.), income from concessions (e.g., restaurants and other services), payments for environmental services (PES) (e.g., carbon, water, biodiversity, and others), and other fees and charges not related to tourism. These non-tourism fees include scientific research fees, genetic patents, pollution fees, sales of souvenirs, and other revenues. Information on the percentage of total site-based revenues retained for re-investment in PA man-
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management was also obtained during the Scorecard application process.

Different factors determined the availability of information on PA revenues. For instance, the availability of data on revenues from entrance fees depended on who administers fee collection. For example, in El Salvador, entrance fees collected by NGOs in the PAs that they administer were not reported in official country figures. As expected, the degree of complexity of PA systems, in terms of the number of entities involved in administration, also influenced the availability of information about revenue collection. In complex cases, where many institutions were involved, no unified fee system typically operates, nor does a unique institution centralize all revenue. Such was only the case in Guatemala and Cuba.

Since the Scorecard was applied during the third quarter of 2008, the information on revenue generation from PAs in some cases had to be projected for the last three months of that year, based on performance in previous months. This data projection technique was used in a few countries in the South America subregion and in nearly half of countries in the Mesoamerican subregion. This technical consideration should be noted for data gathering and information sharing: complete financial reports are typically not available until February of the following year.

**Results**

**Contribution of PA Revenues to PA Budgets**

Site-based generated PA revenues in the region amount to almost $52.6 million, representing over 10 percent of the total available funds for PA systems. Only in Honduras do site-based PA revenues represent more than 40 percent of available funds, while in Argentina, Chile, and Ecuador the contribution is nearly 30 percent. In Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic, revenues contribute nearly 20 percent, while in Peru and Panama, these revenues represent nearly 15 percent of total funds. In most other countries, PA site-based revenues represent less than 10 percent of available funds (see Figure 3.9).

**Figure 3.10. Site-based Protected Area Revenues as a Percentage of Total Available Funds**

Source: UNDP Scorecards applied to 19 countries, 2008. These figures reflect the amount of site-based revenues reported to be directly available to a PA.

Note: Detailed information on how much of site-generated revenue returns to the PA directly was not provided. In the case of Guatemala, these resources were not included in estimation of total available funds because these revenues were not administered by CONANP. Thus, the total figure for site-based revenues available to PAs (15 countries) differs from that reported as collected (19 countries).

Fifteen countries declared site-based PA revenues as a separate item in the total available funds. Four countries (Cuba, Colombia, Venezuela, and Guatemala) did not list their revenues as separate items in available funds because the resources go to a central account and are then redistributed or not to a PA through the main government budget.
In the majority of the region’s countries, site-generated revenues are not retained at the site level, because they are regarded as state (country) income. These revenues typically go to the Treasury and, then, are usually tagged for redistribution to the budget for PA systems.

Although PA revenues in Cuba are not included as part of the funds reported as available to PAs, Cuban PAs do, indeed, generate revenues from entrance fees as well as from other services provided by PAs. All of these site-generated revenues are transferred to the Public Treasury and eventually return to PAs within budget allocations from the central government. However, no information was available on how or what amount of these funds actually return to PAs. This is due to this condition: Budget allocations from the government of Cuba to PAs are not necessarily based on the amount that these revenues generate. A similar situation exists in Colombia and Venezuela, where PA authorities of these countries did not include revenues generated by PAs in the calculation of total available funds. Thus, the total amount of site-based generated revenues that are reported as available funds for PAs was less than the total reported as collected site-based revenues because the aggregated analysis excluded these countries (Colombia, Cuba, and Venezuela).

**Distribution of Revenue by Sources**

Site-based generated revenue across most countries in the region was reported as 52.6 million, of which, 39.7 million is from entrance and user fees. This contribution of entrance/user fees represents 76 percent of the total site-based revenue generation (see Figure 3.10).

The second most important source of site-based revenue in the region is concessions, which represents 13 percent of the total. The smallest contribution to revenues comes from payments for the environmental services (PES) provided by PAs, which represent 1 percent of the total site-based revenues in the region. Revenues classified as “Other” represent 10 percent of the total revenues and include funds generated through licenses for hunting, filming, photography, and scientific studies, among other activities, as well as revenues collected from fines and confiscations (see Figure 3.10).

**Figure 9. Composition of Site-based PA Revenues – LAC Region**
Table 3.11 and Figure 3.11 compare the sources of site-based revenues in each country. The contribution of entrance fees to site-based PA revenues in the region ranges from a minimum of 17 percent (Uruguay) to a maximum of 100 percent (Mexico, Chile, and Paraguay). Results for each revenue source are discussed below.

Table 3.11. Site-based Protected Area Generated Revenues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Entrance and User Fees</th>
<th>Concessions</th>
<th>PES</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>6,413,763</td>
<td>1,883,400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,232,421</td>
<td>9,529,584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>414,256</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21,803</td>
<td>436,059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>4,965,537</td>
<td>3,191,144</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>108,993</td>
<td>8,265,674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>3,488,824</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,488,824</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>955,652</td>
<td>618,639</td>
<td>137,549</td>
<td>467,826</td>
<td>2,139,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>5,398,612</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>275,804</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,674,416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>843,713</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,505,293</td>
<td>2,349,026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. Rep.</td>
<td>1,642,612</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>249,547</td>
<td>1,892,159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>1,100,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47,600</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>1,347,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>26,454</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48,827</td>
<td>75,280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>7,072,295</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>513,863</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7,586,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>1,032,265</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>52,910</td>
<td>862,102</td>
<td>1,947,277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>4,740,532</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10,360</td>
<td>452,198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>641,838</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>544,973</td>
<td>1,244,755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>422,726</td>
<td>822,029</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,244,755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>5,866</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>2,010,546</td>
<td>12,554</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80,830</td>
<td>2,103,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>55,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>2,112,650</td>
<td>454,610</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,567,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>39,695,160</strong></td>
<td><strong>7,037,376</strong></td>
<td><strong>513,863</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,332,974</strong></td>
<td><strong>52,579,374</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The figures represent the total collected site-based generated revenues as reported by 19 countries. These figures differ from the figures reported for site-based revenues as part of available funds because these included data reported from only 15 countries.

Figure 3.11. Composition of Protected Area Site-based Revenues by Country
**Entrance Fees**

In more than half of countries in the region, entrance fees represent over 80 percent of the total revenues generated by PAs. In Paraguay, Chile, and Mexico, 100 percent of site-based revenues originate from entrance fees. In contrast, Uruguay, which is one of the youngest PA systems in the region, generates entrance fees that represent less than 20 percent of total site-based revenue (Figure 3.10).

In spite of being the largest contributor to the PA-based revenues, the total annual entrance fees reported by fifteen countries as part of available funds to PAs was only $32 million/year (average of $1.6 million/country/year). This number appears low, given the strong link between PAs and tourism, coupled with growing levels of ecotourism in Latin America. For example, in Ecuador, 51 percent of visitors to the country declared the main motivation for their travel was to visit at least one PA.

Not all PAs in a country generate tourism revenues. In most countries, only a few PAs generate tourism revenues. For example, in Ecuador, 10 percent of PAs generated 80 percent of the PA system’s revenues from entrance fees.

**Concessions**

Concessions are the second largest source of PA site-based revenue in the region, after entrance fees, with a reported total of $7 million. However, only six countries reported revenues from concessions: Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Panama, Peru, Guatemala, and Uruguay. In Panama, this type of revenue includes several different concession activities: One for operation of a hydroelectric plant in a PA, and others for tourism services, and lands within PAs rented for recreation. In Guatemala, CONAP receives some revenues from forest concessions. Here, the government grants the right to a third party to manage forest for commercial purposes for a set time (20 to 40 years) in exchange for a fee.

**Payment for Environmental Services**

Payment for environmental services (PES) is only a minor source of income for PA systems in the region. In 2008, only four countries in the region included water-based PES schemes within their PAs: Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Honduras.

Ecuador uses two PES schemes related to water that produce revenues for the PA system. Costa Rica and Honduras are also generating income for their PA systems from water-related PES schemes. Colombia recently set up a PES scheme related to hydroelectric generation; The revenues started benefitting PAs in 2007 under the Regional Autonomous Corporations. In Mexico, some advanced PES systems are in place; however, these PES systems are not related to the PA systems in Mexico.

PES for carbon services are likely to be increasingly important. However, in 2008, only one carbon PES pilot was reported, for avoided deforestation operating in Bolivia. This carbon PES scheme is expected to contribute to the management of one Bolivian PA (Noel Kempff Mercado National Park) through revenues from carbon markets. In Costa Rica, a governmental PES program for carbon sinks has been running for several years. The Costa Rica program, thus far, focuses on promoting reforestation, rather than preventing deforestation; Therefore, PAs in Costa Rica do not benefit directly from this carbon PES activity.

**Other Sources of Revenue**

A variety of revenues collected at the site and systems levels are grouped under the category of “Other”. These other revenue types make more than 50 percent of total revenues in Cuba and El Salvador, and they are also quite significant in Honduras. Other countries have fewer, but still significant, contributions from this type of revenue source, such as Colombia, Argentina, Ecuador, the Dominican Republic, and Guatemala.

In El Salvador, “Other” revenues are generated through the renting of lodges, the sale of timber and firewood, and the commercialization of other products and services; These revenues are also generated from the sale of hunting licenses and services given by the Environmental Information System of the Environmental and Natural Resources Ministry. In the case of Honduras, “Other” revenues include donations from people to particular PAs (“founding members of PAs”), as well as the sale of licenses or permits for TV shows.
('reality’ shows), scientific expeditions, and plant harvesting. In Guatemala, “Other” revenues are generated through the sale of resource extraction services and hunting licenses. In the Dominican Republic, “Other” revenues are those collected at the PA system level, including research permits and licenses.

**Significance of Findings**

Although in most countries 100 percent of these revenues (fees, concessions, PES schemes, and other site-based opportunities) are invested in PA systems, their contribution is still far from ensuring self-sustainability. The fact that, in most countries, only a few PAs generate tourism revenue suggests that entry fees and tourism-related PA revenues have the potential to be increased substantially in many countries. This revenue activity can be accomplished through increasing fee levels, improving collection effectiveness, and, where appropriate, promoting increased visitation to select PAs. Therefore, entry fees are not the only area ripe for revenue generation increases at the site level.

The Scorecard results show room to increase revenues substantially from concessions, since this mechanism is still not being applied in many countries of the region. Concession activity has great potential for revenue generation because concessions are the second largest source for PA-generated revenue in the region.

Payment for environmental services schemes, however promising, have thus far been limited. In spite of high hopes surrounding PES schemes as a potential source of income, this strategy still falls short of becoming a significant PA funding source in the region. This situation may reflect the fact that implementation of PES schemes for water and biodiversity services has proven to be more complex than originally envisioned. On the other hand, implementing PES schemes for reducing carbon emissions from deforestation and forest degradation (REDD+) is at a very preliminary stage. How much the implementation of REDD+ programs will actually contribute to financial sustainability of existing PA systems remains to be seen.

Another revenue source that appears to have a good potential for growth are the revenues classified as “Other”, whereby some countries contribute a significant amount to total available PA funds. The variety of types of revenue included under this category shows significant room for expansion and innovation, depending on the particular characteristics of each PA site or system.

In spite of the fact that revenue sources, considered broadly, have only been used at a fraction of their potential, PA site-generated revenues are still significant in reducing government cost burdens for their maintenance. An estimate of the cost recovery for governments, comparing revenues generated with government budget invested, is 17 percent on average.

### 3.2 Funding Needs and Gaps for Protected Area Systems

#### Funding Needs

**Data Gathered**

Financial needs were estimated by this Scorecard process for two management scenarios: basic and optimal. The difference between available funding and the financial needs for basic and optimal management scenarios yields the financial gap. This financial gap — really two gaps, reflecting the basic and optimal scenarios — is an important part of financial planning.

These two management scenarios effectively capture and standardize levels of management priorities, differentiating which programmes and activities are considered fundamental in the short and medium terms, and also which programs are important, but not essential, for basic maintenance. However, financial gap analysis findings do not lend themselves readily to comparative regional study. This is due to methodology differences across countries. No standardized methodologies for financial needs assessments in the region exist, meaning that the results obtained are difficult to compare.

In addition to methodological differences, definitions of “basic” and “optimal” vary by country. The individual data by country that is provided in this section is based on each country’s definition and estimation of basic and optimal management needs and costs. In this Report,
However, the following generic definitions for basic and optimal scenarios are used:

**Basic Management Scenario:** Describes the minimum level of funding required to operate key conservation programs, while meeting basic program requirements to sustain the functions of ecosystems in the PAs.

**Optimal Management Scenario:** Describes the ideal level of funding required to operate all programs to reach and sustain optimal functions of ecosystems in the PAs. This scenario describes the ideal state of programs if all necessary funding, personnel, equipment, and other resources were available to achieve that state. This scenario ensures the achievement of short-, medium-, and long-term goals for PAs, in accordance with the highest environmental, social, and economic standards.

Tables 3.12 and 3.13 present a summary of the methodologies used in each country to estimate the financial needs for basic and optimal management scenarios. In general, country data on the financing needs of PA systems was very weak and limited. Only Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Guatemala, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil, and Bolivia have undertaken processes to identify the financial needs of national PA systems and, therefore, can calculate their financial gaps. Even these countries recognized the need to improve and update their financial need data. For instance, Bolivia’s financial need data is from 2005 and needs updating. Additionally,

- As part of the Scorecard application process, rapid system-level financial estimates were made in Argentina, the Dominican Republic, and Mexico for estimating the costs of basic and optimal management scenarios; in Venezuela, Cuba, Honduras, and Colombia, similar estimates yielded costs for the basic management scenario. In the case of Nicaragua, financial estimates made as part of the Scorecard process covered only co-managed areas and private reserves because the financial needs for PAs managed by the central government were based on a previous study (2005).

- In 2007, Chile developed an estimation of costs needed for optimal management (optimal financial needs) based on estimating costs for a standard PA and extrapolating this to the whole system.

- Cuba and Honduras made financial estimates for a subset of PAs.

- Mexico calculated its financial needs by multiplying current costs by 1.5 to estimate costs for the basic management scenario and by 2 to estimate costs for the optimal management scenario.

- In Guatemala, TNC, WWF, CI, and Dutch Cooperation conducted several studies in the past to determine the financial gap of the Protected Areas National System (CONAP). Newer information was used to estimate the cost for the basic management scenario (basic needs) for the PA system to justify a request for a government budget increase. This most recent information was used by CONAP to complete the Scorecard (2008).

- In the case of Venezuela, only a few PA management plans exist, so the system’s financial needs are based on the institutional experience. PA system authorities write a general project with their basic needs for central government consideration. On this basis, the PA system receives a specific annual budget. In the next year, PA system authorities present the needs that were financed in the previous year, plus the new needs of the current year. This means that the gap is always presented in an incremental way, year by year.

The rest of the countries did not have information on the financial needs of their PA systems. In the absence of data, basic financial needs for Brazil, Chile, Panama, El Salvador, and Uruguay were estimated by the authors of this study, using the criteria detailed in Table 3.12. The authors also estimated optimal financial needs for Colombia, Cuba, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Panama, Uruguay, and Venezuela, as detailed in Table 3.13.
Table 3.12. How Basic Financial Needs Were Determined

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Source of Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARGENTINA</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover basic operational needs of National Parks.</td>
<td>No formal exercise was done; existing estimate is based upon institutional experience. Estimate based on a projection of operational needs considering budgetary constraints.</td>
<td>APN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELIZE</td>
<td>Not done.</td>
<td>Not done.</td>
<td>Not done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOLIVIA</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover essential operational needs of the PA sub system managed directly by SERNAP.</td>
<td>The existing exercise is not up to date. No further information was received.</td>
<td>SERNAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover basic operational needs of Federal Protected Areas.</td>
<td>Brazil only provided an estimate of financial needs under the optimal scenario. Therefore, basic scenario needs were assumed to be at the mid-point between the available finances and the optimal scenario needs.</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILE</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover basic operational needs of its PA system.</td>
<td>The financial needs under the basic scenario were assumed to be at the mid-point between the available finances and the financial needs under the optimal scenario. As in the case of Brazil, Chile only provided an estimate for the optimal scenario.</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOMBIA</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover basic operational costs including staff.</td>
<td>No formal exercise was done; existing estimate is based upon institutional experience. Does not include land tenure regulation, training and other needs.</td>
<td>Unidad Administrativa del Sistema de Parques Nacionales Naturales de Colombia (UAESPNN).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTA RICA</td>
<td>Includes only essential operational capacity needs of SINAC.</td>
<td>Financial needs analysis made on each Conservation Area, and then aggregated to obtain estimate for the whole system.</td>
<td>SINAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBA</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover essential operational needs of a sample of 28 PAs. Does not include common administration costs.</td>
<td>Estimation of financial needs was done for each PA of a sample of 28 PAs.</td>
<td>CITMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMINICAN REPUBLIC</td>
<td>Increasing the number of PAs with a minimum of management capacities (manager, rangers, equipment, etc.) from 32 to 34 (out of 86 in the whole system) in the medium term (4 years).</td>
<td>Current cost of managing the 32 PA was extrapolated to 34. The estimation was done by a team of professionals and PA administrators from SEMARENA.</td>
<td>SEMARENA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECUADOR</td>
<td>How much is needed in order to implement two management programs: control and patrolling + participative planning.</td>
<td>National exercise that included park managers and stakeholders. Published in 2005, it considered 33 PA of the national subsystem.</td>
<td>SNAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL SALVADOR</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover essential operational needs.</td>
<td>Basic need estimates for PAs in different countries with a similar extension to the average PA size in El Salvador were used (770 ha). The average financial needs of areas of 5,000 hectares or less in Central America, Peru and Ecuador was $46/ha. This number was extrapolated to the whole extension of the PA system in El Salvador.</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUATEMALA</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover essential operational needs of the PA sub system managed directly by CONAP.</td>
<td>CONAP of Guatemala recently did a estimate of financial needs to be submitted to the Congress in order to justify and request to increase the budget for the PA system. This estimation was done with a varied team of professionals and PA administrators from CONAP; thereby, it is considered to have a good degree of confidence.</td>
<td>CONAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONDURAS</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover essential operational needs of a sample of 21 PAs. Does not include common administration costs.</td>
<td>Estimation of financial needs was done for each PA of a sample of 21 PAs.</td>
<td>PA managers with National Consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>Basic financial needs are assumed to be equal to the budget received in 2007 plus a 50 percent increase.</td>
<td>A financial need study was soon to be completed, but since no information was yet available, the team of CONANP did a gross estimate of the basic financial needs.</td>
<td>CONANP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All needs assessment were undertaken estimating the costs for addressing existing PA management challenges and did not include potential increases in costs due to future changes such as climate change.
Table 3.12. How Basic Financial Needs Were Determined (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Source of Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NICARAGUA</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover essential operational needs of National PA sub system, co-managed areas and some of the private reserves.</td>
<td>Financial needs study, which only covers the PAs managed by central government. For co-managed areas and private reserves, <em>ad hoc</em> exercises were undertaken during the respective workshops (prior to the National one), in order to estimate the financial needs of these areas.</td>
<td>MARENA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANAMA</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover essential operational needs of the PA system.</td>
<td>Similar cost per hectare as in Guatemala ($6.5/ha) was used. The justification was that the average size of PAs in both countries was about the same (approximately 35,000 ha).</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAGUAY</td>
<td>How much is needed in order to implement two management programs, control and patrolling + participative planning.</td>
<td>National exercise that included park managers. Published in 2008, it considered 29 PA of the national subsystem.</td>
<td>SINASIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERU</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover essential operational needs of the national PA system.</td>
<td>During the first phase of the long-term financial plan for the National System of Protected Areas, an analysis was done on the financing needs of the system for the period 2005–2014. Information on the funding needs of PAs was collected and assumptions and projections for basic and optimal scenarios were validated on participatory workshops. Information on funding needs was collected from a sample of 19 PAs. The information was later projected to the whole, based on the validated assumptions.</td>
<td>INRENA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URUGUAY</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover essential operational needs of the PA system.</td>
<td>A cost per hectare between the one of Costa Rica ($17.74/ha) and of Dominican Republic ($18.33) was used. The justification was that the average size of PAs in Uruguay (17,000 ha) was close to the other two countries (10,000 and 14,000 ha).</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENEZUELA</td>
<td>Estimate based on a projection of operational needs.</td>
<td>No formal exercise was done, existing estimate is based upon institutional experience. The methodology used by the participants of the workshop is based on the financial needs calculated the year before, plus the addition of the annual gap and the present needs.</td>
<td>INPARQUES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3.13. How Optimal Financial Needs Were Determined

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Source of Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARGENTINA</td>
<td>Estimate based on a 20 percent increase to current Federal PA budget.</td>
<td>No formal exercise was done, existing estimate is based upon institutional experience.</td>
<td>APN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELIZE</td>
<td>Not done – Belize did not provide financial information in the scorecard.</td>
<td>Not done.</td>
<td>Not done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOLIVIA</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover advanced operational needs of the PA sub system managed directly by SERNAP.</td>
<td>The existing exercise is not up to date, no further information was received.</td>
<td>SERNAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRASIL</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover minimum related to the purpose of creating PAs (nature conservation, management plans, land demarcation, tourism, sustainable use, research).</td>
<td>Projection developed in year 2006 for the federal PA system. It does not consider existing infrastructure as well as costs related to regulating land tenure.</td>
<td>Ministry of Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILE</td>
<td>Estimated requirements for effective management of all PAs within the SNAP. These estimates are only indicative since there is a need to define SNAP’s clear roles and institutional responsibilities.</td>
<td>Estimates based on detailed analyses undertaken during the preparatory phase of a GEF Project. Detailed information is found in the final report “Study of Financial Sustainability of the National System of Protected Areas (June 2007)” prepared during the preparatory phase.</td>
<td>SNAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOMBIA</td>
<td>Full operation of management programs, including administration and planning, patrolling and enforcement environmental education, research and monitoring sustainable livelihoods, mitigation and restoration, and sustainable use of resources.</td>
<td>Financial needs under the basic scenario were multiplied by a factor of 1.7 to obtain the optimum needs. This factor is the average of the optimum-to-basic needs ratios in the countries that gave both estimates: Costa Rica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay and Peru.</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTA RICA</td>
<td>Includes essential operational capacity, institutional management (activities to provide attention to tourists and general public) and land use planning needs of SINAC.</td>
<td>Financial needs analysis made on each Conservation Area, and then aggregated to obtain estimate for the whole system.</td>
<td>SINAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBA</td>
<td>Full operation of management programs, including administration and planning, patrolling and enforcement environmental education, research and monitoring sustainable livelihoods, mitigation and restoration, and sustainable use of resources.</td>
<td>Financial needs under the basic scenario were multiplied by a factor of 1.7 to obtain the optimum needs. This factor is the average of the optimum-to-basic needs ratios in the countries that gave both estimates: Costa Rica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay and Peru.</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMINICAN REPUBLIC</td>
<td>Increasing the number of PAs with a minimum of management capacities (manager, rangers, equipment, etc.) from 32 to 38 (out of 86 in the whole system) in the medium term (4 years).</td>
<td>Current cost of managing the 32 PA was extrapolated to 38. The estimation was done by a team of professionals and PA administrators from SEMARENA.</td>
<td>SEMARENA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECUADOR</td>
<td>How much is needed in order to implement three additional management programs: Tourism and sustainable use; research and monitoring; environmental education and sustainable livelihoods.</td>
<td>National exercise that included park managers and stakeholders. Published in 2005, it considered 33 PA of the national subsystem.</td>
<td>SNAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL SALVADOR</td>
<td>Full operation of management programs, including administration and planning, patrolling and enforcement environmental education, research and monitoring sustainable livelihoods, mitigation and restoration, and sustainable use of</td>
<td>Financial needs under the basic scenario were multiplied by a factor of 1.7 to obtain the optimum needs. This factor is the average of the optimum-to-basic needs ratios in the countries that gave both estimates: Costa Rica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay.</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All needs assessment were undertaken estimating the costs for addressing existing PA management challenges and did not take include potential increases in costs due to future changes such as climate change.
Table 3.13. How Optimal Financial Needs Were Determined (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Source of Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUATEMALA</td>
<td>Full operation of management programs, including administration and planning, patrolling and enforcement environmental education, research and monitoring sustainable livelihoods, mitigation and restoration, and sustainable use of resources.</td>
<td>Financial needs under the basic scenario were multiplied by a factor of 1.7 to obtain the optimum needs. This factor is the average of the optimum to basic needs ratios in the countries that gave both estimates (e.g. Costa Rica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay and Peru).</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONDURAS</td>
<td>Full operation of management programs, including administration and planning, patrolling and enforcement environmental education, research and monitoring sustainable livelihoods, mitigation and restoration, and sustainable use of resources.</td>
<td>Financial needs under the basic scenario were multiplied by a factor of 1.7 to obtain the optimum needs. This factor is the average of the optimum to basic needs ratios in the countries that gave both estimates (e.g. Costa Rica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay and Peru).</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>Basic financial needs are assumed to twice the budget received in 2007.</td>
<td>A financial need study was soon to be completed, but since no information was yet available, the team of CONANP did a gross estimate of the basic financial needs.</td>
<td>CONANP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICARAGUA</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover operational needs of National PA sub system, co-managed areas and some of the private reserves at an optimal level.</td>
<td>Financial needs study, which only covers the PAs managed by central government. For co-managed areas and private reserves, ad hoc exercises were undertaken during the respective workshops (prior to the National one), in order to estimate the financial needs of these areas.</td>
<td>MARENA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANAMA</td>
<td>Full operation of management programs, including administration and planning, patrolling and enforcement environmental education, research and monitoring sustainable livelihoods, mitigation and restoration, and sustainable use of resources.</td>
<td>Financial needs under the basic scenario were multiplied by a factor of 1.7 to obtain the optimum needs. This factor is the average of the optimum to basic needs ratios in the countries that gave both estimates: Costa Rica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay and Peru.</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAGUAY</td>
<td>How much is needed to implement three additional management programs: Tourism and sustainable use; research and monitoring; environmental education and sustainable livelihoods.</td>
<td>National exercise that included park managers. Published in 2008, it considered 29 PA of the national subsystem.</td>
<td>SINASIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERU</td>
<td>How much is needed to cover operational needs of the national PA system.</td>
<td>During the first phase of the long-term financial plan for the National System of Protected Areas, an analysis was done on the financing needs of the system for the period 2005–2014. Information on the funding needs of PAs was collected and assumptions and projections for basic and optimal scenarios were validated on participatory workshops. Information on funding needs was collected from a sample of 19 PAs. The information was later projected to the whole, based on the validated assumptions.</td>
<td>INRENA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URUGUAY</td>
<td>Full operation of management programs, including administration and planning, patrolling and enforcement environmental education, research and monitoring sustainable livelihoods, mitigation and restoration, and sustainable use of resources.</td>
<td>Financial needs under the basic scenario were multiplied by a factor of 1.7 to obtain the optimum needs. This factor is the average of the optimum-to-basic needs ratios in the countries that gave both estimates: Costa Rica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay and Peru.</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENEZUELA</td>
<td>Full operation of management programs, including administration and planning, patrolling and enforcement environmental education, research and monitoring sustainable livelihoods, mitigation and restoration, and sustainable use of resources.</td>
<td>Financial needs under the basic scenario were multiplied by a factor of 1.7 to obtain the optimum needs. This factor is the average of the optimum-to-basic needs ratios in the countries that gave both estimates: Costa Rica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay and Peru.</td>
<td>Estimated by the consultants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All needs assessment were undertaken estimating the costs for addressing existing PA management challenges and did not take include potential increases in costs due to future changes such as climate change.
Results

Under the basic management scenario, the total financial needs of PA systems in the region are approximately $751 million (Table 3.14), with an average of $39.5 million per country. Brazil has the highest financial need expressed in dollars, followed by Mexico. Together, Brazil and Mexico make up more than 50 percent of the total need in the region. El Salvador, which has a small PA system, has the lowest financial need expressed in dollars in the region. Table 3.14 shows the financial needs for the PA systems of each country analyzed in the region.

Table 3.14. Annual Financial Needs under the Basic Management Scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Financial Needs Basic (in $)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil*</td>
<td>302,573,314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>120,321,358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>52,230,402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>39,512,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>31,934,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>25,172,664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>25,150,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. Rep.</td>
<td>22,574,294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>21,639,821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama*</td>
<td>19,880,360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>19,546,456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile*</td>
<td>17,974,193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>16,118,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>9,700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>6,730,054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>6,618,630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>5,374,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador*</td>
<td>4,445,738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay*</td>
<td>3,409,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total LAC Region</td>
<td>750,907,016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNDP Scorecards.

Financial needs estimated using criteria described in Chapter 4 and summarized in Tables 3.12 and 3.13. All other figures were presented by each country.
systems of each country analyzed in the region. Countries that presented optimal financial estimated costs were Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Nicaragua, Peru, the Dominican Republic, Chile, Paraguay, Ecuador, and Bolivia. Estimates for all other countries were generated using the criteria described in Table 3.13.

As in the basic scenario, by country, the average optimal financial need per hectare depends to an extent on the average size of PAs in the system of that country (see Figure 3.15).
The regional estimate for the optimal management scenario is almost $1.2 billion per year. Here again, this estimate was reached by extrapolating the information declared by 11 countries, where these optimal projection figures were available.

For the optimal scenario (Figure 3.14), the highest estimated cost per hectare is found in El Salvador at $78.00 per hectare, while the lowest estimated cost per hectare is found in Bolivia at $0.57 per hectare. As was the case in the basic scenario just described, most countries of Mesoamerica present higher estimated costs per hectare than countries in South America. Argentina, again, is the exception, since its estimated cost per hectare is among the highest in the region.

Source: UNDP Scorecards.

*Financial needs were estimated by the authors using criteria described in this chapter and summarized in Tables 3.12 and 3.13. All other figures were presented by each country.
Significance of Findings

Investment per hectare in the LAC region varies considerably across countries and between the subregions of Mesoamerica+ and South America. Out of the five countries with the highest expenditure per hectare in the entire region, four are from Mesoamerica+. The difference can be partly explained by the average size of a PA in each of the two subregions. PAs in the south tend to have larger extensions, allowing for economies of scale.

Although figures on basic and optimal management needs for the region and countries present 'indicative levels' of the funding targets for the region, data about financial needs should be considered very carefully because only a small number of countries developed a serious exercise to determine their financial needs. Moreover, most of these countries did not share the same methodology to assess their needs. Other contributing issues to methodological disharmony concern these criteria: (1) creation of new PAs to cover ecological gaps, (2) costs of adaptation to climate change, or (3) legal issues related to land tenure. These three criteria are not often included in the analysis by countries. Consideration of these related issues poses a methodological challenge for future improvements of these estimates of base and optimal management scenarios.

Financial needs for PA systems are likely to increase in the near future due to (i) the need to expand PA systems by an estimated additional 80 million hectares, to address current ecological gaps, and (ii) the anticipated increased costs of management for threats from climate change, for example, the increased risk and incidence of fire. As a point of reference on ecological gap needs, the inclusion of new PAs in South America according to national ecological gap needs would represent a 15 percent increase of current investments in this subregion.

Funding Gaps

Data Gathered

Data on financing gaps was calculated as the difference between financing needs and available finances. This difference was estimated under both the basic and optimal management scenarios.

Results

Basic Management Scenario

The financial gap (i.e., financial needs minus available funds) for the 18 countries assessed under the basic management scenario is estimated to be...
nearly $314 million per year (Table 3.16). The largest gap, in absolute terms, corresponds to Brazil, with $169 million, followed by Mexico, with $40 million. Both countries account for over 60 percent of the basic financial gap in the region. The percentages of the estimated costs for basic management that are currently covered by available funds are shown in the last column of Table 3.16. The main findings of the analysis are as follows:

- PA systems in the region have, on average, 55 percent of their basic financial needs covered.
- PAs in Bolivia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Argentina, and Colombia have 70 percent or more of their basic financial needs covered. However, in Bolivia, the financial gap analysis needs to be revised. Currently, the amount of available resources suggests that the PA system is operating almost at the basic level; However, during the national workshop, participants from Bolivia reported that many of the available resources are tied up in projects or activities that do not necessarily respond to priorities for consolidation of the PA system. This con-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Available Funds</th>
<th>Financial Needs Basic Needs</th>
<th>Financial Gap</th>
<th>% of Financial Needs that are Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>133,415,026</td>
<td>302,573,314</td>
<td>169,158,288</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>80,214,239</td>
<td>120,321,358</td>
<td>40,107,119</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>5,314,244.937</td>
<td>19,546,456</td>
<td>14,232,211</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domin. Rep.</td>
<td>10,380,071.45</td>
<td>22,574,294</td>
<td>12,194,223</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>13,067,099.82</td>
<td>25,172,664</td>
<td>12,105,564</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>9,506,948.08</td>
<td>19,880,360</td>
<td>10,373,412</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>9,194,339</td>
<td>17,974,193</td>
<td>8,779,854</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>1,240,665</td>
<td>9,700,000</td>
<td>8,459,335</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>31,309,584</td>
<td>39,512,820</td>
<td>8,203,236</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>8,339,504</td>
<td>16,118,443</td>
<td>7,778,939</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>20,166,261</td>
<td>25,150,153</td>
<td>4,983,892</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>14,587,030</td>
<td>21,639,821</td>
<td>7,052,791</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>3,977,600</td>
<td>6,730,054</td>
<td>2,752,454</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>816,000</td>
<td>3,409,002</td>
<td>2,593,002</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>4,122,552</td>
<td>6,618,630</td>
<td>2,496,077</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>29,645,948</td>
<td>31,934,374</td>
<td>2,288,426</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>3,803,223</td>
<td>4,445,738</td>
<td>642,515</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>5,102,653</td>
<td>5,374,940</td>
<td>272,287</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>384,202,990</strong></td>
<td><strong>698,676,614</strong></td>
<td><strong>314,473,624</strong></td>
<td><strong>55</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. These figures do not include Venezuela; thus, the total figures given for fund-availability and funding needs are lower than the figures discussed in the text. Belize is not included in this data.
sideration needs to be taken into account for improving gap analysis methodologies for future applications.

- A second tier of countries includes Cuba, Mexico, Honduras, Ecuador, Peru, Guatemala, and Chile, which have covered more than 50 percent of their estimated cost for basic management.

- At the lower end of this analysis are Nicaragua, Uruguay, and Paraguay, with less than 30 percent of their estimated cost covered for basic management.

These figures do not include Venezuela; thus, the total figures given for fund-availability and funding needs may be lower than some of discussion in the text discussed in the text. Belize is not included in this data.

If donor funding is taken out of the total regional PA financing portfolio, the financial gaps are substantially bigger. Without international cooperation, the percentage of financial needs covered by available funds in the region would fall to 40 percent (Figure 3.17). This exercise of removing donor funding by international cooperation out of the PA funding portfolio is more than theoretical. Donor funding tends to be a highly unstable, unpredictable source of PA financing.

Figure 3.18 presents the financial gap and the current financial sources of PA systems in the region, expressed as a percentage of the financial needs under the basic scenario. The main findings are as follows:

- Government budgeted funds currently contribute 33 percent of the basic financial needs of PA systems in the region.

- International cooperation — typically by donation — contributes 8 percent of the basic financial needs.

- The contribution of PA-generated revenues to basic financial needs is still relatively low in the region (6 percent).

- The contribution of fewer conventional financial mechanisms classified as “Other” is also very low (7 percent). These financial mechanisms are largely public funds.

- A gap of 46 percent is left to cover the financial needs for basic management.

Figure 3.17. Comparison between Financial Needs (Basic Scenario) Covered with and without International Cooperation for 18 Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Without international cooperation</th>
<th>With international cooperation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Bolivia" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Bolivia" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Costa Rica" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Costa Rica" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="El Salvador" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="El Salvador" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Argentina" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Argentina" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Colombia" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Colombia" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cuba" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cuba" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Mexico" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Mexico" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Honduras" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Honduras" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Ecuador" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Ecuador" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Peru" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Peru" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Guatemala" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Guatemala" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Chile" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Chile" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Panama" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Panama" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Brazil" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Brazil" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Nicaragua" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Nicaragua" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Uruguay" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Uruguay" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Paraguay" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Paraguay" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Region" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Region" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Venezuela and Belize are not included in this data.
**Note:** The financial gap data from Bolivia included in this aggregate figure may include some distortions concerning projects that may not fit PA system priorities.

Figure 3.19 presents the distribution of financial gap and fund sources for each country as a percentage of financial needs of PA systems, under the basic scenario. This breakdown by country shows that, in most countries, the financial gap is larger than the budgets that central governments allocate to PAs, with the exceptions of Costa Rica, Argentina, Colombia, and Mexico. Costa Rica has the most ‘balanced’ distribution of financial sources across its financial sustainability portfolio and also the smallest financial gap.
Figure 3.19.a. Financial Sources and Gaps as a Percentage of Financial Needs under the Basic Scenario – By Country

Argentina

- Government funds specific for PAs: 21%
- International cooperation: 42%
- PA revenues: 0%
- Other: 24%
- Gap basic: 13%

Colombia

- Government funds specific for PAs: 50%
- International cooperation: 20%
- PA revenues: 8%
- Other: 22%

Costa Rica

- Government funds specific for PAs: 13%
- International cooperation: 45%
- PA revenues: 18%
- Other: 17%

Cuba

- Government funds specific for PAs: 10%
- International cooperation: 33%
- PA revenues: 57%

Dominican Republic

- Government funds specific for PAs: 54%
- International cooperation: 32%
- PA revenues: 1%
- Other: 8%
- Gap basic: 5%

Ecuador

- Government funds specific for PAs: 17%
- International cooperation: 41%
- PA revenues: 20%
- Other: 22%
Figure 3.19.b. Financial Sources and Gaps as a Percentage of Financial Needs under the Basic Scenario – By Country

El Salvador
- Government funds specific for PAs: 5%
- International cooperation: 2%
- PA revenues: 14%
- Other: 9%
- Gap basic: 70%

Guatemala
- Government funds specific for PAs: 27%
- International cooperation: 3%
- PA revenues: 15%
- Other: 3%
- Gap basic: 48%

Honduras
- Government funds specific for PAs: 7%
- International cooperation: 10%
- PA revenues: 38%
- Other: 0%
- Gap basic: 29%

Mexico
- Government funds specific for PAs: 41%
- International cooperation: 19%
- PA revenues: 4%
- Other: 3%
- Gap basic: 33%

Nicaragua
- Government funds specific for PAs: 3%
- International cooperation: 22%
- PA revenues: 73%
- Other: 0%
- Gap basic: 2%

Panama
- Government funds specific for PAs: 6%
- International cooperation: 52%
- PA revenues: 10%
- Other: 6%
- Gap basic: 26%
Figure 3.19.c. Financial Sources and Gaps as a Percentage of Financial Needs under the Basic Scenario – By Country

Paraguay

- Government funds specific for PAs: 3%
- International cooperation: 10%
- PA revenues: 87%
- Other: 0%
- Gap basic: 0%

Brasil

- Government funds specific for PAs: 34%
- International cooperation: 56%
- PA revenues: 3%
- Other: 4%
- Gap basic: 0%

Peru

- Government funds specific for PAs: 48%
- International cooperation: 7%
- PA revenues: 37%
- Other: 0%
- Gap basic: 8%

Chile

- Government funds specific for PAs: 32%
- International cooperation: 49%
- PA revenues: 0%
- Other: 19%
- Gap basic: 0%

Uruguay

- Government funds specific for PAs: 76%
- International cooperation: 18%
- PA revenues: 4%
- Other: 2%
- Gap basic: 0%

Bolivia

- Government funds specific for PAs: 86%
- International cooperation: 0%
- PA revenues: 5%
- Other: 1%
- Gap basic: 0%
Optimal Management Scenario

The financial gap to achieve the optimal management scenario of PA systems in the 18 countries assessed is estimated to be nearly $700 million per year (Table 3.17). As expected, the largest gap, in absolute terms, corresponds to Brazil, with $338 million, followed by Mexico, with $80 million. Both countries account for almost 60 percent of the financial gap in the region for the optimal scenario.

The percentages of the optimal financial needs currently covered by available funds are shown in the last column of Table 3.17. The region has, on average, available funds to cover 35 percent of the financial needs for optimal management. Mexico, El Salvador, Argentina, Bolivia, and Costa Rica have more than 50 percent of the optimal scenario needs covered by available funds, while the remaining countries in the region (those measured) currently meet less than 40 percent of these optimal needs.

Figure 3.20 shows financial sources and gaps for the optimal scenario, regionally. Under this management scenario, government budgeted funds represent less than a quarter of the total financial needs, while the rest of the financial sources, taken together, represent an additional 13 percent of the needs.

### Table 3.17. Financial Gaps under the Optimal Scenario for 18 Countries and the Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Available Funds (in $)</th>
<th>Financial needs (in $)</th>
<th>Financial Gap (in $)</th>
<th>% of Financial Needs that are Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government funds specific for PAs</td>
<td>International cooperation</td>
<td>PA revenues</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>133,415,026</td>
<td>471,731,602</td>
<td>338,316,576</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>80,214,239</td>
<td>160,428,478</td>
<td>80,214,239</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>5,314,245</td>
<td>43,321,382</td>
<td>38,007,137</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>31,309,584</td>
<td>60,366,666</td>
<td>29,057,082</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>13,067,100</td>
<td>41,842,414</td>
<td>28,775,314</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>20,166,261</td>
<td>42,755,260</td>
<td>22,588,999</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>9,506,948</td>
<td>33,796,612</td>
<td>24,289,664</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>14,587,030</td>
<td>36,787,695</td>
<td>22,200,665</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>8,339,564</td>
<td>27,401,353</td>
<td>19,061,890</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>1,240,665</td>
<td>19,500,000</td>
<td>18,259,335</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>9,194,339</td>
<td>26,754,046</td>
<td>17,559,707</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>29,645,948</td>
<td>44,000,000</td>
<td>14,354,052</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>3,977,600</td>
<td>14,040,147</td>
<td>10,062,547</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>4,122,552</td>
<td>11,251,670</td>
<td>7,129,118</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>3,803,223</td>
<td>7,557,755</td>
<td>3,754,532</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>816,000</td>
<td>4,355,947</td>
<td>3,539,947</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>5,102,653</td>
<td>9,000,000</td>
<td>3,897,347</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>384,202,990</td>
<td>1,082,865,322</td>
<td>698,662,333</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: These figures do not include Venezuela; thus, the total figures given for fund-availability and funding needs may not fit some figures discussed in the text. Belize is not included in this data.
Significance of Findings

The total regional funding gap of $314 million (excluding Venezuela) under the basic management scenario and nearly $700 million (excluding Venezuela) under the optimal management scenario for the 18 countries investigated is particularly concerning when one considers that the LAC region contains almost 40 percent of the earth's biodiversity (see Tables 3.16 (basic) and 3.17 (optimal)).

Moreover, current financial sources are unstable and are at risk of decreasing, since almost 75 percent of available funding relies on governmental budgets (61 percent) and international cooperation (14 percent). Both funding sources depend on a number of variables that are out of the control of PA systems. These variables include donor priorities, political regimes, elections, economic conditions, and so forth. Furthermore, the 75 percent of PA-generated revenue-based income depends on tourism, which is sensitive to conditions like security or natural disasters and a healthy global economy. The only source that offers relative stability, including long-term availability of funds, are trust funds, whose contribution is still relatively low, accounting for approximately 7 percent of the total available funding in the region.

Basic management scenario costs could be met if the annual government allocation to PA budgets in the region increases by a factor of 3 to cover the existing financing gap for basic management of $314 million/year (excluding Venezuela). This current amount of government budgeted funding is equivalent to about only 40c per capita per year. This average figure for the region, however, differs for countries in the region, meaning that not all countries face this relatively ‘do-able’ per capita increase in the government budget fund type.

The five countries closest to funding their basic PA management scenario needs are Bolivia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Argentina, and Colombia. All of these countries averaged available resources greater than 70 percent of their basic needs. On the other hand, Venezuela, Nicaragua, Uruguay, and Paraguay averaged less than 40 percent of their basic needs.

Given the size of these gaps by country and the condition that governments allocate only a small fraction of financial resources to PA, it would seem entirely feasible and affordable for governments to make the necessary budgetary increases to ensure sound PA management.

Summary of Financial Results

PA systems in the region received nearly $403 million in 2008 across all fund sources. This amount equals 0.01 percent of the regional GDP, close to a yearly per capita investment of about 70 cents, which is the average cost of a canned soft drink. Total available funding for PAs in the region is close to the yearly budget of top European football clubs.

When compared to the financing gaps (Table 3.16), these results suggest that the region is currently operating with almost half of the financial capacity needed to achieve what is defined as a basic management scenario for most countries. This situation clearly indicates the urgent need to mobilize additional financial resources for PA conservation across the region.

Chapter 4 builds on this financial discussion of Part I of the Financial Sustainability Scorecard by presenting the results of Part II of the Scorecard. Part II describes the situational context of PAs and PA systems in the region.
CHAPTER 4

Sustainability Analysis

This chapter assesses the structural foundations of what enables and promotes long-term financial improvements for protected areas (PAs). This sustainability analysis uses Part II of the Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas (Scorecard), and the in-country application and workshop process described in Chapter 2.

4.1 Overview of the Structural Foundations of PA Financing

Introduction

This qualitative analysis complements the quantitative analysis of financial data (Part I of the scorecard) presented in Chapter 3, which is, in essence, a set of snapshots by country of PA system financial accounts. Annual financial data in itself does not reveal the underlying structure, health, and future direction of a PA system’s finance. A PA system’s sustainability also depends on the situational context that includes the country’s legal, regulatory, and institutional structures; PA access to business planning and management tools; and PA abilities to generate revenue from the system’s lands.

Another limitation on financial analysis concerns the present versus mid- and long-term time frames. For example, in one year, a PA could experience a very high level of income due to donor support, a capital injection from a debt-for-nature swap, or a jump in tourism. Similarly, a PA may face extraordinary budget pressures to income losses incurred in a number of ways, including a drop in country-budget funds due to economic conditions, expenses in the wake of a fire or other disasters, or renewal of capital infrastructure.
Understanding the situational context permits arranging these financial snapshots into a complete and comprehensive “album” that is useful for understanding the structural foundations for PAs in the region and by country.

Part II of the UNDP Scorecard was developed to provide necessary information on the structural foundations of a PA system’s financial sustainability. These results are more qualitative than those assessed by Part I of the Scorecard, forming a companion analysis. Although Part II of the Scorecard is a qualitative assessment, the methodology of the Scorecard provides a structured and standardized approach to score each component and element that are important to make a PA financing system function effectively.

At the beginning of this chapter, readers are guided by a discussion of the components, elements, and sub-elements of this rigorous qualitative analysis. This three-tiered approach ensures that the fine detail of each country’s situational context is revealed. Applying this structure within countries as a first step permits two valuable data sets to emerge: first, the rich data, by country, about each country’s particular situational context for PAs and PA systems that permits localized assessment and reform; and, second, when taken together — by region, subregion, and country — an overall LAC picture that begins to emerge.

Description of the Three Components of Protected Area Financing Systems

For the purposes of analyzing PA financial sustainability, Part II of the Scorecard breaks down a national PA system into three main components for assessment:

1. Legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks
2. Business planning and tools for cost-effective management
3. Tools for revenue generation by protected areas

Next, these components are divided into elements. Elements are described here, with discussion of the scoring that captures the degree of development of each element. Scores note the presence — or absence — of these elements by country. Scores range between zero and a top score (usually 3 points).

A note of caution: Country scores generated by Part II of the Scorecard are useful for identifying strengths and weaknesses within PA systems. These scores should be considered within the context of each country and are not necessarily directly or immediately comparable. Furthermore, qualitative scoring lends itself to subjectivity by countries in scoring. Analysis should bear this small subjectivity-artifact in mind. However, the Scorecard elements and sub-elements are structured and sufficiently focused to reduce subjectivity and increase objectivity in presenting scores. Any comparison of scores should be viewed as an initial preview for identifying trends and then serve as a platform for in-depth exploration by each country. The Scorecard has a comments column to explain each score; this information can be used to better understand and compare country situations.

**COMPONENT 1: Legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks**

This section analyses and assesses the following elements, each of which is further divided into sub-elements:

- Legal, policy, and regulatory support for revenue generation by PAs
- Legal, policy, and regulatory support for revenue retention and sharing within the PA system
- Legal and regulatory conditions for establishing funds (endowment, sinking, or revolving)
- Legal, policy, and regulatory support for alternative institutional arrangements for PA management to reduce cost burden to government
- National PA financing strategies
- Economic valuation of PA systems (ecosystem services, tourism-based employment, etc.)
- Improved government budgeting for PA systems
• Clearly defined institutional responsibilities for financial management of PAs
• Well-defined staffing requirements, profiles, and incentives at site and system levels

The sub-elements for legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks will be discussed in section 4.3.

**COMPONENT 2: Business planning and tools for cost-effective management**

This section analyses and assesses the following elements, each of which is further divided into sub-elements:

- PA site-level management and business planning
- Operational, transparent, and useful accounting and auditing systems
- Systems for monitoring and reporting on financial management performance
- Methods for allocating funds across individual PA sites
- Training and support networks to enable PA managers to operate more cost-effectively

The sub-elements for business planning and tools for cost-effective management will be discussed in section 4.5.

**COMPONENT 3: Tools for revenue generation by protected areas**

This section analyses and assesses the following elements, each of which is further divided into sub-elements:

- Number and variety of revenue sources used across the PA system
- Setting and establishment of user fees across the PA system
- Effective fee collection systems
- Communication strategies to increase public awareness about the rationale for revenue generation mechanisms
- Operational PES schemes for PAs
- Concessions operating within PAs
- PA training programmes on revenue generation mechanisms

The sub-elements for tools for revenue generation by protected areas will be discussed in section 4.7.

**Total Country Financial Sustainability Ratings**

Before this chapter turns to detailed analysis by component, element, and sub-element, this section looks at some of the general findings across the region by application of Part II of the Scorecard. These scores compose Part III of the Scorecard, where information is gathered to present some overall findings.

Country scores generated by the Scorecard are useful for identifying strengths and weaknesses within national PA systems. These scores should be considered within the context of each country and are not necessarily directly comparable (see cautionary note earlier in this chapter). The total financial sustainability scores for each country, expressed as a percentage, are shown in Figure 4.1. The countries are ranked according to the total score obtained. The percentage is taken from the maximum attainable score. If a country scores perfectly, that country’s score would be 100 percent. Please note: these scores are not necessarily a test of sustainability; rather, the scores show, in relative terms, where the strengths and weaknesses are by country.

The highest total score obtained in the region was almost 60 percent, while the lowest was 9 percent, with a regional average of 45 percent.

Countries can be clustered into three main groups with regard to their status in moving toward financial sustainability:

- Countries meeting at least 50 percent of the maximum attainable score: Costa Rica, Cuba, Colombia, and Argentina
- Countries meeting 30-50 percent of needs: Mexico, Panama, Honduras, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru, and Venezuela
- Countries meeting less than 30 percent of needs: Belize, El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Brazil, Paraguay, Chile, and Uruguay (Note: Uruguay has the youngest PA system in the region, which only started in 2005)

**Relationship between Financial Gap and Total Country Score**

Figure 4.2 shows the degree of correlation between total score and financial gap. Countries that achieve high total scores approaching financial sustainability tend to have lower financial gaps. This positive correlation provides initial evidence
of a cause-effect relationship between having solid structural foundations in a country’s situational context and achieving PA system financial sustainability. Recall that the financial gap measures by country were measured by Part I of the Financial Scorecard. Figure 4.2 also supports the robustness of the methodology of Part II: specifically, that this qualitative Scorecard assessment procedure captures the main structural elements needed to reduce the financial gap. Another factor that may contribute to the positive correlation between higher total scores and smaller financial gaps concerns government budgeting. A country’s government policy commitment to financially sustainable PA systems may both improve the components and elements of the situational context and provide more budget funds.

4.1. Overall Scores by Component

The total financial sustainability score by country as a percentage of the regional aggregate sets the stage for a deeper, three-tiered analysis, beginning with assessment by component. The regional and subregional (Mesoamerica+ and South America) average scores for each component — (1) legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks; (2) business planning; and (3) revenue generation — are presented in Figure 4.3.

A main regional finding, when comparing the relative strength of these three components, is that the legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks (Component 1) had the highest score, followed by business planning (Component 2), with revenue generation being the lowest (Component 3).

In general terms, the analysis does not yield significant differences in the scores between the two subregions. In both Mesoamerica+ and South America, the legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks setting (Component 1) is the most developed of the three components. Mesoamerica+, on average, scored slightly higher for both the governance and revenue components (1 and 3), with South America scoring higher in business planning (Component 2).

Mesoamerica+

The majority of countries in the Mesoamerica+ subregion performed best in the legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks setting (Component 1), although the average score was still only 40 percent (Figure 4.4). Even though Mexico and Costa Rica performed well in this component, these countries performed relatively better in the two other components: in business planning and tools for cost-effective...
management (Component 2) and in the tools for revenue generation by PAs (Component 3).

A slight majority of countries (6 out of 10) were weakest in the component related to business planning and tools for cost-effective management (Component 2), while the rest of countries were weakest in the component dealing with the use of tools for revenue generation by PAs (Component 3).

South America
Countries in South America present more heterogeneous behavior, with respect to each of the three components (Figure 4.5). Countries that show a more balanced development in the three components are Venezuela, Argentina, and Colombia. Generally, in the region, the analysis shows a relative weakness in many countries for revenue generation (Component 3). An exception is Peru, which is the only country where the component for revenue generation...
obtained a higher score than did the other two components.

A slight majority (6 of 10) of the countries in the South America subregion also performed better in the component for legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks (Component 1) than in the other two components, although the average score was only 37 percent. The exceptions are Colombia, Argentina, and Bolivia. These three countries — despite having the highest scores in the subregion for legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks (Component 1) — performed relatively better in business planning and tools for cost-effective management (Component 2). Peru was also an exception to the subregional pattern, reporting more strength in tools for revenue generation by PAs (Component 3).

These scores, tracking three components of the situational context by country, suggest that institutional arrangements and legal frameworks are still barriers for the region. However, results in general show that a certain degree of institutional and legal basis is established throughout the region.

Countries in the South American subregion that performed best in tools for cost-effective management (Component 2) (Columbia, Argentina, and Bolivia) also obtained a higher total score. Figure 4.5 shows country performance by each component. The three components, signified by bar type, cluster together to also show overall performance in the three components.

**The Governance of Protected Area Financing Systems**

**Introduction of Scorecard Elements for Component 1: National Legal, Policy, Regulatory, and Institutional Frameworks by Element and Sub-Element**

This section assesses the existence and strength of the national legal, policy, regulatory, and institutional frameworks affecting PA financing systems in LAC. These Scorecard elements and sub-elements reveal the degree of development of these institutional and legal frameworks that support effective financial planning, revenue generation, revenue retention, and management. This analysis assesses whether institutional responsibilities are clearly delineated and agreed upon, whether an enabling policy and legal environment is in place, and whether effective, transparent mechanisms exist for allocation, management, and accounting of revenues and expenditures.
Box 4.2 Importance of Governance Frameworks for Protected Area Finances

For PA finances, stakeholders must ensure that national policy and legal frameworks function to promote and not constrain PA financing. This requirement means that stakeholders must work with governments to allow local fees to be levied; create fiscal incentives (for example, tax breaks for certain activities such as private nature reserves or voluntary donations); allow revenues to be retained, managed, and used locally; allow co-management of PAs; and allow concessions within PAs. In some countries, the current legal framework does not allow some of these essential activities. This condition of weak or incomplete legal frameworks is still particularly the case for revenue tools like new types of fees, such as concessions or PES schemes. Legal foundations for new fees can have a major impact on revenue generation. Additionally, a degree of decentralization of fiscal power will permit PA sites to maintain a share of their revenues, which can motivate revenue generation and increase responsibility for management and investment. Less incentive for revenue generation at the site level exists when most or all revenues are channeled back into central budgets.

Legal reviews are important to identify any such constraints on PA finances. Before governments agree to legal reforms, particularly for fiscal decentralization, they often require demonstration that changes (such as fee management) can be implemented on the ground appropriately. Hence, for legal reform to decentralize fiscal authority, local institutional capacity must be developed for the important activities of fee collection and management.

Figure 4.5. Scorecard Results: By Country on the Three Components, South America
Component 154: National legal, policy, regulatory, and institutional frameworks by element and sub-element.

Element 1 – Legal, policy, and regulatory support for revenue generation by PAs
(i) Laws or policies are in place that facilitate PA revenue mechanisms.
(ii) Fiscal instruments such as taxes on tourism and water or tax breaks exist to promote PA financing.

Element 2 - Legal, policy, and regulatory support for revenue retention and sharing within the PA system
(i) Laws or policies are in place for PA revenues to be retained by the PA system.
(ii) Laws or policies are in place for PA revenues to be retained at the PA site level.
(iii) Laws or policies are in place for revenue sharing with local stakeholders at the PA site level.

Element 3 - Legal and regulatory conditions for establishing funds (endowment, sinking, or revolving)55.
(i) A fund has been established and capitalized to finance the PA system.
(ii) Funds have been created to finance specific PAs.
(iii) Fund expenditures are integrated with national PA financial planning and accounting.

Element 4 - Legal, policy, and regulatory support for alternative institutional arrangements for PA management to reduce cost burden to government
(i) There are laws or policies which allow and regulate concessions for PA services.
(ii) There are laws or policies which allow and regulate co-management of PAs.
(iii) There are laws or policies which allow and regulate local government management of PAs.
(iv) There are laws which allow, promote, and regulate private reserves.

Element 5 - National PA Financing Strategies
(i) There are policies and/or regulations that exist for the following, which should be part of a National PA Finance Strategy:
  • Comprehensive financial data and plans for standardized and coordinated cost accounting systems
    (both input and activity based accounting)
  • Revenue generation and fee levels across PAs
  • Allocation of PA budgets to PA sites (criteria based on size, threats, business plans, performance, etc.)
  • Safeguards to ensure that revenue generation does not adversely affect conservation objectives of PAs
  • PA management plans to include financial data or associated business plans
(ii) Degree of formulation, adoption, and implementation of a national financing strategy56

Element 6 - Economic valuation of protected area systems (ecosystem services, tourism-based employment, etc.)
(i) Economic valuation studies on the contribution of PAs to local and national development are available.
(ii) PA economic valuation influences government decision makers.

Element 7 - Improved government budgeting for PA systems
(i) Government policy promotes budgeting for PAs based on financial need as determined by PA management plans.
(ii) PA budgets include funds to finance threat reduction strategies in buffer zones (e.g., livelihoods of communities living around the PA)57.
(iii) Administrative (e.g., procurement) procedures facilitate spending of the budget, reducing risk of future budget cuts due to low disbursement rates.
(iv) Government plans to increase budget, over the long term, to reduce the PA financing gap.

Element 8 - Clearly defined institutional responsibilities for financial management of PAs
(i) Mandates of public institutions regarding PA finances are clear and agreed upon.

Element 9 - Well-defined staffing requirements, profiles, and incentives at site and system level
(i) There is an organizational structure with a sufficient number of economists and financial planners in the PA authorities (central, regional, and site levels) to properly manage the finances of the PA system.
(ii) PA site manager responsibilities include financial management, cost-effectiveness, and revenue generation.
(iii) Budgetary incentives motivate PA managers to promote site-level financial sustainability (e.g., sites generating revenues do not experience budget cuts).
(iv) Performance assessment of PA site managers includes assessment of sound financial planning, revenue generation, fee collection, and cost-effective management58.
(v) There is auditing capacity for PA finances.
(vi) PA managers have the possibility to budget and plan for the long term (e.g., over five years).
Regional Performance and Key Findings for Protected Area Financing Governance Frameworks

The Latin American and Caribbean (LAC) region, in general, showed the greatest strength in some aspects related to PA financing governance frameworks. Nonetheless, the average performance in the region for the overall governance framework component met less than 40 percent of needs. This average score — and the finding that the country with the highest score for the governance framework achieved less than 60 percent — indicates that gaps and inconsistencies exist in the region’s legal and institutional frameworks. These gaps and inconsistencies need to be addressed by country and by the region.

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the results obtained on the governance frameworks of PA financing systems assessed in each country. The data also includes information from the PA systems of five Brazilian states. Countries that met more than 50 percent of needs were Cuba, Costa Rica, Panama, Honduras, Argentina, and Colombia. Countries that achieved less than 30 percent needs in the governance framework of Component 1 were Guatemala, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Uruguay, and Chile. No country in the LAC region scored under 10 percent.

Figure 4.8 shows the scores obtained in each of the nine elements that make up the governance framework (Component 1). These are the average scores of the 20 countries in Mesoamerica+ and South America that completed Part II of the Scorecard. As Figure 4.8 shows,

The rudimentary governance conditions for operational PA financing systems are in place in many countries. This finding provides clarity on institutional arrangements for PA finances and the legal frameworks for alternative management arrangements for PAs, such as co-management or private reserves.

Economic valuation of the natural resources in PAs is still very limited.

Staff capacity and revenue retention at the site level are also relatively weak elements for PA financial governance.

Table 4.1 presents the results for each country by each of the nine elements that constitute Component 1.

Key findings about the elements in Component 1: National legal, policy, regulatory, and institutional framework. Findings by sub-elements are discussed following this overview analysis.

- **Laws for revenue generation by PAs:** Countries in both Mesoamerica+ and South America achieved an average score of 40 percent for Element 1, indicating that in general PAs are permitted legally to generate revenues. However, a common denominator in the region reveals that while general laws support revenue generation by PAs, specific regulations and operational guidelines are lacking that would support implementation of these laws. Also, newer revenue mechanisms such as PES and concessions are still sometimes legally constrained.

- **Laws for revenue retention and sharing:** Most countries have some sort of policies or laws for revenue retention at the PA system levels (Element 2). However, a similar policy mechanism for revenue retention at PA sites is less common. This lack of revenue retention structure at the PA level led the region to have an average score of 35 percent in this element.

- **Legal and regulatory conditions for establishing trust funds:** The range of results obtained for Element 3 varied widely in the region. Half of the countries in the region, equally distributed between Mesoamerica+ and South America, obtained scores of more than 50 percent. However, six countries obtained scores of 0 percent, showing that these countries have not yet introduced any legal frameworks to permit trust funds.

- **Alternative institutional arrangements for PAs:** These mechanisms are relatively well established in the region, particularly for co-management of PAs,
thus pushing the score of Element 4 to the second highest of the nine elements in this Component.

- **National PA financing strategies:** Element 5 scored the second lowest of these nine elements, showing a clear lack of strategy for PA finances at a system level. This lack of financial strategy plans is also a strong reason for the low performance of PA finances in other aspects studied, such as revenue generation and budgeting.

- **Economic valuation of PA systems:** Element 6 scored the lowest because this economic task is a recent activity undertaken by only a few countries. Many countries, however, reported that the lack of economic valuation analysis and data was a main barrier to increasing political commitment and budget action for PA systems.

- **Government budgeting for PA systems:** In terms of improved government budgeting for PA systems, Element 7, a general trend in the region is that financial planning is still based on budgetary constraints and historic patterns. Furthermore, current financial planning practices are marked by only limited use of financial and programme-effectiveness data. In most countries of the region, PAs have seen an increase in budgeted fund allocations, although these increases occur without a clear idea of what financial gaps the PA faces. Budget allocations that are “blind” to documented needs run the risk that these additional resources will not meet the real financial needs of PAs.

- **Institutional arrangements:** Element 8 had the highest score, indicating that institutional responsibilities are now fairly well established. Countries scoring lower in this element usually had a higher number of institutions involved with PA management. Background study revealed that, in some cases, institutional tensions exist over PA system management.

- **Staffing and staff incentives for PA financial planning:** Throughout the region, study of Element 9 laid bare this common finding: deficiencies in the number of staff with adequate capacity for financial planning and management. Financial expertise is often limited to a small group located in the central offices of a PA system. These centrally located experts are in charge of complying with the macro policies of public expenditure, including regular audits, among other procedures. Also, at site levels, typically, no incentives exist for PA managers to be proactive in seeking revenue-generating opportunities. This lack of incentive is due primarily to the condition that all — or most — revenues go to a central account and are not necessarily returned to the PAs that generated them.

**Figure 4.6. Scorecard Results for Component 1 in all 20 Countries (Scores expressed as percentage of maximum possible score)**
Detailed Results for Component 1 by Elements 1-9 and Sub-Elements:

Element 1: Legal, Policy, and Regulatory Support for Revenue Generation by PAs

Regional Overview

LAC has relatively well-established legal frameworks for PA revenue generation. Data analysis shows that this supportive condition, in turn, has resulted in higher levels of revenue generation by PAs. In general, countries have laws for entry fees and tourism-related revenues but have not developed basic frameworks for PES. PES schemes are more complicated than tourism revenues, requiring time to develop the appropriate legal frameworks for PES activities.

In general terms, Mesoamerica+ achieved higher scores for this element than South America, with four countries (Cuba, Costa Rica, Honduras, and Panama) scoring higher than 50 percent, while Argentina was the only southern country within this range. Mesoamerica+ has benefited from several regional projects financed by USAID, GTZ, GEF, and AECID that have all supported such legal frameworks. However, a general occurrence has been that while general laws exist to support revenue generation by PAs, specific regulations and operational guidelines to implement these laws are often absent.

The lowest-scoring countries in the legal framework component are Nicaragua, Bolivia, Venezuela, Uruguay, and Chile. Of interest is that Venezuela, while scoring low on legal and policy frameworks, has the lowest financial gap and is among the top three countries in terms of total available funding. This shows that the availability of an adequate governmental budget does not always depend on strong governance tools. Uruguay and Chile are currently implementing GEF projects to support the establishment of national PA systems with significant investments relating to a strengthening of the legal frameworks for revenue generation.

Box 4.2 Protected Area System Addressed in Ecuador’s Constitution

In 2008, Ecuador updated its political constitution, which obliges the state to assign the necessary resources for the SNAP’s financial sustainability. This constitution provides a strong basis for future work on specific regulations and policies that will allow the SNAP to take full advantage of this political opportunity.
Figure 4.8. Scorecard Results: Component 1, Average of 20 countries in LAC

Table 4.1. Scorecard Results: Legal, Regulatory, and Institutional Framework: Results by Elements and Countries (scores expressed as percentage of maximum possible score)
Box 4.3 Application of Fiscal Instruments in Costa Rica

In Costa Rica, dedicated taxes (charged in the form of fiscal stamps or “timbres”) feed into the three funds that support PAs: the National Parks Fund, the Wildlife Fund, and the Forestry Fund. The National Parks fiscal stamp is charged as (a) a tax that local clubs, dancing saloons, canteens, bars, liquor shops, casinos, and other establishments that sell alcoholic beverages pay to municipalities; (b) a percentage of all patents given by municipalities; (c) a fiscal stamp for each passport or safe-conduct given to leave the country; (d) a fiscal stamp for each transfer or inscription of motor vehicles; and (e) a fiscal stamp for each certificate of signature authenticity given by the Ministry of External Affairs.

The Wildlife Fund fiscal stamp is charged for two cases: (a) a fiscal stamp in each annual circulation permit given to all vehicles, and (b) a fiscal stamp for the inscription of each new vehicle.

Finally, the forestry tax (for the Forestry Fund) is applied on the industrialization of timber, for each processed cubic meter.

Results by Sub-Elements of Element 1: Legal, Policy, and Regulatory Support for Revenue Generation by PAs

i) Laws and policies are in place that facilitate site-based PA revenue mechanisms: In the majority of countries of Mesoamerica+, diverse laws facilitate implementation of revenue-generating mechanisms for PAs. Cuba, Costa Rica, Honduras, and the Dominican Republic obtained the highest scores in this sub-element. Even in countries that have laws for revenue mechanisms, specific regulations to make these laws operational are often missing. For example, in Nicaragua, the General Environmental Law opens the possibility for implementing revenue mechanisms for PAs, but no specific regulations exist to ensure that these mechanisms will be applied. In Guatemala, the Law of Protected Areas has an article stating that the National Protected Areas Council (CONAP) will establish fees for services and resource use, but CONAP declares that this article has not been applied. In South America, some countries declared the condition of relatively low legal support for revenue generation. Only Colombia achieved a score of 50 percent, while five countries scored 33 percent, reflecting that PA systems can charge fees for tourism but are not yet capable of charging for other sources of revenue. Thus, overall, countries in the region have substantial work remaining to ensure an enabling legal framework for PA financial sustainability.

ii) Fiscal instruments such as taxes on tourism and water or tax breaks exist to promote PA financing: The majority of countries in Mesoamerica+ have fiscal instruments that contribute to financing their PAs, such as taxes collected for the use of ports and airports in Guatemala, of which 4 percent is allocated to CONAP. Exceptions were Panama, El Salvador, and Nicaragua; these countries declared not having these types of fiscal instruments. In some cases, such as Cuba and Mexico, despite having laws that define fiscal instruments, these instruments are not implemented because the specific regulations needed to implement the laws do not exist. In contrast to Mesoamerica+, South America has little evidence, subregionally, of fiscal instruments to benefit PA conservation. In the best of cases, Paraguay and Ecuador, tax exemption schemes for private conservation initiatives exist. An alternative fiscal instrument developed in Brazil assigns a greater percentage of the tax on sales to those Brazilian states with more surface area dedicated to PAs. Hence, an opportunity exists across most of the South American subregion because the tourism sector has well-established fiscal instruments such as taxes applied to air travel tickets and hotel rooms. These taxes can generate important resources, if some of the benefits are returned to PAs.

Element 2: Legal, Policy, and Regulatory Support for Revenue Retention and Sharing within the PA System

Regional Overview

The average score in the region for this element was 35 percent. In general, most countries have some sort of policies or laws for revenue retention at the PA sys-
tem level, but policies for revenue retention at PA sites is not common. Often, preference is given to a cross-subsidy system between PAs on the basis that, within each country, only a very limited number of PAs generate revenues. The percentage of revenues reinvested in PA systems varies from country to country; but with very limited exception, almost all revenues generated in PAs are directly deposited into a treasury account. If some or all of the revenue is returned to PA systems, this revenue return is accomplished either as part of governmental budget funds or as extra-budgetary sources.

Bolivia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Honduras, and Peru scored high on this element, with over 50 percent. Argentina had the highest score in the region (almost 90 percent). Argentina scored high because its laws permit local stakeholders to share and benefit from PA revenues. At the other end of the spectrum, three countries obtained scores of 0 percent because they did not have specific laws to regulate revenue retention and sharing within the PA system or individual PAs.

**Box 4.4. Best Practice Example**

In Mexico, revenues obtained in PAs from entry charges and user fee collection go to the National Treasury, although these revenues are earmarked to return to the individual PAs generating them.

**Results by Sub-Elements of Element 2: Legal, Policy, and Regulatory Support for Revenue Retention and Sharing within the PA System**

i) **Laws for retention of PA revenues by the PA system:** Three countries of Mesoamerica+ — Nicaragua, Guatemala, and Mexico — do not have any type of laws or regulations that support retention and distribution of PA revenues at the system level. In South America, revenues generally go to a single treasury account, from which monies are reinvested within national PA systems. The cases of Argentina and Colombia feature more structured planning processes to allocate resources to individual PAs. These structured processes result in higher availability of funding for those PAs that generate more revenues. In Venezuela, INPARQUES is an autonomous institution with total independence in its financial management, including the maintenance and use of revenues.

ii) **Laws for retention of PA revenues at the PA site level:** Countries in Mesoamerica+ commonly do not have laws or policies for retention of revenues at the PA site level. Exceptions are found in PAs in Mexico, Costa Rica, and Cuba. In the case of Mexico, no particular law or regulation has been specified, although in practice all revenues return to the PAs that generate them. In South America, only a few individual PAs are allowed to retain all or part of the revenues they generate. One example is the Galapagos, where generated revenue stays in the islands and is shared with local stakeholders and other governmental institutions that support PA management.

iii) **Laws or policies for revenue sharing at the PA site level with local stakeholders:** Most countries of Mesoamerica+ have no legal mechanisms that support the distribution of revenues to local stakeholders. In countries where this type of revenue income redistribution took place (i.e., Panama, Mexico, Costa Rica, Honduras, Cuba, and the Dominican Republic), this return of funds usually responded to a management policy of a particular PA site, rather than a law or regulation applied throughout the PA system. In South America, interesting cases were reported in Venezuela, Ecuador, and
Argentina, where the state shares a percentage of revenues with civil society organizations. In Argentina, up to 50 percent of PA revenues are shared with local communities.

**Element 3: Legal, Policy, and Regulatory Conditions for Establishing Trust Funds (Endowment, Sinking, or Revolving)**

### Regional Overview

The range of results obtained for this element varied widely in the region. On the one hand, half of the countries in the region — equally distributed between Mesoamerica+ and South America — obtained scores of more than 50 percent. On the other hand, six countries obtained scores of 0 percent, showing that these countries have not yet introduced any legal frameworks to permit trust funds. Overall, where environmental trust funds operate, these funds have built a significant capacity for financial sustainability. These funds have generated specialization and professionalism in management of resources and, for the purposes of the Scorecard application and workshop process, have significantly contributed information and experience.

**Results by Sub-Elements of Element 3: Legal, Policy, and Regulatory Conditions for Establishing Trust Funds (Endowment, Sinking, or Revolving)**

**i) A fund has been established and capitalized to finance the PA system:** In a slight majority of countries of Mesoamerica+ (6 out of 10), trust funds have been established and capitalized to finance at least part of their PA systems. Exceptions are Cuba, Nicaragua, and the Dominican Republic, where these types of funds have not been established. Although Guatemala has the National Fund for Conservation, which receives part of revenues from the national sales tax, participants in the national workshop of Guatemala considered that, in practice, no conservation fund supports their PA system. The reason cited was that these funds do not support PAs directly but only finance conservation projects. Four countries in South America (Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru) have specific trust funds to attend to financial needs of PA systems. Even though Argentina and Venezuela report having favorable conditions for the operation of such environmental trust fund mechanisms, no significant experience of this conservation finance tool exists in these countries. Initiatives in setting up a trust fund were reported in Brazil, but this mechanism has not been formalized through legal instruments.

**ii) Integration of trust fund expenditures with national PA financial planning and accounting:** Countries in Mesoamerica+ that have capitalized environmental trust funds to support PA management usually have these funds integrated into the PA planning and accounting systems. Exceptions are Honduras and Belize. In South America, the particular issue of trust funds was identified as a source of conflict, with countries requesting more tools and procedures to access financial information from trust funds. Peru reported some disagreements about trust funds between authorities of PAs and PROFONANPE. Calls were made for greater clarity over responsibilities for project implementation; more efficiency in the expenditure and the transparency of information shared between the two institutions; and increased support to strengthen state capacities for effective financial management of their PA systems. Beyond these differences, the trust fund (instrument), regionally, has managed to mobilize significant resources for PA systems. There is a need to improve current coordination and build trust between national authorities, PA managers, and trust funds. Colombia is an exception in that it is a good example of a close and coordinated relationship between the environmental fund and the authorities of National Parks.

**iii) Trust funds created to finance specific PAs:** A majority of countries in Mesoamerica+ do not have trust funds created to support specific PAs. Panama also has several site-supporting trust funds, including the Chagres and Darien Funds. Honduras has a trust fund to manage finances for each PA. In South America, Ecuador recently set up and capitalized a specific trust fund to finance activities to manage introduced species in the Galapagos Islands. With the support of a GEF project, this trust fund was established and capitalized with more than $15 million.
Element 4: Legal, Policy, and Regulatory Support for Alternative Institutional Arrangements for PA Management to Reduce Cost Burden to Government

Regional Overview

This element generated much discussion among participants in the workshops, revealing different visions regarding the role and scope of stakeholder participation in PA management. This variance of ideas suggests a need for compiling regional best practices and study cases to inform current discussion and decision-making processes.

In general, most countries have laws or policies in place that allow for implementation of co-management and services concession schemes. This element had the second highest average score in the region (54 percent), with 14 countries obtaining scores of 50 percent or above. Interestingly, countries with higher investment per hectare are those where co-management schemes are present in a significant percentage of PA systems. This finding suggests that PAs with management agreements in place might attract more funds than those with traditional state management.

In general terms, the region demonstrates a range of models and participation schemes for both co-management and service concession activities. Most of these models and schemes do not necessarily respond to clearly identified national policies, but rather they respond to specific negotiations and agreements between high-level officials and local stakeholders. In the coming years, these specific agreements could feed into national policies and provide lessons for improving existing models.

However, in some countries of South America, political barriers still exist for these institutional arrangements. This is particularly true in the case of services concession schemes that, depending on the country, could be considered as a step toward privatization of PAs. Although concession models are common in the region for public services such as highways and airports, countries need specific legislation or procedures to apply this mechanism to PAs.

Co-management and services concessions raise questions about PAs and indigenous people. No good practices were found in the region that allow greater participation of and governance by indigenous people living inside PAs. Although Bolivia demonstrated higher sensitivity and greater participation for indigenous groups, representatives still reported as a priority the need for stronger participation schemes.

Countries with bigger financial gaps tend to have present alternative institutional arrangements, possibly reflecting recognition that co-management can help governments reduce cost burdens.

Box 4.5. Best Practice Country Examples on Co-Management

**Peru** allows NGOs to manage specific PAs that are part of the national PA system. A successful case is found in the Cordillera Azul National Park, where the NGO CIMA is in charge of this 1.35-million-hectare PA over a 20-year period. This NGO has managed to generate sufficient funds to meet basic management costs for the park.

In **Guatemala**, nearly 1 million hectares of the PA system — or almost 30 percent of the total area — are under co-management. This co-management may be between CONAP and any other institution of the central government, as well as between CONAP and municipalities, NGOs, or a combination of more than one institution.

Results by Sub-Elements of Element 4: Legal, Policy, and Regulatory Support for Alternative Institutional Arrangements for PA Management to Reduce Cost Burden to Government

i) **There are laws or policies which allow and regulate concessions for PA services:** In most countries of Mesoamerica+ — Panama, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Cuba, and the Dominican Republic — a legal framework regulates concessions for
services in PAs. However, these laws are frequently not applied, either because they are not options well known by PA site staff, as in the case of Cuba, or because no specific regulations make these laws operational, as in the case of El Salvador. This lack of application in both situations results in fewer revenue options and lower revenue levels for PAs. In South America, concessions for services are legally allowed in most countries. The most typical concessions are associated with tourism services, providing exclusive rights to manage a certain infrastructure and operate within the limits of a PA. These concession schemes are applied on a regular basis in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Peru. Concession application has been less common in Bolivia and Ecuador.

ii) **There are laws or policies which allow and regulate co-management of PAs:** All countries analyzed in Mesoamerica+, without exception, have laws and regulations that permit and regulate co-management agreements. In some countries, these mechanisms are better known as ‘administration contracts’.

In South America, almost all countries have laws that permit and regulate co-management agreements. As a result, several co-management schemes operate in Ecuador, Bolivia, Venezuela, Peru, Argentina, and Brazil.

iii) **There are laws or policies which allow and regulate local government management of PAs:** All countries in Mesoamerica+ have legal frameworks that allow local government to manage PAs. The only exception is Belize, where this type of institutional arrangement does not exist. Cuba is a particular case, where PAs are technically managed not by local governments but by local state enterprises. In South America 6 countries have legal frameworks that allow local government to manage PAs. However, policy gaps exist related to formal linkages between national PA systems and subnational ones, including municipal, communal, and private PAs. In Ecuador, one of the best managed PA — the Cajas National Park — is managed by the municipality of Cuenca. The downside to this management by a locality is that this park has a weak sense of belonging to the national system of Ecuador.

iv) **There are laws which allow, promote, and regulate private reserves:** In almost all countries of the region, with the exception of Bolivia, Argentina, Chile, Cuba, and Venezuela, private reserves are part of PA systems. However, generally for private reserves, the corresponding legal frameworks are not well developed. Guatemala has perhaps the most advanced legal framework for private reserves, which is reflected in the large number of established private reserves. Other countries with well-defined legal frameworks for private reserves are Nicaragua, Mexico, and Honduras.

### Element 5: National PA Financing Strategies

#### Regional Overview

This Element obtained one of the lower scores in this overarching Component, with an average regional score of 31 percent. Development of national financing strategies is therefore one of the main priorities and challenges for national PA systems in the region to improve financial sustainability. Only Costa Rica, Colombia, Paraguay, and Ecuador have developed national PA financing strategies. Colombia started its long-term financing strategy process almost 10 years ago, with financial support from Dutch cooperation. Increasingly, countries in the region such as Uruguay, Venezuela, and the Dominican Republic are now developing national PA financial strategies, with the support of UNDP-GEF projects.
In Costa Rica, the National System of Conservation Areas (SINAC) developed its financial strategy for the period 2004-2006. This goal was accomplished with technical and financial support through The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). Financial needs were estimated through surveys and participatory workshops with key actors in each Conservation Area. A second phase consisted of quantifying the financial resources available for SINAC, both from national and international sources and also from the public and private sectors. The financial gaps in SINAC were then estimated and specific actions were designed to improve revenues from each financial source or to reduce financial gaps.

Source: Minae, 2005.

Results by Sub-Elements of Element 5: National PA Financing Strategies

i) There are policies and/or regulations that exist for the following, which should be part of a national PA financing strategy:

Revenue generation and fee levels across PAs: In most countries, strategies for revenue generation and fee levels only exist at the PA site level, not for the whole system. Countries that report having defined strategies for revenue generation at the system level include Panama, Mexico, Colombia, Argentina, and Costa Rica. Generally, countries in the region need to strengthen their PA system strategies for fee levels based on established methodologies and protocols. This will be key to assisting countries to increase tourism-based revenues.

Criteria for allocation of PA budgets to PA sites: Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia, Bolivia, Argentina, and El Salvador report having criteria established for fund allocation between PAs. However, El Salvador reported that its allocation criteria were outdated. In other countries, current budget allocation practices are still rudimentary. Criteria to optimize budget allocations are still needed regionally at the national level.

Safeguards to ensure that revenue generation does not adversely affect conservation objectives of PAs: Most countries do not have explicit safeguards to ensure that revenue generation does not adversely affect conservation objectives of PAs. Only Costa Rica reported having these types of safeguards as part of their national PA financing strategy.

Requirements for PA management plans to include financial data or associated business plans: PA management plans in most countries are required to contain an estimated budget for execution, especially in the plans developed most recently. However, these budgets by themselves do not represent financial or business plans. Ecuador does require a chapter in every new management plan as a means to integrate financial planning with a sustainability strategy.

ii) Degree of formulation, adoption, and implementation of a national financing strategy: Processes for developing national financing strategies are, in general, more advanced in South America than in Mesoamerica+. In Mesoamerica+, only Costa Rica has a national financing strategy for PAs. The rest of the countries in this subregion do not have financing strategies and, in the best of cases, are in the process of designing them. The Dominican Republic is due to design a strategy during 2010, with the support of a UNDP-GEF project. With respect to South American countries, Bolivia and Colombia have developed national PA financing strategies, which have already been under implementation for several years. Other countries working on PA
financial sustainability for several years are Peru and Ecuador, where processes to complete national PA financial strategies are underway. The lowest scores for financial strategy planning in the South America subregion were observed in Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, and Uruguay. However, the last three countries are currently developing financial sustainability plans and strategies for their PA systems, through GEF-UNDP projects.

Venezuela is expected to complete a national financing strategy through a GEF project focused on building capacity of that national PA system.

**Box 4.7 Best Practice**

**Country Example**

**Valuation of PAs Contribution to Poverty Reduction**

Ecuador’s PA economic valuation study (2007) identified that 54,000 families living in PAs benefited directly from the goods and services generated by PAs. These direct benefits have been estimated at $1,100 per family per year, representing 71 percent of the average rural income. This means that for each dollar that the government of Ecuador invests in PAs, approximately $54 are generated as direct benefits to the most vulnerable population.

*Source: Salazar Cordova, 2007.*

**Box 4.8 Best Practice**

**Country Example**

**Valuation of PAs and Contribution to National Economy**

In 2006, the National Institute of Natural Resources (INRENA) conducted a study to determine the contribution of the PAs in Peru to the national economy. This study showed that the economic benefits of investing in PAs far exceed the costs of management. The analysis considered, primarily, the value of economic activities that benefit from the environmental services and natural resources offered by PAs. This study estimated that PAs provide $1 billion annually to the national economy in terms of water, energy, resources, scenic beauty, tourism, hydro-biological resources, agricultural production, non-timber products, and erosion control, among other goods and services.

*Source: Leon, 2007.*

**Results by Sub-Element of Element 6: Economic Valuation of PA Systems (Ecosystem Services, Tourism-Based Employment, Etc.)**

i) Economic valuation studies on the contribution of PAs to local and national development are available: Most countries reported the existence of isolated valuation exercises at the PA site level, mainly developed by universities. Most countries reported the need to strengthen capacities and methodological approaches for developing these exercises and data sets. In Mesoamerica+, no system-level economic valuation studies were found. In South America, three recent economic valuation exercises were found in Chile, Ecuador, and Peru. In Brazil, an economic valuation study is underway, developing a national methodology for the PA system and carrying out valuation work for six PAs.

ii) PA economic valuation influences government decision makers: The existing system-level economic valuation studies in the region developed for Chile, Ecuador, and Peru have all had varying degrees of influence on national decision-making and budgeting processes. Over-
all, measuring the contribution is difficult. However, stakeholders in these countries report this influence.

**Element 7: Improved Government Budgeting for PA Systems of Legal, Policy, and Regulatory Support for Improved Government Budgeting for PA Systems**

**Regional Overview**

In most countries of the region, stakeholders report an increase in fund allocation to PAs, although these increases have been undertaken without a clear idea of the financial gaps faced by PAs and PA systems. The real risk is that these additional resources will not meet the real financial needs of PAs. This mismatch between resources and needs, despite the increases in funds, is because the region, generally, still carries out financial planning based on budgetary constraints and historic patterns, with limited use of financial and cost-effectiveness management data. The average regional score obtained for this Element was 39 percent, with Cuba, Panama, Mexico, and Colombia obtaining scores of 58 percent or more. The lowest scores were obtained by Nicaragua and Venezuela, even though Venezuela also presents the highest amount of government allocation by budget funds to the PA system.

Differences exist between the Mesoamerica+ and South America subregions in terms of including threat reduction strategies in buffer zones as part of PA budgeting processes. In general, inclusion of buffer strategies is less common in South America, with only Venezuela and Bolivia having clear commitments to include buffer zone activities in their budgets. This situation occurs despite the commitment because resources are limited, with PA systems usually forced to prioritize salaries and focus on a few core activities inside of PA boundaries.

**Results by Sub-Element of Element 7: Improved Government Budgeting for PA Systems**

i) **Government policy promotes budgeting for PAs based on financial needs as determined by PA management plans:** Most countries in Mesoamerica+ declared that financial planning for their PA systems takes into account financial needs specified in PA management plans. However, countries also commonly report that PA management plans need to be updated. South American countries also experience a problem of outdated management plans, which is an important impediment to financial planning. Furthermore, PAs in South America are subject to traditional state planning, which imposes budgetary ceilings, limiting the likelihood for PAs to do planning exercises based on real needs. Colombia is a notable exception; there, PAs use planning tools that allow budgetary planning processes that better reflect PA financial needs.

ii) **PA budgets include funds to finance threat reduction strategies in buffer zones (e.g., livelihoods of communities living around the PA):** Budgets of PAs in most countries of Mesoamerica+ include actions to reduce threats originating in buffer zones of PAs. This budget item is important to establish real costs, but countries also report that this practice sometimes results in spreading the available budget over too many activities. In contrast, in a large portion of South America — with the exception of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, and Colombia — available budgets for PAs do not include funding for threat reduction in buffer areas.

iii) **Administrative (e.g., procurement) procedures facilitate budget to be spent, reducing risk of future budget cuts due to low disbursement rates:** In Mesoamerica+, most countries declare that their purchase systems have been improving, which has facilitated budget execution. However, a common complaint is that procedures for requesting and receiving disbursements are still very complex and slow, which affects budgetary execution. Countries also report insufficient capacity at the site level for effective and timely execution of funds. Practically all South American countries reported that state administrative systems constrain budgetary execution. This constraint occurs mainly when existing financial systems apply to governmental bodies in general, with very
few adjustments made for the nature of how PAs need to spend funds. To be clearer: currently, no financial systems are tailored to the specific needs of PA systems.

Box 4.9 Best Practice
Country Example

Colombia’s Budget Execution Capacity

Over the past years, budget execution in Colombia has surpassed 92 percent, which is high for the public sector. This achievement came through rigorous control of spending through procedures and specific meetings throughout the year that allow timely identification of problems. This gain has also been possible because the PA system has specific policies to tailor contractual procedures and vendor practices to the rural reality of Colombia. Over time, this superior performance has created a strong reputation for the PA system within the Ministry, allowing the system to receive more resources and take advantage of additional opportunities.

iv) Government plans to increase budget, over the long term, to reduce the PA financing gap: No countries in Mesoamerica+ have any specific plans to increase budgets based on knowledge of existing financial gaps. However, in Guatemala, a rapid estimation of financial needs for the PA system was done by CONAP, to justify before Congress a budgetary increase for fiscal year 2009. In South America, only Peru reports real plans to increase the PA system budget significantly, as part of commitments made under the Free Trade Agreement recently signed with the United States.

Results by Sub-Element of Element 8: Clearly Defined Institutional Responsibilities for Financial Management of PAs

i) Mandates of public institutions regarding PA finances are clear and agreed: Countries in Mesoamerica+, where groups of PAs are managed by different institutions, faced problems. Particularly, Guatemala and Belize struggled with the definition of institutional responsibilities for financial management of PAs. Countries with more centralized systems — for example, with only one institution in charge — faced fewer complications. The majority of countries in this subregion obtained scores of more than 33 percent, with Costa Rica and Honduras obtaining scores of 100 percent. Nicaragua, however, scored zero for this element: Workshop participants considered that Nicaragua has no clear institutional mandates with respect to PA financial management, particularly, in the case of co-management, where the government had almost no intervention in financial terms. In South America, all countries obtained scores of more than 33 percent, with Brazil and Argentina obtaining scores of 100 percent. The main conflict reported over institutional responsibilities in this subregion was between PA systems and national tourism authorities. One conflict area concerned establishing fee levels and retaining generated revenues. Ecuador presents a complex case because financial and administrative management has been decentralized, resulting in very poor control from the central level over site-level financial management.

Element 8: Clearly Defined Institutional Responsibilities for Financial Management of PAs

Regional Overview

In LAC, many PA systems have multiple ministries and institutions with management and financial responsibilities. This situation carries the risk of complication, with some institutions not receiving sufficient funding to comply with their management responsibilities. However, the region has relatively well-defined institutional arrangements for PA financial management, with this element obtaining the highest regional average score within the governance framework component (57 percent). Eleven countries obtained scores of 67 percent or above; four of those obtained a score of 100 percent. Countries that scored lower typically had many institutions involved in PA system management or had conflicts between institutions in charge of the PA system. Complicating the picture are external institutions such as the tourism ministries, which are mentioned often when referring to conflicts of competencies.
Element 9: Well-Defined Staffing Requirements, Profiles, and Incentives at Site and System Levels

Regional Overview

Throughout the region, stakeholders report that PAs are understaffed, particularly in the number of staff with adequate capacity for financial planning and management (see Table 4.2). The average regional score for this Element was only 35 percent. Cuba, Colombia, and Bolivia were the only countries that obtained scores above the 50 percent mark. Financial expertise is usually limited to a small group located in the central offices of PA systems, which are in charge of complying with basic public expenditure policies such as financial audits. At site levels, few incentives encourage PA managers to be more proactive in seeking revenue-generating opportunities. One strong disincentive is that revenues go to a central account and are not necessarily returned to the PAs that generated them.

Results by Sub-element of Element 9: Well-Defined Staffing Requirements, Profiles, and Incentives at Site and System Levels

i) Central level has sufficient economists and economic planners to improve financial sustainability of the system: All across the region, few staff members possess knowledge and experience in economics, finances, and marketing. PA trust fund staff members often possess these kinds of skill profiles, which may be an opportunity to complement governmental capacities for financial and economic analysis.

ii) There is an organizational structure (e.g., a dedicated unit) with sufficient authority and coordination to properly manage the finances of the PA system: A slight majority of countries in Mesoamerica+ (Panama, El Salvador, Mexico, Costa Rica, and Honduras) reported having adequate organizational structures for financial management of their PA systems, usually consisting of a financial management and planning unit for the PA system. However, most countries also mention that these units typically do not have enough economists or personnel specialized in financial planning. Therefore, these units may address day-to-day operational needs, but they do not have capacity for strategic planning. A similar situation applies to PA systems in South America, where systems typically have financial management units but also report a shortage of economists or staff specialized in financial planning. Although the Ministries of Environment of Colombia, Argentina, and Peru have teams exclusively dedicated to environmental and natural resource economics, these teams are not part of the PA system organizational structure.

iii) At the regional and PA site level there is sufficient professional capacity to promote fi-

Figure 4.3. Scorecard Results: Average Scores on the Three Components by Region and Subregion

Data for year 2003: UNEP 2003, Current State of the Natural Protected Areas of Latin America and the Caribbean. Data for year 2008: Facilitated by the national teams that supported the Scorecard application.
Financial sustainability at site level: PA systems of Mesoamerica+, in the terms of reference documentation, typically stipulate that PA manager responsibilities address cost-effective management practices and, in some cases, income generation. However, job descriptions may not be that clear or specific about duties and requirements for financial management practices, cost-effectiveness of programmes, and revenue generation activities. Some countries, such as Guatemala and Honduras, also indicate that site managers lack capacity to adequately perform these functions. With respect to South America, in Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela, and Bolivia, PA managers have direct responsibility for obtaining and managing financial resources. In Argentina, responsibilities are split between those charged with obtaining funds and those responsible for managing fund expenditures. In Peru, PA site managers can obtain funds in practice, but this responsibility is not specified in their terms of reference.

iv) PA site manager responsibilities include financial management, cost-effectiveness, and revenue generation: In Mesoamerica+ no established incentives motivate PA managers to promote the financial sustainability of their areas. To the contrary, revenues produced by PAs go either to the PA system or to the public treasury; there is no guarantee that revenues will be reinvested in the PAs that generated them. An exception to this practice is Mexico, where all PA revenues that go to the National Treasury are earmarked to return to the PAs that generated them. In South America, PAs that generate greater revenues are also considered priorities for resource allocation, although this practice is usually not guaranteed by written policy or procedure. Ecuador has recently approved a new policy that allows PAs to retain 50 percent of self-generated revenues, with the remaining portion to be shared with the rest of the PA system.

v) Performance assessment of PA site managers includes assessment of sound financial planning, revenue generation, fee collection, and cost-effective management: Across the entire region, performance assessments of PA managers generally do not include criteria to evaluate performance in financial planning or income generation.

vi) There is auditing capacity for PA finances: Countries in general have sound financial auditing capacities for their PA systems, because these conditions are required by basic public expenditure policy applicable to all public entities. However, auditing capacities are not found within PA system management structures, because specialized bodies from the central government are in charge of these audits.

vii) PA managers have the possibility to budget and plan for the long term (e.g., over five years): PA managers have the possibility of doing long-term plans. These plans are typically in the form of PA management plans (usually 5 years duration), which also include cost estimates (budgets) for their implementation.

Component 2: Business Planning and Tools for Cost-Effective Management

Introduction of the Scorecard Elements of Component 2

Financial planning, accounting, and business planning are important tools for cost-effective management of PAs, when undertaken on a regular and systematic basis. Effective financial planning requires accurate knowledge not only of revenues but also of expenditure levels, patterns, and investment requirements to better reflect management priorities and address major threats to biodiversity conservation. Options for balancing costs and revenues in PAs should include equal consideration of revenue increases for better PA management and cost control at PA sites. Good financial planning enables PA managers to make strategic financial decisions, such as allocating spending to match management priorities, identifying appropriate cost reductions, and anticipating potential cash flow problems. Improved planning can also help PA stakeholders raise more funds. When PAs are managed according to strong programmes undergirded by sound fiscal practices, donors and governments feel confident that their funds will be invested effectively in the PA system.

Component 2 of the Scorecard takes the broad notion of financial planning — concern about the income/expenditure balance — down to the specific practices and tasks of business planning. In most PAs, the business planning process proceeds in a two-step manner. First, business plans analyze and identify the financial gap in PA operations. Second, based on the gap information, business plans present opportunities for PA authorities to close or mitigate that gap through operational cost efficiencies or revenue generation schemes. Some countries, however, have different operational definitions and methodologies for business plans. Some countries still may only carry out financial analysis procedures, without full business plan protocols at this time.
Box 4.10 Financial and Business Planning

Financial planning underpins the cost and revenue elements. Financial planning is the activity of comparing costs and expenditures to available funds over time. This planning balance is important to bridge the gap between supply (revenues/budget) and demand (costs), providing predictability to site and system by smoothing funding fluctuations. Such planning should be done both at the system network level and at all sites. Financial planning should be viewed as the basis of a business plan, which strategizes how the identified funds will be secured. Business plans can also be the source of financial reporting from sites feeding information into system-level reporting mechanisms. Reporting on expenditures and results of investments in PAs will be important to show the cost-effectiveness of PA management and the value in government budget allocations to improve PA management.

Regional Performance and Key Findings for Component 2: Business Planning and Tools for Cost-Effective Management

Overview

The average performance of the LAC region in the business planning component (Component 2) was 32 percent. The majority of countries performed poorly in this Scorecard component, reflecting a generalized absence of business planning tools at site and system levels. Countries showing highest performance in this component (greater than 50 percent) were Cuba, Mexico, Colombia, Argentina, and Bolivia, with Colombia showing the greatest relative strength.

Figure 4.9 shows the scores obtained when the five elements under the business planning component are combined. These scores by Component 2 are from the 20 countries in Mesoamerica+ and South America that completed Part II of the Scorecard. Figure 4.10 arranges this same information by sub-region, in two related graphics.
Element 1 – PA site-level management and business planning
(i) Quality of PA management plans used (based on conservation objectives, management needs, and costs based on cost-effective analysis).
(ii) PA management plans are used at PA sites across the PA system.
(iii) Business plans, based on standard formats and linked to PA management plans and conservation objectives, are developed across the PA system.
(iv) Business plans are implemented across the PA system (degree of implementation measured by achievement of objectives).
(v) Business plans for PAs contribute to system-level planning and budgeting.
(vi) Costs of implementing management and business plans are monitored and contribute to cost-effective guidance and financial performance reporting.

Element 2 - Operational, transparent, and useful accounting and auditing systems
(i) There is a transparent and coordinated cost (operational and investment) accounting system functioning for the PA system.
(ii) Revenue-tracking systems for each PA in place and operational.
(iii) There is a system so that the accounting data contributes to system-level planning and budgeting.

Element 3 - Systems for monitoring and reporting on financial management performance
(i) All PA revenues and expenditures are fully and accurately reported by PA authorities to stakeholders.
(ii) Financial returns on tourism-related investments are measured and reported, where possible (e.g., track increase in visitor revenues before and after establishment of a visitor centre).
(iii) A monitoring and reporting system is in place to show how and why funds are allocated across PA sites and the central PA authority.
(iv) A reporting and evaluation system is in place to show how effectively PAs use their available finances (i.e., disbursement rate and cost-effectiveness) to achieve management objectives.

Element 4 - Methods for allocating funds across individual PA sites
(i) National PA budget is allocated to sites based on agreed and appropriate criteria (e.g., size, threats, needs, performance, etc.).
(ii) Funds raised by co-managed PAs do not reduce government budget allocations where funding gaps still exist.

Element 5 - Training and support networks to enable PA managers to operate more cost-effectively
(i) Guidance on cost-effective management developed and being used by PA managers.
(ii) Inter-PA site-level network exists for PA managers to share information with each other on their costs, practices, and impacts.
(iii) Operational and investment cost comparisons between PA sites complete, available, and being used to track PA manager performance.
(iv) Monitoring and learning systems of cost-effectiveness are in place and feed into system management policy and planning.
(v) PA site managers are trained in financial management and cost-effective management.
(vi) PA financing system facilitates PAs to share costs of common practices with each other and with PA headquarters.
CHAPTER 4

The elements of business planning yield useful information for policy making: Addressing financial gaps is affordable for governments in the region: Basic management costs could be met if the annual government allocation to PA budgets in the region increases by a factor of 3, to cover the existing annual financing gap of $314 million (excluding Venezuela). This is the average factor, derived from the 18 countries reporting their funding gaps; However, the range of factors by individual country is considerable. Country governments allocate only a small fraction of their financial resources to PAs: first, only 1 percent of total national environmental budgets are allotted to PAs, and second, just 0.006 percent of GDP, on average, in the region. Closing these financing gaps, at even the basic level, seems entirely feasible and affordable for governments. Closing these financing gaps can help ensure sound PA management.

See Figure 4.11 for a regional take on the five elements of business planning. The highest scores achieved concerned Element 4 of Component 2: methods for resource allocation, accounting, and auditing systems. Among the lowest-scoring elements is PA site-level management and business planning (Element 1). This result for Element 1 reflects the relatedness of management plans to business plans. Business planning simply cannot occur when a PA lacks a management plan. This finding is noteworthy: a majority of PAs in the region lack a management plan. Even when management/planning tools exist in a PA, these tools are usually not used, due to the limited resources to implement them and the generalized lack of a planning culture for PA management.

Furthermore, the particular challenge embodied in Element 1 presents a certain complexity since the Element calls for integrating traditional tools and practices from the conservation sector, such as management plans, with new approaches and tools borrowed from the private sector, such as business planning and cost-effective management practices.

The main findings for each of the five elements of Component 2 are described by country in Table 4.3. Additional details on these five elements by sub-element are discussed in Key Findings.

Key Findings for the Region by Elements of Component 2: Business Planning and Tools for Cost-Effective Management

- PA site-level management and business planning: Most countries in the region do not have financial sustainability plans for their PAs. Furthermore, many PA authorities understand these plans to be limited only to budgets attached to these management plans. In many countries, PA authorities do not have a clear understanding of what a financial plan or a business plan entails; in several countries, distrust over the term “business” exists. “Business” is often associated with privatization and carries a negative connotation. In the few countries with developed business plans at the PA level, implementation of these tools proved to be difficult, especially due to the absence of human resources capable of moving these local processes of PA financing forward. Countries are not yet integrating their management plans and annual operational plans with management effectiveness and financial planning. Instead, these business tools are considered as parallel processes and implemented separately, with little interaction and coordination between the different actors involved. Again, this situation reflects the low level of interaction between PA managers and finance system administrators.

- Operational, transparent, and useful accounting and auditing systems: This element had the highest scores (45 percent) in Component 2. Slightly more countries in Mesoamerica+ than in South America are considered to have good accounting systems in PAs. In general, PAs use the same accounting and auditing systems that operate in a country for the public sector as a whole, rather than accounting systems specially tailored for PA needs. Accounting and auditing systems are still not addressing adequately the specific needs of PA data collection and analysis required for proper PA financial planning. These current systems frequently do not include all financial sources, especially those from international cooperation.

What is a business plan?

A PA Business Plan is a plan that analyzes and identifies the financial gap in PA operations, and presents opportunities to mitigate that gap through operational cost efficiencies or revenue generation schemes. A business plan does not refer to specialized business plans for specific concession services within a PA. Each country may have its own definition and methodology for business plans or may only carry out financial analysis and, hence, may need to adapt the questions accordingly.
• Systems for monitoring and reporting on financial management performance: In general terms, monitoring systems can track expenditures, especially in non-decentralized PA systems, but countries are still far from using this data for management decisions. For example, when data exists from adequate tracking measures, the next steps may not occur, like analyzing cost-effectiveness and assessing the return on investments in PAs. Countries with a higher dependence on international cooperation present better reporting and monitoring systems. This finding suggests that countries depending largely on governmental budgets have fewer requirements for solid accountability and performance monitoring systems.

• Methods for allocating funds across individual PA sites: This element had the highest score (45 percent) in Component 2. However, performance across countries in the region was quite varied, with five countries

---

**Figure 4.9. Scorecard Results for Component 2 in all 20 Countries (Scores expressed as percentage of maximum possible score)**

**Figure 4.10. Scorecard Results for Component 2 in Countries of Mesoamerica+ (left) and South America (right) (Scores expressed as percentage of maximum possible score)**
Figure 4.11. Results of Component 2: Business Planning and Tools for Cost-effective Management: Results by Average of 20 Countries in LAC Region

Table 4.3. Component 2: Business Planning and Tools for Cost-effective Management: Results by Elements and Countries (scores expressed as percentage of maximum possible score)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELEMENTS</th>
<th>MESOAMERICA+</th>
<th>SOUTH AMERICA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1. PA site-level management and business planning</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2. Operational, transparent and useful accounting and auditing systems</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3. Systems for monitoring and reporting on financial management performance</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4. Methods for allocating funds across individual PA sites</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5. Training and support networks to operate more cost-effectively</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Component 2 (% of maximum possible)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
obtaining a score of 100 percent and seven countries with scores of 0 percent. In general, most countries in the region have not fully established specific criteria for fund allocation across individual sites, nor do these countries have systematic procedures for making this allocation. Within this element, the highest-scoring countries of Argentina, Colombia, and Bolivia reported a number of practices and procedures that facilitate the technical allocation of resources even though systematic methods are not yet in place. These highest-scoring counties often have fund allocation criteria but lack a robust process for allocation characterized by standard procedures.

- Training and support networks to enable PA managers to operate more cost-effectively: Training and support was the element with the lowest average score in the region (22 percent). A large majority of countries in the region obtained scores of less than 30 percent. In general, no PA-specific tools have been developed in the region to support cost-effective management. Likewise, very few training opportunities exist in cost-effective operation for PA managers, since financial topics are usually not included in official training programmes for PA staff.

According to the scores achieved by these elements, the countries most likely to provide support for this specific business planning component are Colombia, Argentina, Cuba, and Mexico. Countries more likely to need support and advice are Nicaragua, Chile, and Uruguay. These countries demonstrated a need for business planning aspects that will require regional and international supportive processes.

Results by Elements in COMPONENT 2: Business Planning and Tools for Cost-Effective Management

Element 1: PA Site-Level Management and Business Planning

Regional Overview

Most countries in the region do not have business plans for their PAs. Planning is often limited to preparing a budget to be included in the PA management plans. In many countries, PA authorities and staff often do not understand clearly what a financial plan or a business plan entails. The regional average for this element is 28 percent, with only three countries obtaining a score above 50 percent. Financial and business plans that exist in the region should be considered as first-generation tools for PA management. Furthermore, these tools are new to most staff and decision makers in the conservation sector, because the vast majority of PA professionals possess science backgrounds and are usually not prepared for or comfortable with financial and business planning tools and procedures. The results in Element 1 show that financial and business planning for PAs is at a very preliminary stage, with a clear need to improve significantly these practices across the region.

In countries that have developed these planning tools at the PA level — such as Panama, Peru, Nicaragua, and Ecuador — implementing such plans has proven to be difficult given barriers at the national system level and in the lack of capacity at site levels in these countries to implement the plans.

Results by Sub-Element in Element 1: PA Site-Level Management and Business Planning

i) PA management plans are used at PA sites across the PA system: The use of management plans is common practice at all PA systems of the region, although only a small percentage of PAs have updated management plans. Colombia has a high number of PAs with current management plans, all prepared with the in-house technical capacity of the National Parks Authority.

ii) Business plans, based on standard formats and linked to PA management plans and conservation objectives, are developed across the PA system: PA business plans are still very uncommon; however, a number of cases where PAs include business plans in their models can be found across the region. In most of these cases, business plans were developed as a component of donor projects. Brazil, Colombia, and Ecuador reported that their new management plans are already starting to incorporate financial analysis. Cuba reports that its PA management plans also include business plans. However, these Cuban PA business plans are not business plans as defined in the Scorecard; rather, they are financial plans, because they only include estimations of the financial needs for the sites but exclude a funding strategy to close the financial gaps. Countries where pilot business plans were applied, such as Ecuador and Panama, still need better and more standardized methodologies to make the plans more useful. During the national workshops, some countries, such as Bolivia and Venezuela, expressed apprehension at the concept of business planning because this tool was perceived to relate to privatization of resources within PAs.
iii) **Business plans are implemented across the PA system:** In some countries, individual PA sites maintain business plans, but these plans have rarely been implemented. Mexico is the only country that reports applying business plans in all PAs. In South America, few countries report the experiences of applying business plans to PA needs.

iv) **Business plans for PAs contribute to system-level planning and budgeting:** In Mesoamerica+, only Mexico and Cuba reported that PA business plans contribute to system-level planning and budgeting. In South America, only Colombia reported that PA site-level business plans contribute to the system level.

v) **Costs of implementing management and business plans are monitored and contribute to cost-effective guidance and financial performance reporting:** In Mesoamerica+, the only countries that reported monitoring the implementation of their PA business plans were Mexico and Cuba. In South America, only Colombia reports monitoring the cost of implementing management and business plans. Monitoring in Colombia is done on a monthly basis to verify if financial resources are being used efficiently; however, Colombia also acknowledges a lack of information to monitor adequately the cost-effectiveness of investments made in PAs.

**Element 2: Operational, Transparent, and Useful Accounting and Auditing Systems**

**Regional Overview**

Element 2, along with Element 4, obtained the highest average score in the business planning component. Argentina obtained the best score in the region, with 100 percent, while Nicaragua and Uruguay obtained 0 percent. Slightly more countries in Mesoamerica+ than in South America reported good accounting systems.

In general, PAs use the same accounting and auditing systems that operate for the public sector in a country as a whole, rather than tailoring accounting systems especially for PA needs.

Although, in general terms, public sector accounting and auditing systems have improved in the region, these systems do not address the specific data and analysis required for healthy PA financial planning. Moreover, these accounting and auditing systems frequently do not include all financial sources, especially those from international cooperation (public and private). The complexity of conservation mechanisms also does not fit with these existing public sector systems. For example, the vast majority of countries could not present financial breakdowns for marine and terrestrial PAs, for private PAs that count as part of the system, or even for those under co-management agreements.

**Results by Sub-Element of Element 2: Operational, Transparent, and Useful Accounting and Auditing Systems**

i) **There is a transparent and coordinated cost (operational and investment) accounting system functioning for the PA system:** In Mesoamerica+, Costa Rica, Cuba, El Salvador, Mexico, and the Dominican Republic reported having strong cost accounting systems, although these countries also acknowledge that deficiencies exist in availability of information from different financial resources. This means that these cost accounting systems have trouble tracking across the type of resource: government budgeted funds, funds by type from international cooperation, revenues from site-based activities, etc. The rest of the countries in the region manage the finances of their PA systems under standard governmental accounting systems. In both South America and Mesoamerica+, high scores obtained for this sub-element might respond primarily to the existence of national accounting and reporting systems used by the public sector, rather than strategies or policies specifically targeted to supporting the financial sustainability of the PAs. In South America, the countries of Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru have accounting systems that provide specific information at the PA site level. In Venezuela and Ecuador the accounting information is managed in a decentralized manner; no national system centralizes and monitors specific allocations to each PA. In Colombia, initiatives exist to provide access to financial information at site and system levels, but users experience problems with systematizing information.

A common problem reported in this sub-element is the inadequate or even total lack of access that individual PA sites have to financial information collected at central levels but not returned to the sites. This information block is due to a lack of ef-
icient communication channels. In some cases, financial management is centralized to such a degree that not even the administration offices of the PA systems — let alone the PA sites — manage financial resources. This information problem identified by this sub-element suggests a strong need for accounting systems designed to address PA-specific needs both at site and system levels. Furthermore, these site- and system-level-responsive accounting systems should generate reports to different users, such as PA managers, governmental officials, and donors.

ii) **Revenue-tracking systems for each PA in place and operational**: All countries in Mesoamerica+ declare having systems for monitoring PA revenues, with Nicaragua the only exception. However, differences are noted in revenue monitoring between countries, with the quality and effectiveness of these systems being somewhat questionable. For example, although Honduras established mechanisms to monitor revenues at the system level, these mechanisms are not in place for individual sites. Belize reports having very good revenue tracking systems for its Marine Reserves, but these monitoring systems are less developed in the case of its National Parks. Similarly, in South America the systems of each country are different, with varying degrees of effectiveness. Peru reports tracking all revenues collected at sites by PA management, although some PAs do not report revenues collected by local communities. In Colombia, Ecuador, and Venezuela, revenue-tracking systems are not automated, thereby slowing the rendering of accounts. Argentina reports a tracking system but indicates that some improvements are needed. Only Uruguay does not have a revenue-tracking system.

iii) **There is a system so that the accounting data contributes to system-level planning and budgeting**: In Mesoamerica+, accounting data in general contributes to planning and development of budgets at the site level, with the exception of Nicaragua, Guatemala, and Honduras, where accounting data does not contribute to planning. Argentina, Venezuela, and Colombia reported the application of interesting practices in which different technical offices are involved in budget development or in allocation of resources to PAs. These practices are often the result of personal initiatives from professionals and authorities, but they have not been incorporated into institutional procedures. Almost all countries in the region reported that existing accounting systems only include government budgets. This means that accounting systems are frequently uncoordinated and unaligned with resources from international cooperation or PAs trust funds.

### Element 3: Systems for Monitoring and Reporting on Financial Management Performance

#### Regional Overview

In general, monitoring systems track expenditures, especially in non-decentralized PA systems, but countries are still far from using this financial data for management and decision-making purposes. Management based on accounting and financial information looks strategically ahead, analyzing the cost-effectiveness of programmes and assessing the return of investments in PAs. The average score for this element in the region was 28 percent, with Cuba, Panama, and Colombia obtaining the highest scores. Two countries in Mesoamerica+ obtained scores of zero, while two in South America obtained scores of less than 10 percent. No country yet reports on the financial return of investments in PAs. Another condition that needs attention concerns the lack of systematic monitoring of expenditure and programme effectiveness. Countries such as Colombia and Argentina have the information and capacities to perform these analyses, but these practices are not yet integrated into day-to-day PA activities. Countries with more assistance from international cooperation have higher scores for this element. This finding suggests that these countries develop more accurate reporting and monitoring systems that contribute to evidence-based management practices because of the need to be accountable to donors.

#### Results by Sub-Element for Element 3: Systems for Monitoring and Reporting on Financial Management Performance

i) **All PA revenues and expenditures are fully and accurately reported by PA authorities to stakeholders**: In Mesoamerica+, several countries have acknowledged deficiencies in monitoring and reporting revenues and expenses in PA systems. For instance, in Guatemala, the accounting system of CONAP does not include information from PAs
managed by other institutions. Similar cases are found in Nicaragua and Belize. The monitoring and reporting systems for PA revenues and expenditures in Cuba are reported to be quite satisfactory; however, the CNAP in charge of supervising the PA system in Cuba has access only to financial information of the PAs that it manages directly. In South America, countries identify government procedures for reporting and monitoring public expenditures in all of the countries, although only Bolivia has a specific procedure for reporting financial information to PA management committees. Notably no other country in the subregion systematically shares financial information with different PA stakeholders. In the best cases, PA financial information is presented and discussed internally or with other authorities. Venezuela, Colombia, and Argentina mention that this information is strictly given only upon request, although in Colombia financial data is published on a government website.

ii) Financial returns on tourism-related investments are measured and reported, where possible (e.g., track increase in visitor revenues before and after establishment of a visitor centre): In the majority of countries of Mesoamerica+, financial returns from tourism-related investments in PAs are not measured or reported, with the exception of Costa Rica, Panama, and Cuba. In South America, a few countries, namely Venezuela, Argentina, and Colombia, track the impact of particular investments in PAs, based primarily on the flow of visitors. Analysis is not undertaken on the financial return of these investments to improve decisions on how and where to place capital investments for Venezuela, Argentina, and Colombia.

iii) A monitoring and reporting system is in place to show how funds are allocated across PA sites and the central PA authority: Monitoring of fund allocation to PAs is still in the earliest stages in most countries of Mesoamerica+, except in Costa Rica. This same finding applies to South America, with the exception of Colombia, which reports monitoring on a monthly basis to ensure the total use of funds by the end of the year. Ecuador reports having allocation criteria such as giving priority to new PAs, but no system monitors the application of such criteria. Venezuela reports a similar situation, where funds are allocated based on priorities agreed upon during financial planning, although a monitoring or reporting procedure is not in place. In Peru, monitoring of budget expenditures is undertaken quarterly, but no clear criteria were mentioned for how these funds are allocated among PAs; rather, allocation is based on historical expenditure.

iv) A reporting and evaluation system is in place to show how effectively PAs use their available finances (i.e., disbursement rate and cost-effectiveness) to achieve management objectives: This particular sub-element was among the lowest component scores across both subregions. Most countries lack tools to monitor the effectiveness of expenditure across the PA systems and, indeed, to gauge what is cost-effective. Countries are not yet integrating their management plans and operative annual plans with management effectiveness evaluation and financial planning.

Element 4: Methods for Allocating Funds across Individual PA Sites

Regional Overview

Element 4, along with Element 2, obtained the highest score in the business planning component (45 percent). However, performance among the countries was quite varied. Five countries obtained a score of 100 percent, and seven countries obtained scores of 0 percent. In general, most countries in the region have not established specific criteria for fund allocation across individual PA sites, nor do they have any systematic procedure for doing so.

Results by Sub-Elements in Element 4: Methods for Allocating Funds across Individual PA Sites

i) National PA budget is allocated to sites based on agreed and appropriate criteria (e.g., size, threats, needs, performance, etc.): Countries of Mesoamerica+, in general, lack well-defined criteria to allocate funds to individual sites. Exceptions are Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, and Panama, where established criteria exist based on ecological gap analysis and rationalization reports, among others. In South America, possibly the best-structured procedures and the most participatory processes are found in Argentina.
and Colombia. In both countries, resources are allocated with the participation of different institutional levels and based on the implementation of management plans.

ii) Funds raised by co-managed PAs do not reduce government budget allocations where funding gaps still exist: Regarding the government funds allocated to PAs under co-management schemes, most countries in Mesoamerica+ reported that the size of this allocation was not affected by increases in revenue obtained by co-managers for PAs. In Nicaragua, this element was not applicable, since the state does not allocate any budget to co-managed areas, regardless of whether the area generates revenues or not.

In South America, governments generally tend to reduce allocations in PAs that are already attended to by other co-management partners. Co-managers usually indicate they do not have enough site-level tools or political support to generate revenues; in some cases, this situation results in these PAs competing with the government for funding.

Element: Training and Support Networks to Enable PA Managers to Operate More Cost-Effectively

Regional Overview

This element had the lowest average score across the region in the business planning component. Only Mexico and Colombia obtained scores above 50 percent. The majority of countries in the region obtained scores of less than 30 percent. In general, no PA-specific tools to support cost-effective management were reported. Moreover, no technical coordination is commonplace between institutions and individuals specialized in management effectiveness and those working in financial sustainability. Similarly, very few training opportunities in cost-effective operation are available for PA managers, because financial topics are usually not included in official training programmes for central and site level staff.

Results by Sub-Element for Element 5: Training and Support Networks to Enable PA Managers to Operate More Cost-Effectively

i) Guidance on cost-effective management developed and being used by PA managers: The majority of PA systems of Mesoamerica+ do not apply cost-effective management guidelines, except in the cases of Cuba and Mexico. Cuba, however, mentions that these directives are still not very effective. Mexico enjoys a catalogue of goods and services at the federal government level, which helps keep acquisition and contracting procedures transparent. However, the downside is that these procedures also become less efficient and more expensive, because they are applied equally government-wide. Management activities in most PAs, including Mexico, have a specificity to which the catalogue of tools does not necessarily respond. In general, the main guidelines reported in South America to ensure cost-effective management are linked with the standard processes of government acquisition in each country; no PA-specific tools have been identified.

ii) Inter-PA site-level network exists for PA managers to share information with each other on their costs, practices, and impacts: Learning networks in PA systems of Mesoamerica+ are not very well developed, with comparisons of operations and costs between PAs seldom made. In South America, Venezuela and Colombia have training centres for PA system staff. The curricula of these training centres include some principles of financial planning. In almost all countries of this subregion, these learning networks exist informally and are activated primarily during meetings and special events or, in some cases, using the radio (at the site level).

iii) Operational and investment cost comparisons between PA sites complete, available, and being used to track PA manager performance: Opportunities in the region to share information and good financial practices between administrators are informal and depend on the personal initiative of PA managers. However, in Colombia and Argentina, stakeholders reported that issues related to financial resources normally generate attention, promoting an informal exchange of information between PA managers.

iv) Monitoring and learning systems of cost-effectiveness are in place and feed into system management policy and planning: No countries in Mesoamerica+ have monitoring and learning systems on cost-effectiveness. In South America,
Peru reported an initiative underway to incorporate staff with management background into the PA teams. In Ecuador, ten of the PAs that receive funding from the National Environmental Fund have incorporated an accountant into their teams.

v) **PA site managers are trained in financial management and cost-effective management:** In general, PA managers of Mesoamerica+ do not receive training in financial management and cost-effective management; in the best case, PA managers have attended courses sporadically, somewhat related to this professional area. Likewise, in South America, very few initiatives build capacity for staff in sustainable finance. Park ranger schools in Venezuela and Argentina have not incorporated cost-effectiveness and business planning into the curriculum. An excellent recommendation given during the workshops was to create a school of PA managers or administrators, in which management skills could be strengthened and where practical tools could be developed for cost-effective management.

vi) **PA financing system facilitates PAs to share costs of common practices with each other and with PA headquarters:** Countries in Mesoamerica+ and South America usually share costs for resources such as satellite images, training events, and other capacity-building activities. Scale economies are often pursued and are applied particularly at the regional level if there is more than one PA within a region.

**COMPONENT 3: Tools for Revenue Generation by Protected Areas**

**Introduction of Scorecard Elements for Tools for Revenue Generation by Protected Areas**

PA systems should be able to attract and take advantage of all existing and potential revenue mechanisms within the context of their overall management priorities. PA systems should also diversify their revenue sources to reduce vulnerability to external shocks and to dependency on limited and varying government budgets.

---

**Box 4.11 Revenue Options**

Many sources of financing for PAs are possible, in addition to governmental budget allocations. These sources listed here are primarily site-based revenues but can also include earmarked national taxation-based revenue (e.g., national departure tax). Some of these revenue options at site and network levels include the following:

- Fees/charges/taxes to be applied for a variety of tourism-based activities based on the value of the resources being visited
- Concession fees for the rights to operate businesses within PAs
- Concession fees for non-forest goods extraction within PAs
- Fines and penalties for illegal activities within PAs
- Fees/charges/taxes to be applied for a variety of industry-based activities (e.g., aquaculture) based on the value of resources being impacted
- Fees/charges/taxes/royalties applied to goods being extracted from a PA (e.g., NTFPs, hydrocarbons, etc.)
- Dedicated taxes from petroleum extraction, gasoline consumption, restaurants, and hotel operations
- Merchandising of products (e.g., organic agriculture, souvenirs, etc.)
- New charges levied to recover the cost of providing support services
- Environmental service payments (PES), particularly hydrological
- Voluntary donations
- International funds – fundraising, debt-for-nature swaps, donor projects
- Revenues from climate change – carbon sequestration, reducing natural disasters, etc.

The scoring is based on the following seven elements and sub-elements important for revenue generation.
SCORING FOR THE BUSINESS PLANNING COMPONENT (COMPONENT 2) OF THE SCORECARD IS BASED ON THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS:

Element 1 - Number and variety of revenue sources used across the PA system
   (i)  An up-to-date analysis of revenue options for the country complete and available including feasibility studies.
   (ii)  There is a diverse set of sources and mechanisms, generating funds for the PA system.
   (iii)  PAs are operating revenue mechanisms that generate positive net revenues (greater than annual operating costs and over long-term payback initial investment cost).
   (iv)  PAs enable local communities to generate revenues, resulting in reduced threats to the PAs.

Element 2 - Setting and establishment of user fees across the PA system
   (i)  A system-wide strategy and action plan for user fees is complete and adopted by government.
   (ii)  The national tourism industry and Ministry are supportive and are partners in the PA user fee system and programmes.
   (iii)  Tourism-related infrastructure investment is proposed and developed for PA sites across the network based on analysis of revenue potential and return on investment.
   (iv)  Where tourism is promoted, PA managers can demonstrate maximum revenue while not threatening PA conservation objectives.
   (v)  Non-tourism user fees are applied and generate additional revenue.

Element 3 - Effective fee collection systems
   (i)  System-wide guidelines for fee collection are complete and approved by PA authorities.
   (ii)  Fee collection systems are being implemented at PA sites in a cost-effective manner.
   (iii)  Fee collection systems are monitored, evaluated, and acted upon.
   (iv)  PA visitors are satisfied with the professionalism of fee collection and the services provided.

Element 4 - Communication strategies to increase public awareness about the rationale for revenue generation mechanisms
   (i)  Communication campaigns for the public about tourism fees, conservation taxes, etc. are widespread and high-profile at national level.
   (ii)  Communication campaigns for the public about PA fees are in place at PA site level.

Element 5 - Operational PES schemes for PAs
   (i)  A system-wide strategy and action plan for PES is complete and adopted by government.
   (ii)  Pilot PES schemes at select PA sites developed.
   (iii)  Operational performance of pilots is monitored, evaluated, and reported.
   (iv)  Scale-up of PES across the PA system is underway.

Element 6 - Concessions operating within PAs
   (i)  A system-wide strategy and implementation action plan is complete and adopted by government for concessions.
   (ii)  Concession opportunities are operational at pilot PA sites.
   (iii)  Operational performance (environmental and financial) of pilots is monitored, evaluated, reported, and acted upon.
   (iv)  Scale-up of concessions across the PA system is underway.

Element 7 - PA training programmes on revenue generation mechanisms
   (i)  Training courses run by the government and other competent organizations for PA managers on revenue mechanisms and financial administration.
Regional Performance and Key Findings for COMPONENT 3: Tools for Revenue Generation by PAs

The tools for revenue generation, analyzed by Component 3 of the Scorecard, obtained the lowest average regional score of the three components (30 percent). Although tourist entrance fees operate at site levels all across the region, these schemes have various degrees of sophistication and arrangement. Therefore, the low scores in this component indicate the need for continued support of PA systems for revenue generation. The analysis suggests a specific need for (i) implementing a more strategic approach to fee setting across the system, (ii) applying widely many new revenue generation options, and (iii) strengthening the associated communication and marketing strategies.

Across the region this component (Component 3) generated considerable differences between country scores (Figure 4.12). Only Costa Rica and Colombia obtained a score above 50 percent. Out of the 20 countries assessed, 11 had scores below 30 percent, with Nicaragua, Paraguay, and Uruguay scoring 10 percent or less. Uruguay is addressing this revenue component through a current GEF project. Bolivia scored less than 30 percent, in contrast with its performance in the other two components, where this country was among countries with the highest scores.

Figure 4.12 shows the average scores obtained in each of the seven elements under this revenue generation component. Figure 4.13 also shows the averages of the 20 countries in Mesoamerica+ and South America that completed Part II of the Financial Scorecard. The highest scoring element of this revenue component was “Number and variety of revenue sources used in PA systems”; the lowest scoring element was “Communication strategies to increase public awareness about the rationale for revenue generation mechanisms” (see Figure 4.14). This finding is compelling: the element for “setting and establishment of user fees across the PA system” showed a high positive correlation with revenue generation, suggesting that these fees can contribute significantly to overall PA revenues.

Key Findings about the Elements of Component 3: Tools for Revenue Generation by PAs

Additional findings by sub-element are detailed after this discussion.

- Number and variety of revenue sources used across the PA system: Element 1 scored the highest. These country scores are consistent with comments by national workshop participants, who considered that a number and variety of revenue sources and mechanisms are available but that these sources were not well applied in PA settings.
- Setting and establishment of user fees across the PA system and Effective fee collection systems: Both of these elements (2 and 3) scored above average. While fee collection systems scored reasonably, this score reflects more that collection systems exist, rather than evaluating the effectiveness of collection systems.
- Communication strategies to increase public awareness about the rationale for revenue generation mechanisms: This was the weakest element, with nine countries obtaining scores of 0 percent for Element 4. This low score presents a clear opportunity that, thus far, is not addressed by governmental budgets or donor projects. In the best cases, some countries, including Argentina, cover this gap partially by taking funds from the tourism sector.
- Operational PES schemes for PAs: Element 5 obtained the second lowest average in Component 3. Eight countries obtained scores of less than 10 percent; seven of those obtained a score of 0 percent. Ecuador obtained the highest score in the region, followed by Costa Rica. Both countries have PES systems that are currently generating income for some PAs. All PES schemes in the region now are related to water provision services, although some countries, such as Mexico, Bolivia, and Peru, are currently analyzing the feasibility of avoided-deforestation mechanisms.
Concessions operating within PAs: Element 6 obtained an average score of 27 percent. Five countries obtained scores of 50 percent or higher, four of which were in South America. Most existing concessions are related to tourism, representing the second most important source of self-generated income. In most countries of Mesoamerica+, the concession mechanism is still at an early stage, while in South America, implementation of this funding mechanism has a long history in Argentina and Chile.

PA training programmes on revenue generation mechanisms: Element 7 scored low, demonstrating that across the region initiatives for building capacity are absent or deficient. Almost none of the few training programmes for PA staff in the region include revenue generation mechanism in their curricula. For example, the two schools for rangers located in Argentina and Venezuela do not include sustainable finance as a topic.

Figure 4.12. Scorecard Results for Component 3 in all 20 Countries (Scores expressed as percentage of maximum possible score)

Figure 4.13. Scorecard Results for Component 3 in Countries of Mesoamerica+ (left) and South America (right) (Scores expressed as percentage of maximum possible score)
**Figure 4.14. Component 3: Tools for Revenue Generation by PAs: Results by Average of 20 Countries in LAC Region**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELEMENTS</th>
<th>Actual score/maximum possible score (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1 - Number and variety of revenue sources used across the PA system</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2 - Setting and establishment of user fees across the PA system</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3 - Effective fee collection systems</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4 - Communication strategies about revenue generation mechanisms</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5 - Operational PES schemes for PAs</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6 - Concessions operating within PAs</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7 - PA training programmes on revenue generation mechanisms</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.4. Component 3: Tools for Revenue Generation by PAs: Results by Elements and Countries (scores expressed as percentage of maximum possible score)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENT 3</th>
<th>Mesoamerica+</th>
<th>South America</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1 - Number and variety of revenue sources used across the PA system</td>
<td>75 44 50 42 33 25 33 33 17 17 37 58 67 67 58 33 58 50 11 25 25 45 41</td>
<td>83 47 42 27 58 67 27 33 25 17 43 47 33 47 40 13 20 20 29 7 0 26 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2 - Setting and establishment of user fees across the PA system</td>
<td>83 47 42 27 58 67 27 33 25 17 43 47 33 47 40 13 20 20 29 7 0 26 34</td>
<td>83 50 58 42 50 33 25 5 25 8 38 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3 - Effective fee collection systems</td>
<td>82 33 33 91 55 55 45 9 27 0 43 83 50 58 42 50 33 25 5 25 8 38 40</td>
<td>82 33 33 91 55 55 45 9 27 0 43 83 50 58 42 50 33 25 5 25 8 38 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4 - Communication strategies about revenue generation mechanisms</td>
<td>33 33 50 0 33 33 17 17 0 0 22 33 0 0 33 0 17 0 10 0 0 9.3 15</td>
<td>33 33 50 0 33 33 17 17 0 0 22 33 0 0 33 0 17 0 10 0 0 9.3 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5 - Operational PES schemes for PAs</td>
<td>43 33 29 17 0 14 0 14 0 0 15 42 42 17 50 17 33 0 0 8 0 21 18</td>
<td>43 33 29 17 0 14 0 14 0 0 15 42 42 17 50 17 33 0 0 8 0 21 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6 - Concessions operating within PAs</td>
<td>33 50 N.A. 8 33 0 17 25 0 8 19 75 67 67 8 58 0 25 31 8 8 35 27</td>
<td>33 50 N.A. 8 33 0 17 25 0 8 19 75 67 67 8 58 0 25 31 8 8 35 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7 - PA training programmes on revenue generation mechanisms</td>
<td>33 33 33 67 33 0 33 0 0 0 23 33 33 33 33 33 19 0 0 25 24</td>
<td>33 33 33 67 33 0 33 0 0 0 23 33 33 33 33 33 19 0 0 25 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Component 3 (% of maximum possible)</td>
<td>59 48 39 34 34 30 24 21 11 7 31 53 42 41 38 29 28 22 15 10 6 28 30</td>
<td>59 48 39 34 34 30 24 21 11 7 31 53 42 41 38 29 28 22 15 10 6 28 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods/Services</td>
<td>Investors</td>
<td>Financing Mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ecuador</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td><strong>Empresa Metropolitana de Alcantarillado y Agua</strong></td>
<td>Financing of Community Park Rangers in protected areas in which they have an interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Potable – Quito (EMAAPQ) (Quito Water and Sewer Company)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Fondo para la Protección de Agua (FONAG)</strong></td>
<td>Financial support on a one-to-one basis for the development of water capture projects in Quito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Fund for the Protection of Water)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td><strong>Foreign and Domestic Tourists</strong></td>
<td>Payment of a fee which varies depending on the protected area and the type of tourist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Tourism companies that operate within protected areas</strong></td>
<td>Payment for a license to operate tours within the protected areas; the payment is a unit value that varies by protected area and is multiplied by the capacity of the tour operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Companies providing tour services in the Galápagos</strong></td>
<td>Request for donations from the tourists visiting the Galápagos for maintenance of the protected area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td><strong>Electric companies that utilize protected areas</strong></td>
<td>Payment of an annual licensing fee ($3,000) for the installation and maintenance of electrical towers. There is an additional cost of $100 for each additional tower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Costa Rica</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td><strong>Evian</strong></td>
<td>Donation of a percentage from the sale of bottled water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Florida Ice &amp; Farm Co.</strong></td>
<td>Donation of one colon for each bottle of water sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Central government</strong></td>
<td>Fee for water use (for example, €1.9 for the use of water in agro-industry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forests</td>
<td><strong>TECHOS DE PAZ (Peace Roofing)</strong></td>
<td>Fixed donation ($10,000) for each condominium sold next to a protected area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic material</td>
<td><strong>MERCK, SHARP &amp; DOME</strong></td>
<td>Exchange of information about the uses obtained in using genetic material in pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peru</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td><strong>California’s Garden</strong></td>
<td>Variable donations for the use of water in aquaculture (trout)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Empresa Municipal de Prestación de Servicios EPS de MOYOBAMBA (Municipal Services Company of MOYOBAMBA)</strong></td>
<td>Payment of two soles more than the regular fee for use of potable water for various conservation activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Duke Energy</strong></td>
<td>Voluntary donations for SINANPE, related to the use of water in generation of electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic fertilizers</td>
<td><strong>SINANPE/Punta Guaneras</strong></td>
<td>Percentage of the sales of fertilizer that is extracted from the Islas Guaneras and Puntas Guaneras.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenic beauty</td>
<td><strong>Various tourism companies operating in the Manu National Park</strong></td>
<td>Fee of $10,000 for the non-consumptive use of the land</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Cases taken from Ecuador, Costa Rica, and Peru.
1 Additionally, contracts have been signed with the businesses CONELEC, AGIP, HCJB, and EMAAP-Q for payment for the use of the areas where there is existing infrastructure or developing projects.
2 Denotes services for PAs and wildlife biodiversity contained in the Texto Unificado de Legislación Ambiental Secundaria, Libro IX (Unified Text of Secondary Environmental Legislation, Book IX), and that income is paid to the system.
Component 3: Tools for Revenue Generation by Protected Areas: Results by Elements

Element 1: Number and Variety of Revenue Sources Used across the Protected Area System

Regional Overview

This element obtained the highest average score (41 percent) in the revenue generation component (Component 3). Considerably more countries in South America obtained scores above 50 percent than did countries in Mesoamerica+. However, Costa Rica had the highest score in the entire region, with 75 percent.

Tourism-related mechanisms account for the largest percentage of self-generated income by PAs, but the region as a whole also has innovative mechanisms and non-traditional sources of funding. A number of approaches and models are currently generating lessons that offer lessons and benchmark opportunities, both within and outside the region.

In general, most countries had identified a variety of financial mechanisms to generate revenues for their PAs. However, typically these mechanisms are not implemented to their full potential, showing the need to improve the quality of those mechanisms already established. See Table 4.5 for PES examples and locations. Table 4.6 shows a number of revenue mechanisms underway in the region.

Results by Sub-Element of Element 1: Number and Variety of Revenue Sources Used across the PA System

i) An up-to-date analysis of revenue options for the country complete and available: PA systems of most countries in Mesoamerica+ hold lists of revenue options, but most of these lists require updating and are not backed by specific studies that analyze the feasibility of each option or provide a roadmap for implementation. Similarly, in South America, Peru and Ecuador report that PA revenue options have been identified but still require further analysis to determine feasibility. Colombia reports undertaking feasibility studies primarily for tourism concessions.

ii) There is a diverse set of sources and mechanisms generating funds for the PA system:

Table 4.6. Component 3: Typical Revenue Mechanisms Used in Latin America, as of 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MECHANISMS</th>
<th>Argentina</th>
<th>Brazil</th>
<th>Chile</th>
<th>Colombia</th>
<th>Ecuador</th>
<th>Panama</th>
<th>Peru</th>
<th>Uruguay</th>
<th>Venezuela</th>
<th>Guyana</th>
<th>Belize</th>
<th>Honduras</th>
<th>Nicaragua</th>
<th>Costa Rica</th>
<th>El Salvador</th>
<th>Panama</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA system trust fund</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual PA trust fund</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitor entrances fees</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licenses for tourism companies</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees for antenna installation</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photography and film permits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research permits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concessions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment for environmental services</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange of debt for nature</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private sector support</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial incentives</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Mesoamerica+, Costa Rica reports implementing all feasible funding sources and revenue mechanisms for PAs, while in the rest of the subregion, the number of mechanisms being implemented vary from a few to many. In South America, countries have a set of revenue mechanisms. Table 4.7 shows the types of mechanisms established in countries in South America and Mesoamerica+. Data for this sub-element shows that mechanisms exist; however, the extent of implementation was often limited, with these mechanisms only applied to a small percentage of PAs.

### iii) PAs are operating revenue mechanisms that generate positive net revenues (greater than annual operating costs and over long-term payback initial investment cost): In most of the region, investments in PAs do not result from economic analysis and do not assess returns, which means that these investments cannot show positive net economic benefits. Only a few countries, such as Colombia and Argentina, are starting to track return on PA investments particularly for tourism concessions.

### iv) PAs enable local communities to generate revenues, resulting in reduced threats to the PAs: In most PA systems in Mesoamerica+, local communities are allowed to generate income in certain PAs. In South America, Venezuela and Bolivia support community revenue generation in PAs to improve living conditions for local communities, with less focus on the impacts of these activities for PA financial sustainability. Colombia and Argentina have revenue mechanisms, primarily concessions, to benefit both local communities and PAs.

### Element 2: Setting and Establishment of User Fees across the PA System

#### Regional Overview

The regional average for this revenue-generating element in Component 3 was 34 percent. Countries in Mesoamerica+ in general performed better than countries in South America. However, many countries in both subregions do not have systems in place to set and update entrance fees based upon technical criteria. Throughout the region, coordination between PA authorities and the private tourism sector is weak for the establishment and collection of entrance fees. Some countries, however, are starting to work on relations with ministries of tourism. Non-tourism fees exist in a few countries, but the revenues produced by these activities are usually not very significant when compared to entrance fees.

Current practice by countries in both subregions tends to establish similar fees for all PAs, as if consumers were indifferent to the quality of visitor attractions, accessibility, uniqueness, and other attributes. The current lack of structure, market assessments, and willingness-to-pay approaches have caused PAs to miss opportunities for higher self-generated revenues. The Scorecard shows that countries scoring higher in this element about market sensitivity to fee structures indeed generated more revenues.

### Box 4.12 Best Practice Country Example

**Fees based on market analysis**

Panama’s Environmental Regulation C establishes fees for the use of environmental services provided by PA areas of the National System of Protected Areas (SINAP), including entrance fees for different PAs based on each PA location and users, as well as fees for lodging, camping, anchorage, photography, and filming.

### Results by Sub-Element of Element 2: Setting and Establishment of User Fees across the PA System

#### i) A system-wide strategy and action plan for user fees is complete and adopted by government:

In Mesoamerica+, Panama, Mexico, Costa Rica, and the Dominican Republic have system-wide strategies for user fees. All other countries do not have unified user fee systems. For example, in Cuba and Guatemala, the individual institutions that manage PAs set different fees. A unified fee system has been created in El Salvador, but this practice is not yet applied to all PAs. In South America, only Colombia and Argentina present clear strategies for user fees, although their strategies only cover...
fees related to tourism, most particularly entrance fees. In most other countries of the subregion, entrance fees for tourists are not established using robust methods and procedures. However, an interesting policy was found in Argentina. This policy allows fee collections only once adequate infrastructure is in place, thus differing significantly with other PAs in the region, where fees are collected whether the area provides basic services for visitors or not.

ii) The national tourism industry and Ministry are supportive and are partners in the PA user fee systems and programmes: In Mesoamerica+, only the PA system in Costa Rica has effective support from the tourism industry and Tourism Ministry for user fee systems and programmes. In South America, relationships with tourism sector authorities are considered to be good, resulting in joint coordination for establishing and promoting fees. In Ecuador, the tourism sector participates in investments for visitor infrastructure. However, regionally, some countries experience difficult relations with the tourism industry. PAs across the region also still have limited management tools for dealing with visitors.

iii) Tourism-related infrastructure investment is proposed and developed for PA sites across the network based on analysis of revenue potential and return on investment: In Mesoamerica+, investments in tourism infrastructure in PAs are not frequently made based on feasibility studies, except in the case of Honduras, where international cooperation organizations require these studies. In South America, only Colombia reported that its decisions regarding new tourism infrastructure and concessions were based upon technical feasibility studies. Venezuela and Argentina mentioned having the information and capacities needed for this element but are not undertaking such analyses yet.

iv) Where tourism is promoted, PA managers can demonstrate maximum revenue while not threatening PA conservation objectives: In the majority of PA systems in the region, no systematic use is made of tools to ensure that revenues from tourism do not affect PA conservation objectives. This lack of attention to the tradeoff between revenue generation and conservation risk is a management problem. This disconnect between revenue and conservation might be closely linked to the absence of up-to-date management plans, which can lead to activities being approved without proper zoning, without understanding ecological baselines, and without acknowledging limited PA capacity to perform monitoring. Countries reported that they already see signs of unsustainable tourism and now call for better management of tourist activities within PAs, by both private operators and PA authorities.

v) Non-tourism user fees are applied and generate additional revenue: Mesoamerican+ PAs tend to have more fees not related to tourism than South American PAs. The most common non-tourism fees noted in this element are for research and photography permits. In South America, only Ecuador, Colombia, and Venezuela have fees for infrastructure installed in PAs. Only Ecuador has fees for other environmental services (PES activities) such as water provision or protection.

Element 3: Effective Fee Collection Systems

Regional Overview

This revenue element of Component 3 obtained an average regional score of 40 percent. In both Mesoamerica+ and South America this element also obtained one of the highest scores among elements within the revenue generation component. These high scores, regionally and subregionally, reflect the existence of collection systems but not necessarily their effectiveness. Colombia has the highest score in South America, with 83 percent, while Cuba has the highest score in Mesoamerica+, with 91 percent. Nevertheless, in both subregions, most countries still lack guidelines or procedures for cost-effective fee collection. Furthermore, the performance of these systems is seldom monitored. Therefore, a significant portion of potential revenue might be lost due to inefficiencies in fee collection systems. Also, PA staff members often devote a large proportion of time to selling tickets instead of performing other duties that fulfill individual PA objectives and man-
The workshop process identified emerging cases, like Argentina, where private sector and community entities play a role in fee collection, either through reservation procedures, direct concessions for fee collection, or agreements with local communities.

Box 4.13 Best Practice Country Examples

In Colombia, PAs with many visitors, agreements, and concessions delegate fee collection to third parties, while in PAs with few visitors, this task is usually performed by PA staff.

Some PAs in Argentina have established agreements with local NGOs to collect fees. A range of between 20 percent and 50 percent of the revenues generated by these mechanisms is shared with local partners.

Results by Sub-Element of Element 3: Effective Fee Collection Systems

i) System-wide guidelines for fee collection are complete and approved by PA authorities: In Mesoamerica+, Panama, Mexico, Costa Rica, and Cuba report having guidelines for fee collection in their PAs. In other countries, these guidelines are either being developed, as in Honduras and El Salvador, or being revised, which is the case for Guatemala. Belize maintains complete fee collection guidelines only for Marine Reserves. Nicaragua has no fee collection guidelines. In South America, four countries — Argentina, Colombia, Peru, and Ecuador — have guidelines for fee collection that are currently being implemented. Venezuela and Bolivia, also have fee collection guidelines, but these guidelines are applied only in few PAs that actually generate revenues. Brazil is developing fee collection guidelines. Paraguay and Uruguay do not yet have any guidelines. In general, countries in this subregion had difficulties in defining practices or procedures that can be considered cost-effective. In Peru, for instance, fee levels are relatively low in relation to the amount invested in providing services to the visitors.

ii) Fee collection systems are being implemented at PA sites in a cost-effective manner: Clear strategies and specific action plans for fee collection were reported as being implemented only in Costa Rica, Cuba, Argentina, and Belize. For Belize, these systems are implemented only for Forest Reserves. Although Panama scored relatively low in this subelement, this country is currently applying a cost-effective fee collection system in some PAs. In this scheme, tour operators may purchase tickets in advance, thus reducing time spent at entrance gates, lowering transaction costs, and improving cash management at site levels.

iii) Fee collection systems are monitored, evaluated, and acted upon: In Mesoamerica+, only Cuba reports effective monitoring of fee collection systems. In South America, both Argentina and Colombia monitor and evaluate fee collection systems satisfactorily. Argentina is currently implementing an automated fee collection system. The rest of the countries in the region report that their fee collection systems are not adequately monitored, which means current practices are failing to detect the loss of potential revenue due to inefficiencies in fee collection systems.

iv) PA visitors are satisfied with the professionalism of fee collection and the services provided: The majority of countries in the region declared that satisfaction of visitors to PAs is monitored. However, this visitor feedback practice is not conducted in all PAs, nor is this practice performed systematically. For example, sometimes this feedback monitoring consists only of entrants commenting in a visitor book. Even in those few countries where visitor satisfaction surveys are applied, these instruments have not yet analyzed specific issues such as visitor satisfaction with staff professionalism and fee collection methods.

Element 4: Communication Strategies to Increase Public Awareness about the Rationale for Revenue Generation Mechanisms

Regional Overview

This element obtained the lowest average regional score out of the entire Part II of the Scorecard exercise. This low score clearly indicates urgent priority. Ten countries obtained scores of less than 10 percent; nine of those obtained a score of 0 percent. Low scores reflect insufficient awareness of the importance of this communication element as a key complement to all other revenue
generation efforts; low scores in the element are also associated with smaller government budget allocations. Joint collaboration between PA authorities, tourism authorities, and private sector offers the potential to leverage resources needed for implementing activities and to raise public awareness about revenue generating mechanisms.

Results by Sub-Element of Element 4:
Communication Strategies to Increase Public Awareness about the Rationale for Revenue Generation Mechanisms

i) Communication campaigns for the public about tourism fees, conservation taxes, etc. are widespread and high-profile at national level: Marketing and communication campaigns explaining tourism fees, conservation taxes, and other revenue mechanisms for PAs are rudimentary for most PA systems in Mesoamerica+. In South America, PAs have material and communication campaigns about PAs, but these actions are not oriented toward explaining the rationale of fees and the need for PAs to generate income.

ii) Communication campaigns for the public about PA fees are in place at PA site level: In most countries of the region, communication campaigns do not exist. In Argentina and Colombia, close coordination was reported with tourism operators and local guides at site levels. Colombia mentions that the most successful marketing and communications model within its PA system is the one undertaken by entrepreneurs with tourism concessions. These entrepreneurs inform users about different fees through their websites.

Operational PES Schemes for PAs

Regional Overview

This element obtained the second lowest average (18 percent) in the revenue generation component (Component 3). Eight countries obtained scores of less than 10 percent; seven of those obtained a score of 0 percent. Ecuador obtained the highest score in the region, with 50 percent, followed by Costa Rica, with 43 percent. Both countries have PES systems that are currently generating income for some PAs. All current PES schemes in the region are related to water provision services, although some countries, such as Mexico, Bolivia, and Peru, are currently analyzing the feasibility for REDD+ mechanisms.

The few emerging PES schemes in Ecuador, Costa Rica, and Honduras are still not financially viable. After almost a decade, PES project are still not delivering the expected contribution to PA sustainability.

Box 4.14 Best Practice
Country Example

In Costa Rica the national PA system (SINAC) receives a percentage of the revenues obtained from PES schemes implemented throughout the country, which compensate landowners for the protection of forests on their properties. SINAC receives 5 percent of the revenues generated by PES schemes, which is an administrative fee for SINAC’s supervision and monitoring of these schemes. These proceeds are used by SINAC to cover operational costs in PAs, such as fuel and travel costs, among others.
Results by Sub-Element of Element 5: Operational PES Schemes for PAs

i) A system-wide strategy and action plan for PES is complete and adopted by government: Most countries in Mesoamerica+ report not having PES strategies for their PA system. The exception is Honduras, which mentions having one PES strategy, but this has not been implemented. In Costa Rica and Guatemala, national PES strategies for a variety of activities, including PA management and forest conservation, are currently in design. Guatemala already has a programme of incentives for forest protection (PINFOR) that is currently investing funds, but primarily in private conservation areas. The Dominican Republic also reports that a special office has been created in the Environmental Ministry to work specifically in PES activities. No countries in South America have a system-wide strategy for PES revenue mechanisms.

ii) Pilot PES schemes at select PA sites developed: Costa Rica and Honduras are the only countries in Mesoamerica+ that operate site-based PES schemes. Both PES schemes are based on charging for water services from PAs. Costa Rica is the only country where PES schemes generate income for more than three-quarters of the total number of PAs in the system, although some performance deficiencies are reported in these schemes. Some countries report having PES schemes in primary stages, such as the Dominican Republic. This country has two PES experiences with watershed management that are being assessed, although no income has been generated yet. Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru are the only countries that declare having implemented PES mechanisms in South America. In Ecuador, at least six PAs directly benefit from financial resources generated by water-related PES schemes. In Colombia, a PES scheme related to hydroelectric generation with the Regional Autonomous Corporations transfers funds to PAs. In addition, Ecuador is designing avoided-deforestation mechanisms; one of these mechanisms also includes keeping oil underground (see Box 4.5). Other countries such as Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, and Peru also reported to be in the process of implementing avoided-deforestation mechanisms.

BOX 4.15


The project known as Yasuni-ITT Initiative seeks payment for Ecuador to cease permanently extractive use of the petroleum reserves of Ishpingo-Tambococha-Tiputini (ITT) in the Yasuni National Park - one of the world’s zones of highest biodiversity. For this commitment, Ecuador would receive economic compensation from governments, institutions, and even citizens from any part of the world that would agree to purchase “virtual” oil barrels.

The government plans to issue Yasuni Guarantee Certificates, which are documents guaranteeing that the state of Ecuador will leave oil underground. There is an essential difference between these certificates and carbon offsets that currently circulate worldwide. Carbon offsets are given in exchange for investments in green projects by developing nations. Investors can then use these offsets as proof of their emissions reduction, in compliance with international agreements. Ecuador’s proposal is substantially different. The oil barrel certificates do not represent an additional allowance of emissions; instead, the resources will be invested in a fiduciary fund that would provide resources to four projects: protection of the PA system (40 national Parks in Ecuador) plus all the land granted to indigenous communities (about 38 percent of Ecuador’s territory), reforestation of 2.5 million acres of forests, system change in energy production (in order to generate HEP or geothermal energy, an option particularly attractive in a country dominated by volcanoes), and alleviation of poverty and inequity.

If this certificate initiative succeeds, this single mechanism would improve the current financial situation of Ecuadorian PAs by several orders of magnitude. See article at this web exhibit: http://yasuni-itt.gob.ec/.
iii) Operational performance of pilots is monitored, evaluated, and reported: To a certain extent, monitoring and evaluation of PES pilot schemes occurs at the site level. However, many of these results have not been widely reported to larger audiences.

iv) Scale up of PES across the PA system is underway: Not one country in the region has a process for scaling up these mechanisms across its national PA system.

**Element 6: Concessions Operating within PAs**

**Regional Overview**

This element of the revenue-generating component (Component 3) obtained an average score of 27 percent. Five countries obtained scores of 50 percent or higher, four of which are in South America. The vast majority of existing concessions in this subregion is related to tourism, representing the second most important source of self-generated income. In most countries of Mesoamerica+, the concession mechanism is still at an early stage. In South America, implementation of concession mechanisms has a long history in Argentina and Chile. In general terms, the entire region does not have legal barriers for implementing concessions. This mechanism is often recognized by legal frameworks but is not specifically regulated to operate in PAs. This finding indicates the need for developing specific regulations and capacities to make this concession revenue mechanism operational in PAs across the region.

Even countries that do not have concessions recognize the potential of this mechanism as a source of revenue or cost savings. However, setting up a concession scheme requires considerable technical and negotiation capacity to identify the best conditions for generating mutual benefit opportunities for PAs, the government, communities, and private entrepreneurs. Although the region has learned many lessons while implementing concessions, analysis on concessions is needed to maximize PA benefits. Studies can help establish benchmarks and replicate best practices.

**Results by Sub-Element of Element 6: Concessions Operating within PAs**

i) A system-wide strategy and implementation action plan is complete and adopted by government for concessions: Concessions are relatively recent in Mesoamerica+; most counties in the subregion lack formal action plans to implement a concessions strategy. The exceptions are Panama, Costa Rica, and the Dominican Republic, which are developing respective system-level strategies for concessions. South America has more experience with concessions, particularly Argentina and Chile. Only Bolivia declared that it maintains a constitutional mandate against concessions, making this strategy nonviable for the country. Ecuador, Paraguay, and Uruguay, which present low scores on this sub-element, mention that opportunities exist within their systems for concessions but that the conditions necessary to implement are not in place.

ii) Concession opportunities are operational at pilot PA sites: In Mesoamerica+, several types of concessions operate in Panama, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Belize, and the Dominican Republic. Guatemala reported that opportunities for concessions were constrained in some cases because of communal or municipal land tenure. Nicaragua reports concessions for energy production and shrimp farms within PAs, but these do not generate benefits to the PA system. Cuba does not have the option of concessions within PAs due to the lack of a legal instrument permitting this activity; however, Cuba sees possibility in implementing concessions in the future. In South America, four countries — Argentina, Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela — declare that they operate concessions within their PA systems.

iii) Operational performance (environmental and financial) of pilots is monitored, evaluated, reported, and acted upon: For Mesoamerica+, Panama, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Belize, and the Dominican Republic report that at least part of their concessions are periodically monitored for operational perfor-
performance. This feedback is used as a basis for improvement. In Chile, Argentina, and more recently Colombia, with years of concessions experience, have developed competency in the negotiation, qualification, and follow-up processes of concession systems. Systematizing these experiences as best practices could support countries willing to improve existing concessions schemes or develop new ones.

Scale-up of concessions across the PA system is underway: Plans to establish new concessions schemes were announced in Argentina and Colombia. After successful concession experiences with the private sector, Colombia will focus on new schemes that promote expanded community involvement. Concessions in Mesoamerica+ are still at an early stage, so these scaling-up plans were not discussed in this subregional workshop.

**Element 7: PA Training Programmes on Revenue Generation Mechanisms**

**Regional Overview**

This element of Component 3 (revenue generation) had an average score of 24 percent. All countries except Cuba obtained scores of 33 percent or less. As with other elements related to human capacity, the results from this element indicate the need to focus attention on human resources with financial, economic, and marketing backgrounds. This score reflects the fact that almost none of the few training programmes for PA staff in the region include revenue generation mechanisms in their curricula.

Existing professional education efforts in PAs generally address technical capacities for staff-monitoring, patrolling, or promoting community development. However, the low scores across the region suggest significant deficiencies in terms of capacity building initiatives to strengthen revenue mechanisms. For example, the two schools for rangers located in Argentina and Venezuela do not include sustainable finance as part of their curricula.

Training and capacity building should, at an early stage, be directed towards the design and follow-up of financial mechanisms at the system level. In a later, more mature stage, specific training on revenue generation practices should be directed at site level, as part of the broad implementation of financial mechanisms.

**Results by Sub-Element of Element 7: PA Training Programmes on Revenue Generation Mechanisms**

i) Training courses run by the government and other competent organizations for PA managers on revenue mechanisms and financial administration: Income generating mechanisms are not included in the training programmes for staff of PA systems in Mesoamerica+. Therefore, park managers have, in the best of cases, sporadic exposure to these topics through isolated courses. Cuba is the exception. There, PA managers receive training in revenue generation within their normal training programme. However, even in Cuba, this type of training is limited to those PAs under administration of the National Enterprise for the Protection of Flora and Fauna. Managers from other PAs of the Cuban system do not receive this training. In South America, this element obtained a low score, confirming the generalized absence of training and human capacity-building programmes for revenue generation. Colombia and Bolivia declared that their staff can benefit from training in financial topics offered by the state, but these topics do not form part of the standard training programmes for PA staff. Brazil’s ICMBio prepared a training programme about financial mechanisms for PA managers, but this programme has not yet been implemented. In Argentina, although the PA mandate includes the establishment of fees, concessions, and tourism activities amongst its competencies, the government does not formally pursue income generation. This is why no courses are offered on this topic.

Chapter Five continues this Report by developing summation conclusions about Scorecard findings from Parts I and II and presents recommendations for the roadmap toward PA sustainability.
CHAPTER 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

For the first time, this groundbreaking Report compares and aggregates official financial data and qualitative insights about the health of protected area (PA) financial sustainability for 20 Latin American and Caribbean (LAC) countries. The quantity, type, level, and utility of data presented in this Report are unprecedented, providing policy makers, practitioners, and researchers with a unique opportunity for regional and national planning and investments to improve the financial dimension of PA sustainability. The report is, therefore, a tool to:

5.1 Conclusions

1. Inform national government policy makers about policy and institutional reforms that can be made to improve financing of their PA systems

2. Demonstrate to national government budget decision makers the benefits and cost-effectiveness of increasing investment into their PA systems

3. Assist PA authorities in identifying financing elements in need of strengthening, so they can improve their PA financing system and eventually increase their available finances.

4. Provide strategic information to donors, NGOs, and researchers for identifying the needs of the region and determining how best to focus assistance

5. Enhance South-South cooperation on best approaches and practices to advance PA financial sustainability

This first regional effort has important global significance. The PAs that were analyzed provide direct and indirect benefits for a combined population of 564 million people.

The Financial Sustainability Scorecard for National Systems of Protected Areas (Scorecard) proved to be a very useful tool to generate information that allows reasonable comparisons between countries and subregions, as well as in-depth overview of the state of financial sustainability in LAC. This exercise provides a robust baseline that should be updated regularly in order to measure improvement and identify success of national strategies and actions to improve PA financial sustainability.
The results achieved pose a challenge in that, in the coming years, similar studies based on a financial sustainability scorecard process will be developed in different regions to generate global understanding of the trends, challenges, and opportunities of PA financial sustainability.

Financial Analysis (Part I of Scorecard)

Overall Conclusions

Protected area systems are underfunded, which gives rise to insufficient management: Available funding resources for PA systems in the region total nearly $403 million. Brazil and Mexico account for 53 percent of these resources. The total amount of available funding across all source types for the region equals 0.01 percent of the regional GDP. By inspection, the amount currently invested represents a sliver of regional GDP. This total available funds amount is only equivalent to a yearly per capita amount of approximately 70 cents — less than the cost of a can of soda. This relatively low level of available funds for conservation finance drives the funding gap between the costs of PA management needs and available funds for PA financing. The total funding gap for the 186 countries investigated is approximately $314 (excluding Venezuela; see Table 3.16) million under the basic management scenario and approximately $700 million under the optimal management scenario (see Table 3.17).

Compared to other regions where similar information is available, the average expenditure per hectare in the region of $1.95 is lower than available funds per hectare per year in the protected areas of Middle East ($5.40), Eastern Europe ($11.20), and the European Union ($43.00). By LAC subregion, the average expenditure per hectare comes out to be $4.62/ha/year in Mesoamerica+ and $0.38/ha/year in South America. This low regional expenditure by hectare in LAC countries, compared to other regions, is particularly concerning given that the region contains almost 40% of the Earth’s biodiversity.

Current levels of under-funding are at risk of increasing: This regional situation of a large financial gap between needs and resources is serious in the face of current conditions. The situation promises to worsen significantly because (i) funding needs are likely to increase in the future and (ii) current funding is both insecure and vulnerable to external factors. These two funding conditions place pressure on both sides of the financial sustainability scale: increased needs combined with reduced levels of available funds mean an increase in the funding gap. Under some reasonable scenarios, this funding gap could prove to be enormous.

Increased Needs: Financial needs for LAC PA systems are likely to increase in the near future due to (i) conservation pressures to expand PA systems by an estimated additional 80 million hectares to address current ecological gaps and (ii) anticipated increased costs of management for certain threats from climate change, such as increased incidence of fire and both increased frequency and intensity of storms.

Available Funds: Current financial sources in the region are unstable and at risk of decreasing, in both sources of historical finding: budgeting within a country and international cooperation. These two sources together compose almost 75 percent of available funding in the aggregate for the region. The breakdown of this combined figure relies on governmental budgets at 61 percent and international cooperation at 14 percent. Both sources depend on a number of variables that are largely out of the control of PA systems and their managers. Furthermore, 75 percent of PA-generated income — the third source of PA funding — depends on tourism, which is sensitive to world economic conditions, the security context, or natural disaster events. The only funding source that offers a measure of stability and long-term availability of funds comes from trust funds. Trust funds, or durable financial instruments, are now a small contributor to the total financial picture for PAs; trust funds now account for approximately 7 percent of the total available funding in the LAC region.

While the general condition is underfunding, countries vary widely in their attention to PA financing: Investment per hectare in the LAC region varies considerably between countries and between the subregions of Mesoamerica+ and
South America. Out of the five countries with the highest expenditure per hectare in the region, four are from Mesoamerica+. The average investment in Mesoamerica+ is $4.19/ha, while in South America average investment is $1.38/ha. This difference in expenditure per hectare can be explained partly by average PA size in each subregion: PAs in the south tend to have larger extension, allowing for scale economies. This condition of larger land coverage and support of biological corridors also presents better conditions for ecological viability. Mesoamerica+, however, presents better conditions for alternative institutional arrangements (co-management, for example) to manage PAs, suggesting that broader stakeholder participation in PA finances might also be a possible factor that explains, in part, a higher expenditure per hectare in this subregion.

Addressing financial gaps is affordable for governments in the region: Basic management scenario costs could be met if the annual government allocation by country to PA budgets in the region increases — in the aggregate — by a factor of 3: Doing so would cover the existing total financing gap for basic management of $314 million/year (excluding Venezuela; see Table 3.16)). This amount is equivalent to about 40 cents per capita per year; a 3-fold increase would be just over $1 per person per year for the 18 countries whose financing gap is recorded (see Table 3.5). The specific increase in per capita amount, however, differs from country to country in the region. The five countries closest to funding their basic scenario PA management needs are Bolivia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Argentina, and Colombia. All of these countries averaged available resources larger than 70 percent of their basic needs. On the other hand, Nicaragua, Uruguay, and Paraguay averaged less than 40 percent of their basic needs.

One of the most fundamental barriers to achieving PA financial sustainability is lack of data: Key financial data essential for financial planning does not exist. Very few countries have accurate estimates of how much their PA systems cost to manage — for either the basic or optimal management scenario. Some countries do not have records of how much is spent in PAs. Countries do not centralize data and often do not know how

Closing the financial gap is ‘do-able’

Given the size of these financial gaps for LAC countries and the condition that LAC governments allocate only a small fraction of financial resources to PAs, addressing these gaps is not insurmountable. Country governments allocate only a small fraction of their financial resources to PAs: only 1 percent of total national environmental budgets are allotted to PAs. This amounts to just 0.006 percent of GDP, on average, in the region (See Table 3.5). Closing these gaps in the region seems entirely feasible and affordable for governments to make the necessary budgetary increases to ensure sound PA management.

In other words, the additional government investment required to close the basic management funding gap of the 18 countries reporting their funding gaps, is less than the cost of a can of soda — at 40 cents — per person.

human resources among environmental authorities at site and system levels, might constrain generation of accurate PA financial information.

Each PA system authority has its own data sets and does not share or aggregate them. Decentralization schemes might also have an effect on the availability of aggregate system-level data.

Many PAs still do not have management plans; Therefore, undertaking accurate analysis of PA management costs and financial needs is impeded, particularly at the system level.

Protected area authorities tend to have underdeveloped accounting systems and supporting databases.

Many PA costs are divided between ministries. For example, staff salaries often are paid from different budgets. PA authorities have informa-
tion on wage costs for programme areas under their direct administration or for those co-managed with other institutions. However, these authorities may not have information on wages from programme areas managed by other government institutions.

For conservation finance in this region, no clear or standard definitions to estimate costs for basic and optimal management scenarios exist. Each country uses a different definition of basic and optimal scenarios, as shown in Tables 3.12 and 3.13. Some countries, at the time of the study, did not have any definitions for these two scenarios, with management standards often varying between PAs within the same system.

In most countries, little coordination exists between the different institutions in charge of planning, accounting, generating resources, and monitoring PA budgets, expenditure, and results.

The availability of information on revenue from entrance fees depends on who administers fee collection. In complex cases, where many institutions are involved, no unified fee system or unique institution exists to centralize all revenue information.

In general, no formal protocols are in place for donors and NGOs to present clear information about their investments in PA systems (Argentina and Uruguay are exceptions). In many countries of the region, authorities were reluctant to consider certain donor investments as part of the available funds for PAs. One reason for this reluctance is that not all donor programs address national priorities and needs identified in the financial gap assessments or other planning tools.

**Sustainability Analysis (Part II of the Scorecard)**

**Overall Conclusions**

**Protected area financing systems require substantial strengthening to be able to move toward financial sustainability:** This strengthening relies on financial best practices; however, close attention must be paid to the enabling legal, institutional, and political environment. The highest total score in the region for these qualitative elements of the Scorecard (Part II) was almost 60 percent of the maximum possible score, while the lowest was 9 percent. The regional average score was 45 percent. Only two countries achieved scores equal to or higher than 50 percent. The top two scores were achieved in South America (Colombia, 59 percent; Argentina, 50 percent) closely followed by Costa Rica (49 percent) and Cuba (49 percent), while on the bottom of the list are Nicaragua (9 percent), Uruguay (14 percent), and Chile (15 percent). As these scores increase, these improvements in situational context for countries should lead to reduced financial gaps at national levels.

**Strengthening all elements of the financing system can lead to reduced financial gaps:** Analysis shows a clear correlation between the total score for Part II of the UNDP Financial Sustainability Scorecard and national PA system financial gaps. Countries that achieved higher scores on governance, planning, and revenue mechanisms tended to have lower financial gaps, providing evidence of a cause-effect relationship between having solid structural foundations and achieving financial sustainability.

**Within the region, certain country patterns and clusters can be used to prioritize international assistance efforts:** Country scores clustered into three groups, based on relative strength of financial planning for PAs: (i) rela-
Financial and business planning for PAs, at site and system levels, need improvement: Financial and business planning for PAs is at a preliminary stage. These professional development efforts should be strengthened and deployed widely. Specifically, PA authorities need financial experts to supervise the planning and investment processes at both system and site level.

Protected area authorities need financial experts: In terms of both quantitative and qualitative contributions, human resources proved to be one of the most important priorities for the region. That the top five countries, in terms of complete Scorecard evaluation, have strong and well-established teams exclusively dedicated to PA sustainable finance is not surprising. This need to rethink human resources in PAs poses a challenge: how to 'recycle' existing staff and improve capacity-building opportunities for sustainable finance. In addition to professional development and training, conservation finance also demands new and additional talent able to build the economic case for every PA system, improve negotiation capacity, and implement site-based revenue mechanisms. This rethinking will probably demand aggressive strategies to attract and retain a professional profile typically not attracted to work for the public sector. Another strategy relies on partnering for financial capacity: PA systems may need to find mutual benefit opportunities for partners with the capacity and motivation to improve PA finances.

Protected area systems have a low capacity to mobilize political interest and negotiate for budget increases: This is partly due to the lack of economic data on the economic contributions of PAs to local, sectoral, and national development. This weak capacity is also partly due to a lack of national financial strategies that show a blueprint for how funds will be managed, generated, and invested.

Financial and business planning for PAs, at site and system levels, need improvement: Financial and business planning for PAs is at a preliminary stage. These professional development efforts should be strengthened and deployed widely. Specifically, PA authorities need financial experts to supervise the planning and investment processes at both system and site level. In the few countries using such financial management tools at the PA level, implementation often proved to be difficult for two reasons: an absence of site managers trained in these tools and major bottlenecks and barriers still at the national system level. For example, government financial planning tools applied to PAs are too general and do not take into account the long-term planning needs of PAs. If applied to PAs, these tools need to be tailored.

Protected area systems have a low capacity to mobilize political interest and negotiate for budget increases: This is due partly to the lack of economic data on the contributions that PAs make to local, sectoral, and national development. The low capacity is also due partly to the lack of national financial strategies that show a blueprint for how funds will be managed, generated, and invested. This condition is reflected in the fact that both of these activities — economic valuation of PA systems and national PA financing strategies — scored lowest in Component 1 (Part II of the Scorecard).
Additionally, financial planning, even for individual PAs, truly requires a system-level financial needs assessment. Either these analyses are missing from countries, or they have been carried out but the data is not always credible or complete. This problem with the current attempts at financial analysis reflects a lack of standardized methodologies. Consequently, results and findings are not agreed to or trusted by key stakeholders.

Site-based revenue generation is not bringing in the funds expected but through basic improvements could become a more important source of funds for PA systems: PA systems in the region are far from achieving financial self-sustainability. PA revenue generation, clearly underdeveloped, represents only 11 percent of total PA system funds. Increased revenues from tourism and PES are both feasible and should be supported by PA authorities through the seed funding needed for the infrastructure to bring in more revenue. Too few PA sites apply charges (for entry or PES) and, where applied, charges are not set high enough or collected effectively: Regarding entrance fees: Although tourist entrance fees operate at the site level all across the region, these schemes have varied degrees of sophistication and arrangement. Analysis shows these specific needs concerning fees: (i) a more strategic approach to fee setting across the system, (ii) wider application of new revenue generation options, and (iii) the strengthening of associated activities such as communication and marketing strategies. For example, in Ecuador, 10 percent of PA systems account for 80 percent of national PA revenues. This imbalance presents a challenge in strengthening the PA portfolio in terms of revenue numbers, scope, and financial impact. The use of dedicated taxes, such as conservation taxes, is also limited, representing an important lost opportunity. This underdeveloped revenue side to the financial portfolio has led to a low level of private sector investment in PAs.

The elements in Part II of the Scorecard explore the structural foundations needed to capture revenue for PA systems. One finding is that countries with low levels of revenues available to the PA systems (as reported through Part I of the scorecard) also tend to have low scores for the revenue generation component of the Scorecard (Part II Component 3), reflecting weak foundations for generating revenues in these countries. These findings from the Scorecard process of Parts I and II, and supporting consultations with country stakeholders, build a platform for specific policy recommendations.

5.2 Recommendations: A Roadmap Toward Action

This Report brings PA stakeholders together in terms of both knowledge and informed policy making:

- National government policy makers can identify specific actions for policy and institutional reforms that will improve the supportive context for PA system financing.
- National government budget decision makers now have clear data on the needs, benefits, and cost-effectiveness of increasing PA system investment.
- PA authorities can identify financing elements for strengthening and improving PA finance practices that will increase confidence that government budgets for PAs will be used cost-effectively and contribute not only to biodiversity conservation but also national development.
- Donors and NGOs can determine where their support will have the greatest impact, by system and by elements in each system.
- Researchers have baseline data on which to undertake more elaborate and useful financial analysis in PA systems.

The information also supports South-South cooperation in the hope that each country can find other countries to provide good examples of how to strengthen the weak elements of their system.

**Recommendation 1: Set targets for available funds for National Systems of Protected Areas**

Set financial targets for: (i) meeting the costs of basic management standards of PA systems and their constituent PAs, (ii) the costs of establishing optimal management costs, (iii) the costs of also addressing ecological gaps, and (iv) additional costs for covering increased costs of management due to climate change. To this end, each country should have a thorough financial needs assess-
ment to permit sound financial planning and the setting of targets. A standard methodology should be developed so that data generated using the methodology will be widely accepted and can be collected in a cost-effective manner. This should include determining how many sites per system require costing and differentiating between capital investment needs and on-going operational costs. Such a financial needs assessment should also include buffer zone management.

**Recommendation 2: Increase available finances to meet targets**

On average, the countries in the Report that have calculated their financial management needs and gaps should increase the total available funds (government budgeted funds, extra-budgetary funds including international cooperation, and PA-based revenues) for their PA systems by 1.8 times, to meet basic management needs. Countries need to break down sources of funding and determine where the increases should be made. The income categories are annual government budgets, extra-budgetary options (international cooperation and donor assistance, including country level trust funds and national dedicated taxes, among other instruments) and site-based PA revenues. Specific findings and recommendations by these three income categories are:

1) **Strengthen annual government budget negotiations**: If increases in government budgets were the only source to meet basic management needs, on average, current government budgets would have to be increased 3 times. This is the average across 18 countries; however, the ranges are significant for policymaking:
   - 3 countries need to increase less than 1.8 times their current government budgets
   - 6 countries need to increase between 1.8 and 3 times their current government budgets
   - 6 countries need to increase between 3 and 8 times their current government budgets
   - 3 countries need to increase over 10 times their current government budgets (outliers).

Without these three last ‘outlying’ countries, the average increase in government budgeted funds needed would be to about 3.3 times its current level. Table 3.5 shows figures by country regarding government budgeted funds. Figure 3.18 also supports this claim. The budget per capita figures and the budget as a percentage of GDP are prima facie compelling evidence for reasonable increases. To achieve these budget negotiations the following support is recommended:

2) **Develop strategic extra-budgetary sources of revenue**: These extra-budgetary funds can be secured from both international assistance and country sources. In countries, dedicated taxes should be introduced to recognize PA contributions to economic growth, such as in the cases of water provision and tourism. These can be powerful sources of funds. For example, a $5 tax for every tourist visiting LAC could eventually cover 100 percent of the current funding gap for the basic management needs of the PA systems.

Extra-budgetary funds from international donors should also be increased because they only receive less than 2 percent of the international funds for development aid. Donor funding should become more strategic and focused on building PA system capacities so the government can strengthen the elements of its PA financing systems. If donor funds focus on supporting this capacity building for the transition to well-functioning finance systems, then government budget increases can focus on reducing the gap for PA management needs.

3) **Improve site-based PA revenue mechanisms**: Tourism and PES revenues should be supported by PA authorities through the seed funding needed for the infrastructure to bring in more revenue. Countries should also diversify revenue-generation mechanisms including, among others, emerging instruments such as REDD+ related payments. Within PA systems, these actions are recommended to improve revenue generation:

- Financial experts should be recruited to plan and manage these revenue mechanisms, which are still too often left to currently employed PA staff with more scientific backgrounds.
- Reform of legal frameworks to ensure that site-based incentives exist:
  - PAs that generate revenues are permitted to use them to meet basic management needs; this condition will help PAs to generate revenues.
  - PAs share a portion of their revenue with buffer zone communities; this condition offers these communities the incentive to assist in management of the PA.
- A strong communication strategy and campaign to inform civil society and visitors
• about PAs and their fee structures, to increase support for higher fees.

Progress on each of these actions can be monitored by applying the Scorecard over time.

**Recommendation 3: Strengthen the management and investment of funds**

Each country can meet this recommendation through developing or improving the following Scorecard elements, identified as critical to financial sustainability:

• Centralized and standardized financial accounting system to manage and share all useful financial data for PAs within a PA system. This data will provide key input into financial planning, budget negotiation, and performance monitoring.

• A management and business plan for each PA in the system.

• A financial plan for the PA system, prepared in a participatory manner and updated annually.

• Methods are in place for allocating funds across PAs within the system, based on appropriate criteria.

• A financial reporting system for PAs to use for management purposes and for sharing information within the system.

**Recommendation 4: Develop Targeted Skills Capacity-Building Programmes**

A major gap in PA management is in financial expertise. Capacity-building efforts should build financial knowledge and skills at PA site and system levels. All PA manager training courses should include financial skills modules and tools for cost-effective management. PA manager support staff should also be trained in basic financial planning and negotiation skills.

However, the most important capacity-building action is for all PA systems to hire economists, financial planners, and tourism revenue experts at national and sub-national levels. Sub-national experts can then support several PA sites, making this action cost-effective.

**Recommendation 5: Improve and standardize financial data generation and compilation at PA system level**

Simple and standard data generation systems are the first step toward financial sustainability; all PA systems must develop such a system. The data to be collected needs to encompass PA management needs and costs, revenue generation, and budgets and expenditures (operational and capital). Accounting software should be installed for this purpose. PA site managers should be trained on costing activities and using accounting software. Because financial data sharing is essential, co-managers should also record and share data on site revenues. Donor projects and trust funds should also provide data to PA authorities on site and system expenditures annually, by standard units and activities. Coordinated information sharing means that data can be incorporated and aggregated at the system level.

Protected area management plans should act as the foundation for all cost estimates, which then need to be aggregated up to the system level. Where a system does not have management plans for all sites, extrapolation can be used: costs of typical PAs can estimate costs in PA sites lacking management plans. PA headquarters costs — both operational and capacity-building needs — should then be added to the site-level cost data for full PA system cost data. Revenues should be tracked using reliable and transparent recording systems.

**Looking Ahead**

The Scorecard should serve as a frame of reference to generate the necessary financial data fundamental to all financial planning and budget negotiations. The data in this Report should be considered as a baseline for future monitoring. The Scorecard should be applied in a participatory manner annually. For completeness, the Scorecard should also be filled in for PA sub-systems within countries.

UNDP and TNC will continue to provide support to all countries that wish to advance toward financial sustainability for their PA systems and to undertake the recommendations provided.

PA stakeholders hope that this Report will also stimulate other practitioners to come together, providing coordinated and focused support, to help governments in the region generate data and transition toward fully-functioning PA systems.
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Annex 1. Glossary

Available Finances: The total annual central government budget allocated to PA management, extra-budgetary funding (channeled through government, trust funds, NGOs and foundations) allocated to PA management and the percentage of PA-generated revenues retained in the PA system for re-investment.

Basic Management Scenario: Essential management programs to ensure protection of basic ecosystem functions.

Biodiversity is the number, variety, and variability of living organisms. Biodiversity includes diversity within species (genetic diversity), between species (species diversity), and between ecosystems (ecosystem diversity).

A Business Plan guides the financial development that will be required to fully implement the site's management plan. The business plan is a decision-making tool, which gives a clear picture of the PA's financial needs to conduct proposed activities under the management plan and identifies potential revenues sources to meet those needs. Hence, a business plan examines the likely revenue and costs streams, takes into account the customer's needs and ability to pay, and the range of goods and services provided by the PA.

Co-managed Protected Area: Co-managements describes the sharing of management authority and responsibility among a plurality of (formally and informally) entitled governmental and non-governmental actors. In weak forms of co-management, decision-making authority and responsibility rest with one agency but the agency is required – by law or policy – to inform or consult other stakeholders. In stronger forms, multi-stakeholder bodies are in charge of developing technical proposals for PA regulation and management, to be ultimately submitted to a decision-making authority for approval. In “joint” management, various actors sit on a management body with decision-making authority and responsibility. The strength of co-management often depends on whether or not decisions require consensus.

Community Conserved Area: By these, are meant natural and modified ecosystems, including significant biodiversity, ecological services, and cultural values voluntarily conserved by indigenous, mobile, and local communities through customary laws or other effective means. Here, authority and responsibility rest with communities through a variety of forms of ethnic governance or locally-agreed organizations and rules. Land and/or some resources may be collectively owned and managed, while other resources may be individually managed or managed on a clan-basis. Different communities may be in charge of the same territory at different times, or of different resources within the same territory. Rules generally intertwine with cultural or religious values and practices. Most often, the customary rules and organizations in charge of managing natural resources possess no legal recognition or sanctioning by the government, although there are exceptions to this norm.

Concessions are businesses operated under a contract or license associated with a degree of exclusivity in business within a certain geographical area. In the case of PA, a private company, NGO, or other entity enters into an agreement with the government to have the exclusive right to manage, maintain, and/or carry out investment in a PA for a given number of years.

Ecological Gap: While the species or ecosystem occurs in the PA system, occurrence is either of inadequate ecological condition, or the PA(s) fail to address specie “movements” or specific ecological conditions needed for long-term survival or ecosystem functioning.
**Ecosystem Services:** Ecological or ecosystem processes or functions and products that have value to individuals or to society.

**Ecotourism:** Travel undertaken to witness sites or regions of unique natural or ecologic quality, or the provision of services to facilitate such travel. Ecotourism is also defined as environmentally-responsible travel and visitation to relatively undisturbed natural areas, to enjoy, study, and appreciate nature (and any accompanying cultural features, both past and present), that promotes conservation, has lower visitor impact, and provides for beneficially-active, socio-economic involvement of local populations.

**Extra-budgetary Funding:** Additional funds available for use by the PA Authority, brought in by dedicated taxes, debt-swaps, international donor funds, trust funds, and other non government budgeted sources.

**Financial Analysis:** This is the systematic process of defining costs and identifying ways to meet those costs. Financial analysis consists of quantifying the financial needs and gaps of an individual PA or PA system, including the creation of new PAs.

**Financial Gaps:** This amount is the budget required to meet the needs for PA management under a given scenario, which are not covered under the actual PA budget.

**Financial Needs:** These are the estimated costs for PA management under a given scenario.

**Financial Sustainability:** This condition refers to the ability of a country to meet all costs associated with the management of a PA system.

**Financial Sustainability Scorecard:** A tool designed to assist governments, donors, and NGOs investigate and record significant aspects of a PA financing system — its accounts and its underlying structural foundations — to show both PA current health and status, and to indicate if the system is holistically moving over the long-term toward an improved financial situation. The Scorecard is designed for national systems of PAs but could be used by sub-national entities, e.g. state, regional, or municipal, or networks of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs).

**Government Budget:** These resources for PAS are the annual funds allocated by Ministry of Finance to the Ministry of Environment, which are then allocated to the PA authority.

**Government Expenditure:** This term refers to spending by national and local governments, and some government-backed institutions on the PA system of the country.

**Gross Domestic Product:** GDP is the total market value of goods and services produced within a nation during a given period (usually 1 year).

**Management Category:** This term refers to a global standard for the planning, establishment, and management of PAs.

**Marine Protected Area (MPA):** This PA is an area of sea (or coast) especially dedicated to the protection and maintenance of biological diversity, and of natural and associated cultural resources, and managed through legal or other effective means.
A **Network** is a set of PAs that have commonalities and coordination but no dedicated legal framework.

**Optimal Management Scenario**: This a set of management programs for optimal ecosystem functioning.

**Protected Areas (PAs)**: 1) The natural settings are clearly-defined geographical spaces, recognized, dedicated and managed, through legal or other effective means, to achieve the long-term conservation of nature with associated ecosystem services and cultural values (IUCN); and, 2) A geographically-defined area that is designated or regulated and managed to achieve specific conservation objectives (CBD).

While these two definitions differ slightly, they both express essentially the same message. Protected areas operate as regulatory instruments for land use, imposing restrictions according to specific conservation management functions and objectives. The different degrees of land-use restrictions range from no visitation, thus enabling strict preservation, to protected landscapes and seascapes where biodiversity protection takes place alongside regulated production activities and, often, resident human communities. Given this underlying function, national PA systems are one of the most effective management strategies to avoid excessive conversion to other land-uses and to protect ecosystems and the services provided to development and human well-being.

**PA-generated Revenues** are income that a PA receives from its activities; those activities could be related to tourism (e.g., entry fees, user fees, concession, and other tourism activities) or to the services provided by the PA (e.g., payment for environmental services).

**Protected Area Governance**: This is the form of management that is in place within a PA. The IUCN World Commission on Protected Areas recognizes four main types of governance, each with several subcategories: state, co-management, private, and community conserved areas.

**Resilience**: This condition refers to the amount of disturbance or stress that an ecosystem can absorb and still remain capable of returning to its pre-disturbance state.

**Scenario**: This term is a plausible and often simplified description of how the future may develop, based on a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions about key driving forces and relationships.

**Species**: A species is a group of organisms that differ from all other groups of organisms and that are capable of breeding and producing fertile offspring. This is the smallest unit of classification for plants and animals.

A **Strategy** is a long-term plan with a defined scope that identifies measurable objectives, key actors, and target groups for the achievement of outcomes aligned with the plan’s declared vision.

A **Sub-System** is a set of PAs whose operations are governed by a legal framework. In some countries, networks may have a legal framework and, hence, should be classified as a sub-system.

**User Fees**: This instrument is the payment of a fee for direct receipt of a public service by the
Annex 2: Use of Correlations in PA-financing Data

This annex provides examples of some of the analysis carried out as part of the Report. These examples are included here to stimulate future analysis of PA finance data.

Categorized according to strength:
- strong relationships: - 0.7
- medium relationships: 0.3 – 0.5
- weak relationships: under 0.3

**Example 1.**

- **Accounting and Auditing Systems**
  - Equation: \( y = 98.643x - 5.8833 \)
  - Graph:
  - \( R = 0.6326 \)

**Example 2.**

- **Setting and Establishment of User Fees**
  - Equation: \( y = 76.527x - 2.0813 \)
  - Graph:
  - \( R = 0.5981 \)

**Example 3.**

- **Effective Fee Collection Systems**
  - Equation: \( y = 98.127x - 8.9497 \)
  - Graph:
  - \( R = 0.5425 \)
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Notes

1 Argentina, Belize (qualitative analysis of Scorecard Part II only), Brazil (federal and state – Rio de Janeiro, Rio Grande do Sul, Parana, Minas Gerais, and Espiritu Santo), Bolivia, Colombia, Costa Rica, Chile, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela.

2 Unless noted, the amounts in this document are presented in US currency of dollars and cents.

3 Mesoamerica+ refers to: Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, and Panama, and these Spanish-speaking Caribbean countries: Cuba and the Dominican Republic.

4 Another way to look at this gap is to include funds other than government-budgeted funds. Total available resources includes government-budgeted funds and these two categories of extra-budgetary funds: (1) international cooperation and other donor sources and (2) PA-based revenues. To meet basic management needs across the countries that record funding needs and gaps, total available resources need to be increased, on average, 1.8 times. This is the average from 18 countries reporting their funding gaps.


6 In some data sets, the international cooperation contribution is sometimes combined with “Other” and included with extra-budgetary funds. This extra-budgetary designation identifies these funds as not coming from government-budgeted sources for PAs.

7 Extra-budgetary sources are sometimes divided into international cooperation and “Other”. Detailed findings shed light on “Other” by country. International cooperation funds are often called donor funds or donor assistance.

8 Total available resources: To meet basic management needs in countries that record funding gaps, total available resources need to be increased, on average, 1.8 times. This is the average from 18 countries reporting their funding gaps. Total available resources include annual government budgets, extra-budgetary sources of international cooperation and other donor funds, and PA-based revenues.

Annual government budget: If increases in government budgets were the only source to meet basic management needs, on average, current government budgets would need to be increased by approximately 3 times. This is the average from 18 countries reporting their funding gaps.

9 Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD) is an effort to create a financial value for the carbon stored in forests, offering incentives for developing countries to reduce emissions from forested lands and invest in low-carbon paths to sustainable development. REDD+ goes beyond deforestation and forest degradation, and includes the role of conservation, sustainable management of forests, and enhancement of forest carbon stocks. REDD and REDD+ are programs of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change.

10 Smaller PAs with low revenue generation potential and a small number of threats may not need business plans.
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11 WCMC UNEP database for PAs, 2008

12 This data excludes Turcos & Caicos Islands, British Virgin Islands, and United States Virgin Islands.

13 Argentina, Belize, Brazil, Bolivia, Colombia, Costa Rica, Chile, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela.

14 An internationally recognized typology (IUCN) is used as a global framework for categorizing the variety of PA management approaches, by recognizing six categories of management objective and four governance types. These categories and governance types can be used in any combination. See Dudley, 2008.


16 Since then, PAs have come under the direct authority of the Ministry of the Environment.

17 Throughout this document, US dollars are used, unless otherwise stated.


20 Based on evaluating 1,100 studies ranging across different countries and different ecosystem services. See TEEB, 2009.

21 Campbell et al., 2008

22 Mesoamerica+ is composed of these countries: Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Cuba, and the Dominican Republic.

23 An in-depth discussion on the role of PAs in climate change mitigation and adaptation can be found in *Natural Solutions* (Dudley et al., 2010 forthcoming).

24 Key characteristics of PA systems that increase their potential role in climate change strategies include the condition that these PA systems have proven governance mechanisms and safeguards and provide a stable, long-term mechanism for managing land and water ecosystems; they are based around a commitment to permanence and long-term management of ecosystems and natural resources; they already have systems that enable monitoring, verification, and reporting, and are supported by government commitments under the CBD to establish ecologically-representative PA systems that have organized and populated data sources to set baselines and facilitate monitoring, such as the IUCN management categories, governance types, and Red List of Threatened Species, and the UNEP World Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEP - WCMC) World Database on Protected Areas (Dudley et al., 2010 forthcoming).

25 CONANP

26 CBD, 2008

27 Figueroa, 2007

28 Escobar and Pabon, et al., 2009

29 Ricketts et al., 2004

30 Tuxill and Nabhan, 1998
Based on information presented in the 5th World Congress on Protected Areas, in Durban 2003.

Brazil is an exception, since the PA systems managed by states represent 25 percent of the national system. The Scorecard was applied to the Federal PAs. The Scorecard was also applied to the PAs of five Brazilian states, the results of which are presented separately. Another exception is Argentina, where the province sub-system area is approximately six times bigger than the national PA system. These sub national PAs (province-level) were not included in the study and represent 6.4 percent of Argentina's territory, compared to the 1.3 percent that the PAs included in this study represent.

Throughout this document, US dollars are used, unless otherwise stated.

Note that in Cuba, a percentage of the government funds allocated to PAs might originate from international cooperation through such entities as UNDP, FAO, UNEP, GEF, and others. These entities may fund projects in support of PA systems. However, Cuba did not provide detailed information that specifies the amount of donor funds in these situations.

At the time of the Scorecard workshop, participants highlighted a governmental initiative to share a proportion of PAs revenues with local communities. Therefore, these participants have considered appropriate the practice of not including these PAs revenues to the PA system budget until the signature of agreement with local communities occurs and the exact proportion of revenues that will accrue to the PA System is determined.

Note, however, that data from Guatemala on donor funds is likely to be an underestimation.

The financial need study only covers PAs managed by the central government and not co-managed areas and private reserves, for which an estimation was made for Scorecard application.

Estimation of costs for the basic management scenario (basic financial needs) were made by CONAP and submitted to the Congress to justify the request for an increase in the PA system budget.

Projection developed in 2006 for the estimation of costs for optimal management scenario (optimal financial needs) for the Federal PA system.

In the case of Guatemala, the financial needs presented for the optimal management scenario is a projection based on the cost-estimate made by CONAP for the basic scenario. However,
note that in 2007, TNC estimated costs for an optimal management scenario in Guatemala, at $100 million or more than $40/ha, which would make this figure one of the highest estimated costs per hectare in the region.

50 The financial gap of Venezuela is not included in this Table as per the request of INPARQUES, the PA authority of Venezuela, as they wish to update their data.

51 The financial gap data from Bolivia may include some distortions, as noted earlier, concerning projects that may not fit PA system priorities.

52 As with the financing gap estimated based on basic management needs, Venezuela is omitted from this table and analysis because its data is being updated by the Venezuelan PA authority, INPARQUES.

53 For Costa Rica, Guatemala, Mexico, and the Dominican Republic, the country data is from 2007.
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54 The specific elements and sub-elements vary between the different versions of the Scorecard. Any missing elements/sub-elements between discussion in this document and available Scorecards reflect the ‘feedback’ process of the Scorecard. New versions of the Scorecard reflect knowledge gained from the consultative process and the country workshop process.

55 This element can be omitted in countries where a PA system does not require a trust fund due to robust financing within government.

56 A national PA financing strategy will include targets, policies, tools, and approaches.

57 This could include budgets for development agencies and local governments for local livelihoods.

58 These responsibilities should be found in the Terms of Reference for the positions.

59 This element can be omitted in countries where a PA system does not require a trust fund due to robust financing within government.

60 At the time of printing, several other countries expressed intent to increase budgets in part based upon country level Scorecard data. These countries include Colombia and Paraguay.

61 This might include aerial surveys, marine pollution monitoring, economic valuations, etc.

62 Another way to look at this gap is to include funds other than government budgeted funds. Total available resources includes government-budgeted funds and these two categories of extra-budgetary funds: (1) international cooperation and other donor sources and (2) PA-based revenues. To meet basic management needs across the countries that record funding needs and gaps, total available resources need to be increased, on average, 1.8 times. This is the average from 18 countries reporting their funding gaps.

63 As tourism infrastructure grows within PAs and, in turn, increases visitor numbers and PA revenues, the score for this element should be revised in proportion to its importance to funding the PA system.

64 Where PES is not appropriate or feasible for a PA system, take 12 points off the total possible score for the PA system.
Concessions will be mainly for tourism-related services such as visitor centres, gift shops, restaurants, transportation, etc.
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Belize: no financial data was submitted by the country during Scorecard application; Venezuela: the data on available finances was not representative of a ‘normal’ year, due to a government one-off extraordinary budget for infrastructure investment approved during the year that this Scorecard was applied.

Lopez et al., 2006

Weighted average taking into account total protected area in hectares (Mexico, Ecuador, Peru, Chile). Sources include Bezaury, Creel, and Pabon-Zamora (2009).

Smaller PAs with low revenue generation potential and a small number of low threats may not need business plans.